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This dissertation consists of the following five articles which have been submitted
for publication, or will be submitted for publication as follows:
Paper I: Empirical investigation of non-convexities in optimal power flow problems.
Published in American Control Conference, pp. 27-54.
Paper II: Improving QC Relaxations of OPF Problems Via Voltage Magnitude Dif-
ference Constraints and Envelopes for Trilinear Monomials. Published in Power Systems
Computation Conference, pp. 55-78.
Paper III: Comparison of Various Trilinear Monomial Envelopes for Convex Relax-
ations of Optimal Power Flow Problems, pp.79-94.
Paper IV: Tightening QC Relaxations of AC Optimal Power Flow Problems Via
Complex Per Unit Normalization. Submitted to IEEE Transaction on Power System, pp.
95-131.
Paper V: Tightening QC Relaxations of OPF Problems by Independently Rotating




Motivated by the potential for improvements in electric power system economics,
this dissertation studies the AC optimal power flow (AC OPF) problem. An AC OPF
problem optimizes a specified objective function subject to constraints imposed by both
the non-linear power flow equations and engineering limits. The difficulty of an AC OPF
problem is strongly connected to its feasible space’s characteristics. This dissertation first
investigates causes of nonconvexities in AC OPF problems. Understanding typical causes
of nonconvexities is helpful for improving AC OPF solution methodologies.
This dissertation next focuses on solution methods for AC OPF problems that are
based on convex relaxations. The quadratic convex (QC) relaxation is one promising ap-
proach that constructs convex envelopes around the trigonometric and product terms in the
polar representation of the power flow equations. This dissertation proposes several im-
provements to strengthenQC relaxations of OPF problems. The first group of improvements
provides tighter envelopes for the trigonometric functions and product terms in the power
flow equations. Methods for obtaining tighter envelopes includes implementing Meyer
and Floudas envelopes that yield the convex hull of trilinear monomials. Furthermore, by
leveraging a representation of line admittances in polar form, this dissertation proposes
tighter envelopes for the trigonometric terms. Another proposed improvement exploits the
ability to rotate the base power used in the per unit normalization in order to facilitate the
application of tighter trigonometric envelopes.
The second group of improvements propose additional constraints based on new
variables that represent voltage magnitude differences between connected buses. Using
“bound tightening” techniques, the bounds on the voltage magnitude difference variables
can be significantly tighter than the bounds on the voltage magnitudes themselves, so
constraints based on voltage magnitude differences can improve the QC relaxation.
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The AC Optimal Power Flow (ACOPF) is at the heart of many problems in power
system area. Independent System Operators (ISO) solve the AC OPF problem for various
time slots, every year for system planning, everyday for day-ahead markets, every hour,
and every five minutes for system operation [1]. The OPF is a fundamental optimization
problem in power system that seeks decision variables to yield an optimal operating point
in terms of a specific objective and subject to network equality constraints and engineering
limits. Various objectives have been considered for solving OPF problems ranging from
electricity generation cost, emission, power losses, reliability, etc. Economic operation of
electric power systems is a major concern of power system engineers. With the large size
of the power system industry in the United States even a slight improvement in electricity
generation cost can savemillion of dollars annually. As onemeasure of industry size, electric
industry revenues in the United States were $369 billion in 2010 [2], so, improvements
in power system economics have the potential for significant impacts. This dissertation
discusses research into the “optimal power flow” problem of minimizing generation cost
while satisfying physical network constraints and engineering limits. Physical network
constraints represent power flow equations that relates voltage phasors and power flow in
lines. Engineering limits present practical restrictions of power systems such as voltage
magnitudes, active and reactive generation, and line flow limits.
2A wide range of engineering limits are involved in a typical OPF problem ranging
from active and reactive power generation, bus voltage magnitudes, transmission line and
transformer flows, and possibly network stability constraints. Like many optimization
problems in power systems, power flow equations play a crucial role in the OPF problem
relating voltage at buses to active and reactive power injections to buses. Nonconvexity
in typical OPF formulations enters largely through the nonlinear power flow equations
representing physical constraints on the electric grid. Using the nonlinear AC power flow
model to accurately represent the power flow physics results in the AC OPF problem, which
is non-convex, may havemultiple local optima [1], and is generally NP-Hard [2], [3]. Awide
variety of algorithms have been applied in order to find locally optimal solutions [4], [5]. The
power flow equations are typically solved using iterative numerical techniques for systems
of non-linear equations, such as the Newton-Raphson and Gauss-Seidel methods [6].
Many recent research efforts have developed convex relaxations of OPF problems
to obtain bounds on the optimal objective values, certify infeasibility, and, in some cases,
achieve globally optimal solutions. Solutions from a relaxation are also useful for initializing
certain local solution techniques [7]. Convex relaxations are under active development with
ongoing efforts aiming to improve the relaxations’ computational tractability and tightness.
Recent work is surveyed in [7]. The quadratic convex (QC) relaxation [5] is one promising
approach that uses convex envelopes around the trigonometric functions, squared terms,
and bilinear products in the polar form of the power flow equations.
Using the QC relaxation of the optimal power flow problem, this dissertation details
enhancements that enable economic operation of electric power systems. The power flow
equations model the physical network constraints inherent to the optimal power flow prob-
lem, which is used to minimize system operating costs. This dissertation investigates a QC
relaxation relaxation of the optimal power flow problem and provides modeling necessary
for application to electric power systems. Before delving into these contributions, this in-
3troduction first provides a background on the power flow equations. Next a literature review
on different convex relaxations of power flow equations is presented. Then the optimal
power flow problem, and QC relaxation of OPF problem is explained.
1.2. THE POWER FLOW EQUATIONS
The goal of a power-flow study is to obtain voltages angle and magnitude informa-
tion for each bus in a power system for specified load and generator real power and voltage
conditions. All active and reactive power flow on each branch as well as generator reactive
power output can be analytically determined by voltage angle and magnitudes. The underly-
ing voltage-to-current relationships of the network are linear, but the nature of equipment in
a power system is such that injected/demanded complex power at a bus is typically specified,
rather than current. The relation of interest is between the active and reactive power injected
at each bus and the complex voltages at each bus, and hence the associated equations are
non-linear. Due to the nonlinear nature of this power flow equations, numerical methods
are employed to obtain a solution that is within an acceptable tolerance. Using polar repre-
sentation for complex voltages and rectangular “active/reactive” representation of complex








Vk pGik sinpδi ´ δkq ´ Bik cospδi ´ δkqq (1.1b)
where Pi and Qi are the active and reactive power injections, respectively, at bus i, Vi and δi
are the voltage magnitude and phase angle, respectively, at bus i,Y “ G` jB is the network
admittance matrix [8], and n is the number of buses in the system.
4The first step in solving the power flow problem is defining the known and unknown
variables in the system. The known and unknown variables are dependent on the type of
bus. A bus without any generators connected to it is called a Load Bus or PQ bus. PQ
buses treat Pi andQi as specified quantities, and enforce the active power (1.1a) and reactive
power (1.1b) equations at that bus. With one exception, a bus with at least one generator
connected to it is called a generator bus or PV bus. The exception is one arbitrarily-selected
bus that has a generator. This bus is referred to as the slack bus. PV buses, which typically
correspond to generators, specify a known voltage magnitude Vi and active power injection
Pi, and enforce only the active power equation (1.1a). The associated reactive powerQi may
be computed as an “output quantity,” via (1.1b). Finally, a single slack bus, with specified
Vi and δi (typically chosen to be 00) is selected. The active power Pi and reactive power Qi
at the slack bus are determined from (1.1a) and (1.1b), respectively.
The line flows can be equivalently modeled using a polar representation of the line’s
mutual admittance, Yike jδik , where Yik “
b
G2ik ` B2ik and δik “ arctan pBik{Gikq are the
magnitude and angle of the mutual admittance for line pi, kq P L, respectively. Using polar









Vk pYik sinpδi ´ δk ´ θikqq (1.2b)
The non-linear power flow equations require iterative numerical solution techniques, such
as Gauss-Seidel or, most commonly, Newton-Raphson [8]. The Newton-Raphson method
begins with initial guesses of all unknown variables. Next, a Taylor Series is written, with
the higher order terms neglected, for each of the power balance equations (1.1a) and (1.1b).







∆P and ∆Q are the mismatch equations that can be expresed as follow:
∆Pi “ ´Pi ` Vi
nÿ
k“1
Vk pGik cospδi ´ δkq ` Bik sinpδi ´ δkqq (1.4a)
∆Qi “ ´Qi ` Vi
nÿ
k“1
Vk pGik sinpδi ´ δkq ´ Bik cospδi ´ δkqq (1.4b)
J is the Jacobian matrix which consists of different partial derivatives of injected active
and reactive power to each bus with respect to voltage magnitude and angle. The Jacobian
matrix can be expressed as follow:
J “





The voltage magnitude and angles can be computed iteratively using the linearized system
of equations in (1.3) and an initial guess of the solution voltage magnitudes and angles as
follow:
θm`1 “ θm ` ∆θ (1.6)
|V |m`1 “ |V |m ` ∆|V | (1.7)
The iterative solving process continues until a stopping condition is met. A common
stopping condition is to terminate if the norm of the mismatch equations is below a specified
tolerance.
6Note that the Newton-Raphson’s convergence performances strongly depends on
the initial guess of the solution voltage magnitudes and angles. Newton methods are
only locally convergent; there is no guarantee to converge to a particular solution from an
arbitrary initial guess [6]. A initial guess consisting of a “flat start” voltage profile with
uniform voltage magnitudes and zero phase angles can often be used to find a solution for
“typical” parameters. However, it is important to recognize that as parameters move outside
of routine operating ranges the behavior of the power flow equations can be highly complex,
resulting in convergence failure for these solution techniques.
The properties of the Newton-Raphson iteration guarantee (under suitable differ-
entiability assumptions) convergence to a solution for an initial condition selected in a
sufficiently small neighborhood around that solution [9]. The existence of a power flow
solution is necessary for power system stability analysis and plays a crucial role in power
system reliability. However, selecting an arbitrary initial guess for power flow equation
might give rise to divergence issues. The important point here is that the user cannot distin-
guish the “no feasible solution” property for power flow equations and “bad initial guess”
when they encounter divergence issues.
Power flow equations may have a very large number of solutions; for example,
the work of [10] establishes cases for which the number of solutions grows faster than
polynomial with respect to network size. Note that power systems typically operate at a
high-voltage, stable solution. Thus, other power flow solutions, particularly those exhibiting
low-voltage magnitude, are important to power system stability assessment and bifurcation
analysis [11]- [15].
Convergence of local solution methods such as Newton Raphson method strongly
depends on the selected initialization. Thus, initializing a local algorithmwith various power
flow solutions corresponding to random operating points is one approach for computing
multiple local optima.
71.3. LITERATURE REVIEW
This section overviews convex relaxations of the power flow equations. Different
variations of relevant power flow relaxation including Semi-Definite Programming, Second-
Order Cone Programming, and Linear relaxation of power flow equation are overviewed in
this section.
1.3.1. Semidefinite Programming Relaxations of the Power Flow Equations.
Expressing voltage in rectangular coordinate turns the power flow equations into a quadratic
polynomials in the voltage components Vd and Vq. Having power flow equations as a
quadratic polynomials facilitates the application of polynomial optimization theory, includ-
ing the Shore relaxation and hierarchies of moment/sum-of-squares relaxations which are
explained in the following subsections.
1.3.1.1. The Shor relaxation. The shore relaxation is a SDP relaxation of non-
convex quadratically constrained quadratic programs (QCQPs) which was first introduced
in 1987 [16]. The first application of the Shor relaxation on power system problems was
the relaxation of the optimal power flow (OPF) problem [17]. The SDP relaxation of
OPF problems became an active avenue of research after showing that the SDP relaxation
can solve the OPF problem globally for many IEEE test cases [18]. The first step in
implementing Shor relaxation of power flow equations is expressing power flow equations
such that all non-convexities contained within a rank constraint. The SDP relaxation of
power flow equation is then developed by neglecting the rank constraint.
Let ek be defined as the k th column of the identity matrix. For each bus i P N ,
define the matrices LP,k , LQ,k , Mk , and Nk as follow:
LP,k “ 12
»—–RepYTekeTk ` ekeTkYq ImpYTekeTk ´ ekeTkYq
ImpYTekeTk ´ ekeTkYq RepYTekeTk ` ekeTkYq
fiffifl , (1.8)
8LQ,k “ ´12
»—–ImpYTekeTk ` ekeTkYq RepYTekeTk ´ ekeTkYq










Using these matrices, the power flow equations can be expressed as:
Pi “ trpLP,kWq, (1.12)
Qi “ trpLQ,kWq, (1.13)
Vi2 “ trpLkWq, (1.14)
0 “ trpN1Wq, (1.15)
W “ xxT . (1.16)
where x “ rVd1 . . .VdnVq1 . . .VqnsT . Note that equation (1.15) sets the angle at the slack
bus to zero. Note that equation (1.16) contains all the non-convexities. To form the
SDP relaxation equation (1.16) can be replaced with a less stringent positive semi-definite
constraint as follow:
W ľ 0. (1.17)
After solving the SDP relaxation optimization problem if the solutionW˚ satisfies the rank
condition,
rankpWq “ 1, (1.18)
9then the SDP relaxation is exact and globally optimal decision variables can be recovered.
Let λ be the non-zero eigenvalue of the solutionW˚ with associated unit-length eigenvector
ν. Denote νd and νq as the vectors consisting of the entries of ν from ν1 to νn and νn`1 to
ν2n, respectively. The globally optimal voltage phasors are
V˚ “ ?λpνd ` jνqq. (1.19)
The Shor relaxation can also be implemented as a complex value relaxation. Interested
readers are directed to [7] for more information. Despite being exact for many IEEE
test systems, there are multiple test cases in which the Shor relaxation fails to be exact.
Thus, exactness of the Shor relaxation for different optimization problems in power system
including the OPF problem remains an active area of research.
1.3.1.2. Moment/sum-of-square relaxationhierarchies. Despite solving theOPF
problem globally for many IEEE test cases, there are several test cases in which the Shor
relaxation leaves a reasonable optimality gap behind. One approach to solve these test cases
globally is the Lasserre hierarchy for polynomial optimization problem. Lasserre hierarchy
for polynomial optimization problem is the generalization of SDP relaxation (i.e., Shor
relaxation) that can solve every polynomial optimization globally under specific technical
condition [19, 20]. Relaxation from the Lasserre hierarchy are formulated as SDPs with
matrices of increasing size. In addition to the Lasserre hierarchy, several other closely re-
lated relaxations based on Lasserre hierarchy are proposed to solve optimization problems
in power systems. Interested readers are directed to [7] for more information.
1.3.2. Second-Order Cone Programming Relaxation of the Power Flow Equa-
tions. SOCP relaxation of power system optimization problems was first introduced by
Jabr’s formulation of the OPF problem for radial networks [21]. Different power flow mod-
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els, bus injection and branch flow models, give rise to various SOCP relaxations of power
system optimization problems. This section overviews various SOCP relaxations for power
system problems.
1.3.2.1. Bus injection model relaxations. The first group of SOCP relaxations,
Jabr’s relaxation [21] and the Quadratic Convex (QC) relaxation, are based on the bus
injection model of the power flow equations which are discussed in following sections.
Note that the Strong SOCP relaxation proposed in [22] strengthens Jabr’s relaxation with a
variety of linear constraints. More information about those linear constraints can be found
in [7]. Moreover, the tightness of Jabr and strong SOCP relaxations are compared with
other relaxations’ tightness in Figure 1.2.
• Jabr’s SOCP relaxation. Jabr’s SOCP relaxation [21] convexify the power flow
equations for radial network by defining lifted variables for the squared voltage
magnitude at bus i, cii “ |Vi|2 “ V2di ` V2qi, the real part of the product of the
voltage phasors at buses i and k, cik “ |Vi||Vk |cospθi ´ θkq “ VdiVdk ` VqiVqk ,
and negative imaginary part of the product of the voltage phasors at buses i and k,
sik “ ´|Vi||Vk |sinpθi´θkq “ VdiVqk´VqiVdk . These lifted variables, which were first
proposed in [23], results in the following representation of the power flow equations
for a radial network:




Gikcik ´ Bik sik, @i P N, (1.20a)




´Bikcik ´ Gik sik, @i P N, (1.20b)
cik “ cki, @pi, kq P L (1.20c)
sik “ ´ski, @pi, kq P L (1.20d)
c2ik ` s2ik “ ciickk, @pi, kq P L. (1.20e)
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Despite being exact for radial networks, the power flow formulation in (1.20) is a
relaxation for mesh networks due to the fact that it does not ensure the ability to
recover a set of voltage angles that sum to zero around each loop [7]. Let θi denotes
the voltage angle associated with bus i. Augmenting (1.20) with the nonconvex
constraint tanpθk ´ θiq “ sikcik , @pi, kq P L results in a formulation that is equivalent to
the power flow equations for a mesh network [7].
Note that equality constraint (1.20e) makes the formulation (1.20) nonconvex. The
formulation (1.20) convexifies by replacing (1.20e) with a less-stringent inequality
constraint:
c2ik ` s2ik ď ciickk @pi, kq P L. (1.21)
Note that equation (1.21) is a rotated SOCP constraint. Thus, standard SOCP so-
lution techniques can be applied to the resulting problem. The formulation defined
by (1.20a)-(1.20d), (1.21) is hereafter denoted as “Jabr’s relaxation”.
• QC Relaxation. The “Quadratic Convex” (QC) relaxation [24] extends Jabr’s re-
laxation by adding new variables for the voltage angle, θi, and voltage magnitude,
|Vi|, @i P N . These new variables enables QC relaxation to convexify trigonometric
terms, in the polar representation of the power flow equations, using linear and SOCP
constraints.
The QC relaxation is particularly effective when applied to OPF problems with
small admissible ranges for both voltage magnitude and angle differences between
connected busses. Moreover, theQC relaxation’s constraints implicitly account for the
relaxation of the angle consistency condition around cycles. Thus, the QC relaxation
inherently can be applicable to mesh networks. The QC relaxation of the power flow
equations and optimal power flow problems are explained in detail in Section 1.6.
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Figure 1.1. Explanation of the variables in the DistFlow equations for line pi, kq P L [7].
1.3.2.2. Branch flow model relaxations. The branch flow formulation of power
flow equations can be convexified as SOCP relaxations. This section overviews the branch
flow relaxation derived from the DistFlow equations [7] and the SOCP relaxation in [25, 26].
• Relaxation of DistFlow Equations. DistFlow is a power flow representation for radial
network that focuses on currents and powers on the branches. DistFlow has been used
mainly for modeling distribution circuits which tend to be radial [27, 28].
Let L denotes the set of branches, with i Ñ k representing a branch connecting
buses i and k where bus k is located “downsream” (further from the substation in
a radial distribution system) from bus i. Let Pik , Qik and i`k be the active power,
reactive power, and the squared magnitude of current flowing out from buses i to bus
k. With lines modeled as series impedances Rik ` jXik (see Figure 1.1), the DistFlow
equations are defined for each line pi, kq P L as:








|Vk |2 “ |Vi|2 ´ 2pRikPik ` XikQikq ` pR2ik ` X2ikq i`k, (1.22c)
i`k |Vi|2 “ P2ik `Q2ik . (1.22d)
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Similar to (1.20), the DistFlow equations neglect the voltage phase angles and are thus
an exact representation for radial networks but a relaxation of mesh networks. It is
important to note that the DistFlow equations are linear in the flows of squared current
magnitude i`k , active power Pik and reactive power Qik on line pi, kq P L as well as
the squared voltage magnitude |Vi|2 at each bus i P N . The branch flow relaxation is
formed by replacing the equality constraint i`k |Vi|2 ě P2ik ` Q2ik@pi, kq P L with an
inequality that takes the form of a rotated SOCP constraint:
i`k |Vi|2 ě P2ik `Q2ik, @pi, kq P L. (1.23)
An exactness dominance comparison between DistFlow and other power flow relax-
ations is illustrated in Figure 1.2.
1.3.3. Linear Relaxation of the Power Flow Equations. Compared to SDP and
SOCP relaxations, linear relaxation usually yields a weaker objective value bounds (i.e.
they are not as tight as SDP and SOCP relaxations). However, linear relaxations usually
have better computational advantages compared to SDP and SOCP relaxations. This section
overviews the different linear relaxation of power flow equations.
Depending on the formof the objective function, linear relaxations can be formulated
either as linear programs or quadratic programs.
1.3.3.1. The network flow relaxation. The power flow equation requires that the
flows entering and leaving a node obey Ohm’s and Kirchhoff’s laws. In contrast, the network
flow relaxation [29, 30] does not enforce Ohm’s and Kirchhoff’s laws on power flow entering
and leaving a node. Instead the network flow relaxation requires active and reactive power
losses on each line to be non-negative. Let gsh,i ` jbsh,i denote the shunt admittance at bus
i. Denote the total shunt susceptance associated with the Π-circuit model of the line pi, kq
as bc,ik . The network flow relaxation is formulated in terms of the active power flows Pik
and reactive power flows Qik for each line pi, kq P L and the squared voltage magnitudes
14
|Vi|2 at each bus i P N :






Pki, @i P N, (1.24a)






Qki, @i P N, (1.24b)
Pik ` Pki ě 0, @pi, kq P L, (1.24c)
Qik `Qki ě ´bc,ik2 p|Vi|
2 ` |Vk |2q, @pi, kq P L. (1.24d)
Note that the network flow formulation in (1.24) is a valid relaxation for systems where
all lines have series impedances with non-negative resistances and non-negative reactances
[29, 30].
1.3.3.2. The copper plate relaxation. The “copper plate” relaxation does not en-
force power flow equations in order to yield a simple power balance constraint relating all


















`|Vi|2 ` |Vk |2˘ . (1.25b)
The copper plate model is a valid relaxation of power flow equations for systems where all
lines have series impedances with non-negative resistances and non-negative reactances [29,
30].
1.3.3.3. TheTaylor-Hoover relaxation. The linear power flow relaxation proposed
by Taylor and Hoover in [31] uses lifted variable |Vi|2 for the squared voltage magnitude
at bus i P N . Furthermore, different variables including Pik , Pki, Qik and Qki are used to
account for the active and reactive power flows into each terminal of line pi, kq P L. For a
line modeled as a Π circuit with mutual admittance gik ` jbik and total shunt susceptance
15
bc,ik , the Taylor-Hoover relaxation [31] enforces following equalities
gik pPik ´ Pkiq ´ bik pQik ´Qkiq “
ˆ
g2ik ` b2ik ` bik
bc,ik
2
˙`|Vi|2 ´ |Vk |2˘ , (1.26a)
bik pPik ` Pkiq ` gik pQik `Qkiq “ ´gik bc,ik2
`|Vi|2 ` |Vk |2˘ . (1.26b)
The equalities in (1.26) results from the relaxation of linear combinations of the nonlinear
expressions for the active and reactive line flows. Note that non-physical negative line losses
may result when using this relaxation [29].
1.3.3.4. McCormick relaxations. McCormick envelopes can be employed to con-
struct linear relaxations of the following rectangular power flow equations if the bounds on












`´BikVdk ´ GikVqk˘` Vqi `GikVdk ´ BikVqk˘ , (1.27b)
|Vi|2 “ V2di ` V2qi . (1.27c)
whereY “ G` jB is the line admittance matrices andV “ Vd` jVq is the voltage at the bus






t ě xminy ` yminx ´ xminymin,
t ě xmaxy ` ymaxx ´ xmaxymax,
t ď xminy ` ymaxx ´ xminymax,
t ď xmaxy ` yminx ´ xmaxymin.
(1.28a)
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where x and y are generic variables with bounds xmin, xmax , and ymin, ymax and xxyyM
denotes the McCormick envelopes.
The “Rectangular McCormick” relaxation in [22] applies (1.28a) to the rectangular
form of the power flow equations (1.27) using the bounds Vdi,Vqi P r´Vmaxi ,Vmaxi s. The
tightness of the McCormick relaxation depends on the size of the bounds on the voltage
magnitude. Therefore, bound tightening techniques, which use convex relaxations to infer
tighter bounds than those initially specified in the power flow problem data, can improve
the McCormick relaxation’s tightness.
A stronger linear relaxation is derived by applying McCormick envelopes to the
formulation used in Jabr’s relaxation (1.20) [22]. The bounds available for the variables cik
and sik facilitate a tighter linear relaxation when combined with “lifted" variables Cik , Sik ,
and Dik, @pi, kq P L:
´ Vmaxi Vmaxk ď cik, sik ď Vmaxi Vmaxk , (1.29a)
pvmini q2 ď cii ď pvmaxi q2, (1.29b)
Cik ` Sik “ Dik, (1.29c)
Cik ě 0, Sik ě 0, (1.29d)
Dik P xciickkyM,Cik P xcikcikyM, Sik P xsik sikyM, (1.29e)
Equations (1.20a)´ (1.20d). (1.29f)
The McCormick relaxation formulation in (1.29) is referred as alternative Mc-
Cormick relaxation.
1.3.3.5. Bienstock-Munoz LP relaxations. The approach in [33] developes a fam-
ily of LPs that approximate (to arbitrary accuracy) the solution of power system optimization
problems that may include integer constraints. This approach is particularly useful for power
system optimization problems that have small treewidth since the numbers of variables and
constraints in the resulting LPs scale exponentially with the treewidth, linearly with the
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size of the network, and logarithmically with the desired accuracy. The “treewidth” of a
graph is defined as one less than the size of the largest maximum clique among all possible
chordal extensions of the graph. The approach in [33] has strong theoretical properties but
its effectiveness remain to be demonstrated for practical test cases.
1.3.3.6. Mixed-integer linear programming relaxations. Several relaxations em-
ploy discrete variables to model the power flow non-linearities. A relaxation proposed
in [25] uses a technique from [34] to discretize the voltage component variables using bi-
nary variables. Specifically the discretization in [25] effectively represents each variable as
a number in a binary format to a specified precision (i.e., a generic non-negative continuous
variable u is written as u “ řTk“1 2´k yk ` δ, where the precision is given by the integer
parameters T ą 1, y P 0, 1T , and 0 ě δ ě 2´T ). With this discretization for each variable,
the bilinear products in the power flow equations can be written as the sum of the products
of the continuous and binary variables. Since each term in these summations can be exactly
linearized, the power flow equations can be represented to a specified precision as a MILP.
Thus, the precision of the formulation can be precisely controlled.
A similar discretization approach is proposed in [35] for problems with radial net-
work topologies. Formulated in the context of graphical models, this approach exploits
radial network structures through a use of a dynamic programming algorithm. This algo-
rithm has a running time that is linear in the network size and polynomial in the discretization
precision. Future work proposed in [35] includes several directions for extension of this
approach to more general network topologies.
The discretization approach proposed in [36] uses eigenvector calculation to refor-
mulate the power flow equations as a symmetric paraboloids. Delaunay triangulation and
binary variables are then used to develop piecewise-line interpolation of the paraboloid
functions. A further contribution of [36] is a disjunctive convex optimization approach that
constructs outer approximations of the paraboloids to obtain a relaxation.
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Figure 1.2. Proven dominance relationships among relaxations. The arrows point from the
tighter relaxation to the dominated relaxation. Both the QC relaxation and the Strong
SOCP relaxation neither dominate nor are dominated by the Shor relaxation [5]. Note that
combining relaxations which do not have a dominance relationship yields a generally
tighter relaxation (e.g., the combination of the Shor and QC relaxations studied in [38] is
generally tighter than Shor and QC relaxations individually).
1.4. THE OPTIMAL POWER FLOW PROBLEM
The optimal power flow (OPF) problem seeks an operating point that optimizes a
specified objective subject to constraints from the network physics and engineering limits.
Using the nonlinear AC power flow model to accurately represent the power flow physics
results in the AC OPF problem, which is non-convex, may have multiple local optima [37],
and is generally NP-Hard [3, 4].
This section provides a mathematical description of the OPF problem as it is classi-
cally formulated. Consider an n-bus system, where N “ t1, . . . , nu, G, and L are the sets
of buses, generators, and lines. Let Pdi ` jQdi and Pgi ` jQgi represent the active and reactive
load demand and generation, respectively, at bus i P N , where j “ ?´1. Let gsh,i ` jbsh,i
denote the shunt admittance at bus i. Let Vi and θi represent the voltage magnitude and
angle at bus i P N . For each generator i P G, define a quadratic generation cost function
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with coefficients c2,i ě 0, c1,i, and c0,i. Denote θlm “ θl ´ θm. Specified upper and lower
limits are denoted by p ¨ q and p ¨ q, respectively. Buses i P NzG have generation limits set
to zero.
Each line pl,mq P L is modeled as aΠ circuit with mutual admittance glm` jblm and
shunt admittance jbsh,lm. (Our approach is applicable to more general line models, such the
Matpower [43] model that allows for off-nominal tap ratios and non-zero phase shifts.) Let
Plm,Qlm, and Slm represent the active and reactive power flows and the maximum apparent
power flow limit on the line that connects buses l and m.







˘2 ` c1i Pgi ` c0i (1.30a)
subject to p@i P N, @ pl,mq P Lq


















θre f “ 0, (1.30d)





ď Qgi ď Q
g
i , (1.30f)
V i ď Vi ď V i, (1.30g)
θlm ď θlm ď θlm, (1.30h)
Plm “ glmV2l ´ glmVlVm cos pθlmq ´ blmVlVm sin pθlmq , (1.30i)
Qlm “ ´pblm ` bsh,lm{2qV2l ` blmVlVm cos pθlmq ´ glmVlVm sin pθlmq , (1.30j)











The objective function (1.30a) minimizes the active power generation cost. Power
balance at each bus enforces by constraints (1.30b) and (1.30c). Constraint (1.30d) sets the
angle reference. Constraints (1.30e)–(1.30h) limit the active and reactive power generation,
voltage magnitudes, and angle differences between connected buses. Constraints (1.30i)–
(1.30j) relate the voltage phasors and power flows on each line, and (1.30k)–(1.30l) limit
the apparent power flows into both terminals of each line.
1.5. QC RELAXATION
The quadratic convex (QC) relaxation [5] is one promising approach that uses
convex envelopes around the non-convex terms including trigonometric functions, squared
terms, and bilinear products. The tightness of the QC relaxation depends on the size of
the variable bounds. QC relaxation is a type of convex optimization that minimizes a
linear objective function over the convex area formed by convex envelopes. QC relaxation
has been successful in solving or approximating the solutions of many practical problems,
including NP-hard optimization problems. Overviews of QC relaxation and practice are
available in reference [7].
QC relaxation problems can be solved efficiently (i.e., in polynomial time) for a
globally optimal solution with robust primal´dual interior point methods using commercial
tools (e.g., CPLEX, Gurobi, and Mosek).
1.6. QC RELAXATION OF THE POWER FLOW EQUATIONS
The QC relaxation is formed by defining new variables wii, wlm, clm, and slm for the
products of voltage magnitudes and the trilinear monomials representing the products of
voltage magnitudes and trignometric functions for connected buses:
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wii “ V2i , @i P N, (1.31a)
wlm “ VlVm, @ pl,mq P L, (1.31b)
clm “ wlm cos pθlmq , @ pl,mq P L, (1.31c)
slm “ wlm sin pθlmq , @ pl,mq P L. (1.31d)
For each line pl,mq P L, these definitions imply the following relationships between
the variables wll , clm, and slm:
c2lm ` s2lm “ wllwmm, (1.32a)
clm “ cml, (1.32b)
slm “ ´sml (1.32c)
The QC relaxation is formulated by enclosing the squared and bilinear product terms










|xy ě xy ` yx ´ xy,
|xy ě xy ` yx ´ xy,
|xy ď xy ` yx ´ xy,
|xy ď xy ` yx ´ xy.
(1.33b)
where qx and |xy are “dummy” variables representing the corresponding set. The envelope
xx2yT is the convex hull of the square function. The so-called “McCormick envelope”
xxyyM is the convex hull of a bilinear product [32].
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qC ď 1´ 1´cospxmqpxmq2 x2,qC ě cospxq´cospxqx´x px ´ xq ` cos pxq . (1.34b)
where xm “ maxp|x| , |x|q. The dummy variables Sˇ and Cˇ again represent the corresponding
set. For ´90˝ ă x ă x ă 90˝, bounds on the sine and cosine functions are
s “ sin pxq ď sinpxq ď s “ sin pxq , (1.35a)
c “ min pcospxq, cospxqq ď cospxq ď c“
$’’&’’%
max pcospxq, cospxqq , if sign pxq“sign pxq ,
1, otherwise.
(1.35b)
Slightly abusing notation, the QC relaxation is formed by replacing the square,









˘2 ` c1i Pgi ` c0i (1.36)
subject to p@i P N, @ pl,mq P Lq


















pV iq2 ď wii ď pV iq2, (1.39)
Plm “ glmwll ´ glmclm ´ blmslm, (1.40)

















c2lm ` s2lm ď wll wmm (1.46)
Equations (1.30d)–(1.30h), (1.30k)–(1.30l), (1.32b), (1.32c). (1.47)
Note that the non-convex constraint (1.32a) is relaxed to (1.46) using a less-
stringent rotated second-order cone constraint [21]. Also note that the trilinear terms
in (1.30i) and (1.30j) are addressed in (1.43)–(1.45) by recursively applying McCormick
envelopes (1.33b) (i.e., first applying (1.33b) to the product of voltage magnitudes to obtain
wlm and then to the product of wlm and xcos pθlmqyC or xsin pθlmqyS).
The optimization problem (1.36) is a second-order cone program (SOCP), which




The accuracy of convex relaxation methods strongly depends on the relaxation’s
tightness. This dissertation proposes multiple improvements to tighten the QC relaxation
of the OPF problem. The first improvement is based on the observation that adding
redundant constraints to a non-convex optimization problem can tighten a relaxation [49].
One approach for constructing appropriate constraints is to change coordinate systems. We
derive constraints based on a coordinate change using voltage magnitude differences in
addition to the voltage magnitudes themselves. Bound tightening techniques are often more
effective for variables representing voltage magnitude differences, thus resulting in tighter
constraints. A bound tightening approach is described in Section 1.6.
The second improvement is related to the trilinear monomials formed by the product
of the voltage magnitudes and the trigonometric functions in the polar representation of
the power flow equations (i.e., VlVm cospθlmq or VlVm sinpθlmq). Previous formulations of
the QC relaxation [5, 38] treat these monomials with recursive application of McCormick
envelopes [32]. McCormick envelopes are a type of convex relaxation used to convexity
bilinear product terms. While McCormick envelopes form the convex hull (the convex hull
of set x is the smallest convex set that contains x) of bilinearmonomials, recursive application
ofMcCormick envelopes does not necessarily yield the convex hulls of trilinear monomials.
We apply the potentially tighter envelopes developed by Meyer and Floudas [39, 40], which
form the convex hulls of trilinear monomials.
The third improvement is based on the representation of admittances in polar format
in the power flow equations, which can yield tighter envelopes for trigonometric terms
compared to those in original QC relaxation. Thus, the new representation of the power
flow equations can potentially strengthen the QC relaxations of OPF problems.
The fourth improvement for the QC relaxation of OPF problem exploits the ability
to choose a complex base power in the per unit normalization. Selecting a complex base
power rotates the power flow equations and put the arguments of trigonometric terms within
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(a) A convex function with
corresponding global optimum
(blue star).
(b) A nonconvex function with
corresponding global (blue star)
and local (red circle) optimum.
Figure 1.3. Global and local optimum illustration.
advantageous spans. Appropriately rotating the base power can make the minimum and
maximum values taken by trigonometric arguments be sign-definite, which facilitates the
application of tighter envelopes for the trigonometric terms. This improvement has the
potential to significantly strengthen the QC relaxations of OPF problems.
1.8. TERMINOLOGIES
Different terminologies used throughout the dissertation are defined here before
delving into the problem formulation, beginningwith global and local solutions. Figure 1.3a
shows a function with its minimum (i.e., blue star). The blue star in Figure 1.3a is the global
minimum of function since there is no point with a lower objective function value than this
point. In Figure 1.3b, the red circle is the minimum point in a close neighboring region but
it is not the global minimum for the function because there is another point (the blue star)
with lower objective function than this point. Thus, the red circle is a local minimum and
the blue star is the global minimum for the function.
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(a) A convex function with
corresponding global optimum
(blue star).
(b) A nonconvex function with
corresponding global (blue star)
and local (red circle) optimum.
(c) A nonconvex function with
corresponding global (blue star)
and local (red circle) optimum.
Figure 1.4. Illustrating of tight and loos relaxations for a nonconvex function.
Another terminology that is used throughout the report is convex relaxation. A
space is convex if and only if it contains all points on the line segments connecting every
pair of points in that space. A convex relaxation encloses the feasible space of a non-
convex problem in a larger convex space. Figure 1.4a illustrates a non-convex feasible
space of an example optimization problem where black circle and star indicate the local and
global optimum in the feasible space. A convex relaxation of feasible space is illustrated in
Figure 1.4bwhere the globalminimumof the original feasible space is not equal to the global
minimum of convex relaxation of the problem. The relaxation gap is the difference between
the global solution of original problem and the global solution of its convex relaxation. A
non-zero relaxation gap implies that the convex relaxation for the problem can be further
tightened. Conversely the convex relaxation provided for original function in Figure 1.4c is
tight since the global optimum of the original problem and its convex relaxation are equal.
The AC OPF problem is defined next.
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PAPER
I. EMPIRICAL INVESTIGATION OF NON-CONVEXITIES IN OPTIMAL
POWER FLOW PROBLEMS
ABSTRACT
Optimal power flow (OPF) is a central problem in the operation of electric power
systems. An OPF problem optimizes a specified objective function subject to constraints
imposed by both the non-linear power flow equations and engineering limits. These con-
straints can yield non-convex feasible spaces that result in significant computational chal-
lenges. Despite these non-convexities, local solution algorithms actually find the global
optima of some practical OPF problems. This suggests that OPF problems have a range
of difficulty: some problems appear to have convex or “nearly convex” feasible spaces in
terms of the voltage magnitudes and power injections, while other problems can exhibit
significant non-convexities. Understanding this range of problem difficulty is helpful for
creating new test cases for algorithmic benchmarking purposes. Leveraging recently de-
veloped computational tools for exploring OPF feasible spaces, this paper first describes
an empirical study that aims to characterize non-convexities for small OPF problems. This




The optimal power flow (OPF) problem seeks an optimal operating point for an
electric power system in terms of a specified objective function (e.g., minimizing generation
cost, matching a desired voltage profile, etc.). The feasible space for an OPF problem is
dictated by equality constraints corresponding to the network physics (i.e., the power flow
equations) and inequality constraints determined by engineering limits on, e.g., voltage
magnitudes, line flows, and generator outputs. Non-linear constraints from the power
flow equations and the engineering limits can result in non-convex feasible spaces. This
paper applies an empirical approach to characterize typical non-convexities that occur in
OPF feasible spaces. The geometric structures characterized in this paper are based on
projections of the power injections and voltage magnitudes.
OPF problems may have multiple local optima [1] and are generally NP-Hard [2, 3],
even for radial networks [4]. Since first being formulated by Carpentier in 1962 [5], a broad
range of algorithms have been applied to solve OPF problems, including Newton-Raphson,
sequential quadratic programming, interior point methods, etc. [6, 7]. Convergence of many
algorithms only ensures local optimality, i.e., no feasible points in the solution’s immediate
neighborhood have a better objective value. Other locally optimal points may exist outside
of this immediate neighborhood, some of which may have substantially better objective
values.
In contrast to local solvers, global algorithms seek the lowest-cost point in the entire
feasible space. Provably obtaining the global solution is relevant for many analyses, such as
multi-stage and robust optimization where providing any theoretical guarantees for the over-
all problem requires certifying global optimality of solutions to certain subproblems [8, 9].
Moreover, the large scale of power systems means that even small percentage improvements
in operational efficiency can have a significant aggregate impact [10], thus motivating the
development of global algorithms.
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Many recently developed global algorithms employ convex relaxation techniques,
which enclose the feasible space of an OPF problem in a larger convex space. Optimizing
over the convex space provides a lower bound for the OPF problem’s objective value, can
certify OPF infeasibility, and, when the relaxation is exact, provides the globally optimal
decision variables. A variety of convex relaxations are based on semidefinite programming
(SDP) [2, 11–13] and second-order cone programming (SOCP) [14, 15]. Recent work is
surveyed in [16].
For some practical OPF problems, these convex relaxations certify that the solutions
obtained by local solvers are, in fact, globally optimal (or at least very near the global
optimum) [2, 11–15, 17]. There also exist challenging test cases for which local solution
algorithms may fail to yield globally optimal solutions and convex relaxations have large
relaxation gaps [1, 18, 19]. Thus, the challenges inherent to solving OPF problems span a
range of difficulties.
An OPF problem’s difficulty is closely related to convexity characteristics of the
problem’s feasible space. The range of difficulties suggests that some OPF feasible spaces
are “nearly convex” in terms of the voltage magnitudes and power injections, while others
exhibit significant non-convexities. The development of sufficient conditions for exactness
of some convex relaxation techniques [20] has implications for the convexity characteristics
of a certain limited class of OPF problems [21]. In particular, these conditions imply that
portions of the feasible spaces relevant to the minimization of active power generation are
convex for OPF problems that satisfy non-trivial technical conditions. Previous work also
shows that the feasible spaces of a more general class of OPF problems can have significant
non-convexities [1, 22–30].
Although the existing literature makes significant progress, OPF convexity charac-
teristics are not yet fully understood. This paper leverages two recently developed computa-
tional tools to better understand non-convexities in OPF feasible spaces. The first tool is an
algorithm for reliably computing discretized representations of OPF feasible spaces [28].
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The second tool is a continuation algorithm that identifies multiple local optima for
OPF problems [31].
Using these tools, this paper describes an empirical analysis to better understand
causes of OPF non-convexities. This analysis randomly constructs many small OPF test
cases. These test cases are not directly representative of realistic power systems due to their
small sizes. However, large problems may have subregions with similar features. Moreover,
experience with convex relaxations of large-scale problems suggests that non-convexities
are often associated with small subregions of the system [11, 12]. Thus, exploring the
characteristics of these small test cases can provide useful lessons for understanding non-
convexities in large problems. After construction, the test cases are screened to identify
those likely to have non-convexities using a process based on an SDP relaxation. The
feasible space computation algorithm in [28] is applied to the screened cases to characterize
their non-convexities.
Observations and test cases in [1] suggest the importance of binding lower limits
on voltage magnitudes and reactive power generation with regard to OPF non-convexities.
All non-convexities characterized in our numerical experiment are also related to the lower
limits on voltage magnitudes and reactive power generation. Our numerical experiment thus
suggests that non-convexities are more frequently associated with lower limits on voltage
magnitudes and reactive power generation than other constraints, at least for problems in
the parameter ranges considered in our experiment.
This paper then extends the insights gained from this numerical experiment to
develop challenging medium-size OPF problems based on modifications to the IEEE test
cases. Modifying the system loading, voltage limits, and reactive power limits yields OPF
problems where lower limits on voltage magnitudes and reactive power generation are
binding. The resulting OPF problems have multiple local optima and challenge state-of-
the-art convex relaxation techniques.
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In addition to empirically validating the insights gained from small problems, these
medium-size test cases can serve to exercise both local and global OPF solution algorithms.
While convex relaxations are exact or close to exact for many previous test cases [19], the
medium-size test cases developed in this paper have large optimality gaps between the best-
known local solutions and the bounds from the convex relaxations. In order to determine
whether the optimality gaps are due to poor local optima or poor bounds, we apply both a
random search technique and the continuation algorithm in [31] in order to find additional
local optima. This approach yields several additional local solutions and many stationary
points, but none with a better objective value than that obtained via the local solver in
Matpower [32]. This may suggest that the optimality gaps are due to a poor bound from
the relaxations, thus motivating the development of improved convex relaxation techniques.
This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 overviews the OPF problem. Sec-
tion 2.1 reviews computational tools for studying OPF feasible spaces. Section 3 describes
the numerical experiment that is the first main contribution of this paper. Using insights
from the small test cases, Section 4 presents and studies challenging OPF problems derived
by modifying several IEEE test cases, which is the second main contribution of this paper.
Section 5 concludes the paper.
2. OVERVIEW OF THE OPF PROBLEM
This section overviews the OPF problem and its SDP relaxation. Further details are
provided in [2, 10, 11].
Consider an n-bus system, where N “ t1, . . . , nu is the set of buses, G is the set of
generator buses, and L is the set of lines. Let Y denote the network admittance matrix. Let
PDk ` jQDk represent the active and reactive load demand at bus k P N , where j is the
imaginary unit. Let Vk represent the voltage phasor at bus k P N , with the angle ofV1 equal
to zero to set the angle reference. Define the rank-one matrix W “ VVH P Hn, where Hn
denotes the set of nˆnHermitian matrices. Superscripts “max” and “min” denote specified
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upper and lower limits. Buses without generators have maximum and minimum generation
set to zero. Define a convex quadratic cost of active power generation with coefficients
c2,k ě 0, c1,k , and c0,k for k P G.
Each line pl,mq P L is modeled by an ideal transformer with turns ratio τlme jθlm : 1
in series with a Π circuit with mutual admittance ylm and total shunt susceptance jbsh,lm.
Define ek as the k th column of the identity matrix. Let p¨q, p¨qᵀ, and p¨qH denote the
complex conjugate, transpose, and complex conjugate transpose, respectively. Define the
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c2,k ptr pHkWq ` PDkq2
` c1,k ptr pHkWq ` PDkq ` c0,k (1a)
subject to
Pmink ď tr pHkWq ` PDk ď Pmaxk @k P N (1b)
Qmink ď trpH˜kWq `QDk ď Qmaxk @k P N (1c)`
Vmink











‰(2` tr “ j `FHlm ´ Flm˘W‰(2






‰(2` tr “ j `FHml ´ Fml˘W‰(2
ď 4 `Smaxlm ˘2 @ pl,mqL (1f)
W “ VVH (1g)
where tr p¨q is the trace. Constraints (1b)–(1d) are linear in the entries of W . The objec-
tive (1a) and line flow constraints (1e)–(1f) are convex in the entries of W . Thus, all the
non-convexity in (1) is contained in the rank constraint (1g).
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The numerical experiment in Section 3 uses an SDP relaxation of the OPF problem
as part of a screening step to identify test cases which may have relevant non-convexities.
This SDP relaxation is formed by replacing (1g) with a positive semidefinite constraint
W ľ 0 [2]. The solution to the SDP relaxation provides a lower bound on the OPF
problem’s optimal objective value. If the condition rank pWq “ 1 is satisfied, the lower
bound provided by the SDP relaxation is exact. Conversely, if rank pWq ą 1, the lower
bound may be strictly below the OPF problem’s global optimum. An optimality gap is then
computed as the percent difference between the objective values for a local solution to (1)
and the lower bound from the SDP relaxation. A non-negligible optimality gap suggests the
possible presence of a non-convexity in the OPF problem’s feasible space near the global
solution.
Note that the OPF problem formulation (1) does not consider some possible sources
of non-convexity that are present in more general OPF problem formulations (e.g., con-
tingency constraints, discrete devices such as switched shunts, models of uncertainty,
etc.) [8, 33–35]. A variety of approaches address these possible sources of non-convexity
(e.g., branch-and-bound and cutting plane methods for discrete variables [36], chance-
constrained formulations [33–35], etc.). Many of these approaches solve the OPF formula-
tion (1) as a subproblem within a broader algorithm. Therefore, identifying non-convexities
inherent to the OPF formulation (1) is relevant to a wide range of problems. Future work
will study the impacts of other types of OPF constraints on the feasible spaces’ convexity
characteristics.
2.1. TOOLS FOR STUDYING OPF FEASIBLE SPACES
This section first describes an algorithm that computes the feasible space (i.e., the
set of points satisfying (1b)–(1g)) for small OPF problems and then discusses approaches
for finding multiple local optima. The numerical experiments in the following sections
employ both of these algorithms to characterize OPF non-convexities.
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2.2. COMPUTING THE FEASIBLE SPACES OF SMALL OPF PROBLEMS
Reference [28] presents an algorithm for computing a discretized representation of
the feasible spaces for small OPF problems. The algorithm discretizes an OPF problem’s
feasible space into a set of points, each of which represents a power flow problem (i.e., fixed
voltage magnitudes at all generator buses, fixed active power injections at all generator
buses except for a single “slack” bus which sets the angle reference, and fixed active
and reactive power injections at all load buses). Observe that the expressions for power
injections (1b), (1c) and squared voltage magnitudes (1d) can be written as polynomials in
V and V via substitution of (1g). Expanding these complex polynomials in terms of the
real and imaginary components of V and V reveals a power flow formulation in terms of
quadratic polynomials with real variables. See, e.g., [28, 37] for further details.
Writing the power flow equations in a polynomial representation enables application
of the “Numerical Polynomial Homotopy Continuation” (NPHC) algorithm, which is based
on theory from algebraic geometry. The theoretical guarantees inherent to the NPHC
algorithm ensure that the power flowproblems corresponding to each discretization point are
solved reliably; i.e., the NPHC algorithm either returns all power flow solutions or certifies
infeasibility. After solving the power flow equations corresponding to each discretization
point, a screening step eliminates the solutions which fail to satisfy all the OPF problem’s
constraints. The remaining points are all feasible for the OPF problem, thus reliably
providing a discretized representation of the entire feasible space.
The feasible space computation algorithm is only applicable to small OPF problems
due to both the computational limits of the NPHC algorithm and the “curse of dimension-
ality” corresponding to the discretization of the feasible space with increasing degrees of
freedom. Using convex relaxation techniques to quickly eliminate many infeasible points,
the feasible space computation algorithm in [28] is tractable for OPF problems with up
to approximately ten buses and three generators. This paper’s numerical experiments
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work within these limitations to first characterize non-convexities in small OPF problems.
Lessons learned from the small problems are then applied to construct and study larger test
cases.
2.3. COMPUTING MULTIPLE LOCAL OPTIMA
The presence of multiple local optima indicates the existence of non-convexities
in an OPF problem’s feasible space. Algorithms for computing multiple local optima
therefore provide a means for investigating the associated non-convexities. Convergence of
local solution algorithms depends on the selected initialization. Thus, initializing a local
algorithm with various power flow solutions corresponding to random operating points is
one approach for computing multiple local optima. The numerical experiments in Section 4
search for multiple local optima using at least two hundred initializations for the “MIPS”
solver in Matpower [32].
A more sophisticated algorithm was recently proposed in [31]. Starting from a
single local optimum obtained from a local solver, the algorithm in [31] applies a contin-
uation method to trace between solutions to the first-order necessary conditions for local
optimality. To ensure boundedness of the continuation traces, the continuation method is
applied to an “elliptical” representation of the first-order optimality conditions. To maintain
computational tractability, we use a two-round enumeration approach; see [31] for further
details. This approach is capable of finding multiple local optima for problems with several
tens to hundreds of buses.
3. INVESTIGATING THE CAUSES OF OPF NON-CONVEXITIES VIA A
NUMERICAL EXPERIMENT
The first contribution of this paper is a numerical experiment conducted to better
understand the characteristics of OPF problems with non-convex feasible spaces. Specif-
ically, this numerical experiment develops an approach for randomly constructing many
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small (three- to five-bus) test cases with realistic ranges for the electrical parameters. Each
test case is then screened for possible non-convexities based on the optimality gap between
the objective value of a local solution and the lower bound from an SDP relaxation. The
feasible spaces for the test cases identified via this screening process are then computed
using that algorithm in [28], which allows for characterization of the non-convexities via
visual inspection. This section discusses this approach in more detail and then presents
illustrative examples and various observations about the non-convexities.
3.1. RANDOMLY GENERATING AND SCREENING SMALL TEST CASES
The following procedure was used to randomly construct a large number of small
(three- to five-bus) OPF test cases [38–42]. The number of lines were sampled from a
uniform distribution, with a topology developed from a random spanning tree [43] aug-
mented with additional lines whose terminal buses were randomly selected. Limits for
the voltage magnitudes and angles, active and reactive power generation, load demands,
line parameters, etc. were sampled from Gaussian distributions with parameters given in
Table 1. Test cases without sufficient generation capacity to serve the loads were discarded
as trivially infeasible.
Table 1 provides the parameters used in constructing the random test cases. For
each test case, impedance R ` jX (yielding admittance g ` jb “ 1{ pR ` jXq) and shunt
susceptance b values for the lines’ Π-model equivalent circuits were randomly sampled
from Gaussian distributions with mean and standard deviation of µR, σR; µX , σX ; and µb,
σb, respectively, in per unit using a 100 MVA base, with any negative values sampled for
line resistances instead set to zero. Lines had an 8% probability of being transformers with
tap ratio τ and phase-shift θ sampled from a Gaussian distribution with mean and standard
deviation values of µτ, στ per unit and µθ , σθ , respectively. A bus was specified to be a
generator with 30% probability, with the first generator selected as the reference bus. If no
buses were selected to be generators, a random bus was assigned a generator and chosen
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Table 1. Means and standard deviations for parameter values in the randomly constructed
test cases.
4-bus 5-bus 3-bus (acyclic) 3-bus (cyclic)
µR (p.u.) 0.37 0.25 0.40 0.43
σR (p.u.) 0.02 0.01 0.05 0.02
µX (p.u.) 0.38 0.44 0.44 0.46
σX (p.u.) 0.02 0.01 0.01 0.01
µb (p.u.) 0.38 0.22 0.45 0.43
σb (p.u.) 0.02 0.02 0.01 0.01
µτ (p.u.) 0.00 1.00 1.00 1.00
στ (p.u.) 0.00 0.01 0.00 0.00
µθ (deg) 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
σθ (deg.) 0.00 3.00 0.00 0.00
µPg,max (MW) 24.00 5000.00 220.00 200.00
σPg,max (MW) 1.00 5.00 2.00 1.00
µPg,min (MW) 23.00 100.00 0.00 0.00
σPg,min (MW) 1.00 2.00 0.00 0.00
µQg,max (MVAr) 57.00 1800.00 110.00 100.00
σQg,max (MVAr) 2.00 5.00 2.00 2.00
µQg,min (MVAr) -54.00 -30.00 -26.00 -25.00
σQg,min (MVAr) 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00
µPd (MW) 23.00 95.00 30.00 39.00
σPd (MW) 3.00 5.00 5.00 0.00
µQd
(MVAr) 16.00 14.00 10.00 20.00
σQd
(MVAr) 3.00 1.00 1.00 1.00
to provide the angle reference. The active power injections were sampled from Gaussian
distribution with mean and standard deviation values of µPg and σPg . Loads have a constant
active and reactive power component sampled from a Gaussian distribution with mean and
standard deviation µPd , σPd and µQd , σQd , respectively. A variety of numerical experiments
not detailed in this paper tested different ranges of parameter values. The parameters in
Table 1 were chosen such that the resulting test cases tend to be feasible and provide at
least some examples which passed the screening process discussed later in this section. A
similar test case construction approach was used to study power flow problems in [44].
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Computing and studying the feasible spaces for every test case is unnecessary
since many of the test cases have convex or nearly convex feasible spaces that do not
further this paper’s goal of characterizing non-convexities. Accordingly, the following
screening process was used to identify test cases which were likely to have relevant non-
convexities. Using multiple random initializations, the local solver in Matpower [32] was
repeatedly applied to each test case. An optimality gap was then computed by comparing
the lowest objective value from any initialization to the lower bound obtained from the SDP
relaxation. The screening process selected test cases with large optimality gaps (ě 1%) for
further analyses via the feasible space computation algorithm in [28]. Visualizing various
projections of the feasible spaces for these test cases revealed the relevant non-convexities.
The following section discusses the lessons learned from this experiment and presents
instructive examples.
As a caveat for the results in the following section, note that the screening process’
reliance on the lower bound from the SDP relaxation could potentially introduce bias into
the selection of test cases considered for further analyses. While not observed in any
related numerical experiments, it is conceptually possible that there may exist test cases
with relevant non-convexities for which the SDP relaxation does not yield large optimality
gaps and are therefore excluded from the empirical study. Thus, one direction for future
work is to develop alternative screening processes in order to avoid any potential biases
induced by the proposed approach.
3.2. ILLUSTRATIVE EXAMPLES OF OPF FEASIBLE SPACES
The empirical experiment constructed more than 10,000 test cases using the proce-
dure in Section 3.1, with fewer than 10 being screened for further analysis. One observation
from this empirical experiment is the relatively small fraction of test cases with large opti-
mality gaps. This suggests that relevant non-convexities (i.e., non-convexities that are near
the test cases’ global optima) appear to be relatively rare, at least for test cases with param-
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Table 2. Line shunt values in randomly constructed test cases.
4-bus 5-bus 3-bus (acyclic) 3-bus (cyclic)
b1´2 (p.u.) 0.3804 0.17180 0.4617 0.4068
b1´3 (p.u.) 0.4016 0.26470 0.4774 0.4554
b2´3 (p.u.) – 0.20090 – 0.4376
b1´4 (p.u.) – 0.28430 – –
b1´5 (p.u.) – 0.25632 – –
b2´4 (p.u.) 0.4107 0.02519 – –
b2´5 (p.u.) – 0.21590 – –
b3´4 (p.u.) 0.3870 0.27260 – –
b3´5 (p.u.) – 0.20360 – –
b4´5 (p.u.) – 0.28940 – –
eters in the ranges described in Table 1. This observation aligns with previous numerical
experiments indicating that the lower bound from the SDP relaxation is often close to the
global optimum [45].
Visualizing projections of the feasible spaces for various test cases provides further
insights regarding OPF non-convexities. Using the algorithm in [28], this section presents
several representative projections of OPF feasible spaces generated using the procedure in
Section 3.1. Figures. 1–5 show one-line diagrams and projections of the corresponding
feasible spaces for selected test cases. Power demands and generation ranges given in MW
and MVAr. The feasible space projections are shown in terms of the active and reactive
power generations (MW and MVAr) at selected buses, with the colors representing the
generation cost. Line parameters are given in per unit (p.u.) on a 100 MVA base, and the
shunt susceptances in the Π-circuit line model are given in Table 2. Off-nominal voltage
ratios and non-zero phase shifts of transformers are tabulated in Table 3. None of the flow
limits are binding in any of the screened test cases. The generation cost functions and
voltage magnitude limits are given in Tables 4 and 5, respectively. Local and global optima
are labeled with cyan triangles and green stars, respectively.
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Table 3. Transformer details for the Five-bus test case.
Line Voltage ratio Phase shift (deg.)
1´ 2 1.0000 0.0000
1´ 3 1.0000 0.0000
3´ 2 0.9925 7.2099
1´ 4 1.0000 0.0000
1´ 5 1.0000 0.0000
2´ 4 1.0000 0.0000
2´ 5 1.0000 0.0000
4´ 3 0.9950 -2.2219
3´ 5 1.0000 0.0000
5´ 4 1.0109 -1.6934
Table 4. Generation cost coefficients.
4-bus c2 ($/(MW-hr)2) c1 ($/(MW-hr)) c0 ($)
Generator at bus 2 0.0663 67.2267 0.00
Generator at bus 3 0.6272 15.0543 0.00
5-bus c2 ($/(MW-hr)2) c1 ($/(MW-hr)) c0 ($)
Generator at bus 3 0.9277 38.7611 0.00
Generator at bus 5 0.2162 54.6499 0.40
3-bus (acyclic) c2 ($/(MW-hr)2) c1 ($/(MW-hr)) c0 ($)
Generator at bus 2 0.5240 19.3591 0.00
Generator at bus 3 0.5480 16.6615 0.00
3-bus (cyclic) c2 ($/(MW-hr)2) c1 ($/(MW-hr)) c0 ($)
Generator at bus 2 0.6408 49.6517 0.00
Generator at bus 3 0.6978 26.7824 0.00
Table 5. Voltage limits.
Vmax (p.u.) Vmin (p.u.)
4-bus 1.10 0.90
5-bus 1.10 0.90
3-bus (acyclic) 1.21 0.81
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(b) Feasible space projection.
Figure 1. One-line diagram and feasible space projection for a “typical” randomly
generated four-bus test case. Observe that this projection shows a convex feasible space.
Figure 1 shows a typical test case that did not pass the screening process (i.e.,
the optimality gap resulting from the SDP relaxation is small). As expected, the feasible
space appears convex in terms of the power injections and voltage magnitudes. Conversely,
Figures 2–5 show examples of test cases which the screening process identified as possibly
containing relevant non-convexities. The projections of the feasible spaces are indeed non-
convex, with Figures. 2b, 3c, and 5b being disconnected. These test cases challenge a variety
of optimization algorithms. Some initializations for local solvers result in convergence to
suboptimal local solutions in these problems and the SDP relaxation of [2] is not exact.
The labels in Figures. 2b, 3b, 3c, and 5b indicate the binding limits at the boundaries
of the feasible spaces. These binding limits are useful for characterizing the causes of the
non-convexities. The main observation from extensive numerical experiments on these and
other small test cases is that non-convexities in many OPF problems are often associated
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(a) One-line diagram.
(b) Feasible space projection.
Figure 2. One-line diagram and feasible space projection for a randomly generated
five-bus test case. Observe that this projection shows a non-convex and disconnected
feasible space.
with large shunt capacitances. The lower voltage limits’ relevance to non-convexities is
physically intuitive: as shown in Figures. 4, whose axes consist of the real and imaginary
parts of the voltage phasors, Re pViq and Im pViq, constraint (1d) restricts the voltage phasors
to an annulus. The lower voltage magnitude limits
`
Vmini
˘2 ď Re pViq2 ` Im pViq2 are thus
non-convex constraints. Since increasing voltage magnitudes tends to reduce line losses,
OPF problems typically have binding upper voltage magnitude limits. In these examples,
the lower voltage limits are binding at the global optimum. To explain this, note that the large
shunt capacitances in these examples result in an excess of reactive power that cannot be
absorbed by the generators due to binding lower reactive power generation limits. Reducing














=0.4340+j0.4204 0 ≤ PG2 ≤ 227.47
-28.72 ≤ QG2 ≤ 111.18
0 ≤ PG3 ≤ 219.36
-25.56 ≤ QG3 ≤ 107.88
(a) One-line diagram.
(b) Feasible space projection.
(c) Feasible space projection with tightened
constraints.
Figure 3. One-line diagram and feasible space projection for a randomly generated acyclic
three-bus test case. Observe that these projections show non-convex feasible spaces.
Tightening the constraints yields a disconnected feasible space in Figure. 3c.
the lines’ Π-circuit model, thus ameliorating the excess reactive power but resulting in an
operating condition near the non-convexitiy associated with the lower voltage magnitude
limit.
Non-convexities were previously observed for similar operational conditions in [1].
The test cases considered here thus verify the results in previous literature. Moreover,
all the test cases with non-convexities characterized via the numerical experiment were
associated with binding lower limits on voltage magnitudes and reactive power generation.
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Figure 4. Illustration of the voltage magnitude limits (1d).
This empirically suggests that such an operational condition is a “common” cause of non-
convexities, at least among OPF problems with within the range of parameters considered
in this experiment.
Note that the characteristics of the non-convexities (particularly disconnectedness)
can be sensitive to the OPF problems’ parameters. For instance, the feasible space in
Figure. 3c results from tightening the limits on lower reactive power generation from
QminG2 “ ´28.7 MVAr and QminG3 “ ´25.6 MVAr to QminG2 “ ´15.7 MVAr and QminG3 “
´23.5 MVAr. These modifications change this projection of the feasible space from non-
convex but connected in Figure. 3b to disconnected in Figure 3c.
4. CHALLENGING OPF PROBLEMS DERIVED BY MODIFYING IEEE TEST
CASES
This section exploits observations from the small test cases to construct larger OPF
test cases with non-convex feasible spaces. Four test cases (named “nmwc14”, “nmwc24”,
“nmwc57”, and “nmwc118” after the authors’ last names and number of buses) were
developed by modifying the IEEE 14-, 24-, 57-, and 118-bus test cases via reducing the
loading, slightly tightening the voltage limits, and significantly tightening the lower reactive
power generation limits [46–49]. The goal of these modifications is to obtain test cases
with operational conditions where lower limits on voltage magnitudes and reactive power
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(b) Feasible space projection.
Figure 5. One-line diagram and feasible space projection for a randomly generated cyclic
three-bus test case. Observe that this projection shows a non-convex and disconnected
feasible space.
Table 6 provides the percentage changes applied to each of the standard IEEE
test cases provided by Matpower [32]. Modifications to the IEEE test cases consist of
decreasing active and reactive loads by δPd and δQd , tightening upper and lower bounds on
voltage by δV and δV , and tightening the lower bound on reactive power by δQG .
Applying the algorithms described in Section 2.3 to these test cases yields multiple
local optima with a wide range of objective values. Moreover, it is difficult to prove global
optimality of the best known local solutions for some of these cases via relaxations with
tight lower bounds, even with state-of-the-art techniques. For instance, nmwc118 has 2 local
optima, and even the combination of the sparse second-ordermoment relaxation [12], theQC
relaxation [14], bound tightening [50], and a variety of related enhancements [15, 51, 52]
yields an optimality gap of 14.0%. This problem therefore appears to be particularly
challenging for both traditional solvers (due to the multiple local optima) and convex
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Table 6. Descriptions of modifications to the IEEE test systems.
14-bus 24-bus 57-bus 118-bus
δPd (%) 60.00 55.00 72.00 71.00
δQd (%) 60.00 55.00 72.00 71.00
δV (%) 0.06 0.73 0.06 0.06
δV (%) 0.06 0.73 0.06 0.06
δQG (%) 95.00 90.00 95.00 95.00
Table 7. Objective values for the modified IEEE test cases.
Case Local Optima ($/hr) Lower Bound Optimality
Name Worst Best ($/hr) Gap
nmwc14 3024.46 2529.87 2529.49 0.01%
nmwc24 42667.26 39773.02 39773.02 0.00%
nmwc57 9186.12 9128.72 9030.70 1.09%
nmwc118 40399.17 34663.69 30413.10 14.00%
relaxations. Table 7 summarizes the objective values of the known local optima and lower
bounds (using a combination of the relaxations in [12, 14, 15, 50–52]) for these test cases.
Note that the objective values for the local optima span wide ranges for these test cases (e.g.,
from $34664/hr to $40399/hr or equivalently from an optimality gap of 14.0% to 33.0% for
nmwc118).
5. CONCLUSION
Despite significant recent progress, there remain problems whose non-convexities
challenge state-of-the-artOPF solution algorithms. Better understanding these non-convexities
is important for further improving solution algorithms as well as for developing additional
challenging test cases. The numerical experiment described in this paper provides a key
observation regarding OPF non-convexities: all of the non-convexities identified in the
numerical experiment are associated with binding lower bounds on voltage magnitudes and
reactive power generation. Exploiting this observation, this paper proposes several new test
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ACoptimal power flow (ACOPF) is a challenging non-convex optimization problem
that plays a crucial role in power system operation and control. Recently developed convex
relaxation techniques provide new insights regarding the global optimality of AC OPF
solutions. The quadratic convex (QC) relaxation is one promising approach that constructs
convex envelopes around the trigonometric and product terms in the polar representation
of the power flow equations. This paper proposes two methods for tightening the QC
relaxation. The first method introduces new variables that represent the voltage magnitude
differences between connected buses. Using “bound tightening” techniques, the bounds on
the voltage magnitude difference variables can be significantly smaller than the bounds on
the voltage magnitudes themselves, so constraints based on voltage magnitude differences
can tighten the relaxation. Second, rather than a potentially weaker “nested McCormick”
formulation, this paper applies “Meyer and Floudas” envelopes that yield the convex hull of
the trilinear monomials formed by the product of the voltage magnitudes and trignometric
terms in the polar form of the power flow equations. Comparison to a state-of-the-art QC




The optimal power flow (OPF) problem seeks an operating point that optimizes a
specified objective subject to constraints from the network physics and engineering limits.
Using the nonlinear AC power flow model to accurately represent the power flow physics
results in the AC OPF problem, which is non-convex, may have multiple local optima [1],
and is generally NP-Hard [2, 3]. A wide variety of algorithms have been applied in order
to find locally optimal solutions [4, 5].
Many recent research efforts have developed convex relaxations of OPF problems
to obtain bounds on the optimal objective values, certify infeasibility, and, in some cases,
achieve globally optimal solutions. Solutions from a relaxation are also useful for initializing
certain local solution techniques [6]. Convex relaxations are under active development with
ongoing efforts aiming to improve the relaxations’ computational tractability and tightness.
Recent work is surveyed in [7].
The quadratic convex (QC) relaxation [8] is one promising approach that uses convex
envelopes around the trigonometric functions, squared terms, and bilinear products in the
polar form of the power flow equations. The tightness of the QC relaxation depends on
the size of the bounds on the voltage magnitude and angle difference variables. Therefore,
bound tightening techniques, which use convex relaxations to infer tighter bounds than those
initially specified in theOPFproblemdata, can improve theQC relaxation’s tightness [9–12].
Several enhancements have also been proposed to tighten the QC and other relaxations,
including Lifted Nonlinear Cuts [9, 13] that exploit voltage magnitude and angle difference
bounds; tighter trigonometric envelopes [9, 14] that leverage sign-definite angle difference
bounds, which can sometimes be obtained via bound tightening; and a variety of valid
inequalities, convex envelopes, and cutting planes [11, 12].
This paper proposes two additional improvements for tightening the QC relaxation.
The first is based on the observation that adding redundant constraints to a non-convex opti-
mization problem can tighten a relaxation [15]. One approach for constructing appropriate
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constraints is to change coordinate systems. We derive constraints based on a coordinate
change using voltage magnitude differences in addition to the voltage magnitudes them-
selves. Bound tightening techniques are often more effective for variables representing
voltage magnitude differences, thus resulting in tighter constraints.
The second improvement is related to the trilinear monomials formed by the product
of the voltage magnitudes and the trigonometric functions in the polar representation of
the power flow equations. Previous formulations of the QC relaxation [8, 9] treat these
monomials with recursive application of McCormick envelopes [16]. While McCormick
envelopes form the convex hull of bilinearmonomials, recursive application of McCormick
envelopes does not necessarily yield the convex hulls of trilinear monomials. We apply
the potentially tighter envelopes developed by Meyer and Floudas [17, 18], which form the
convex hulls of trilinear monomials.
This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 overviews the OPF problem. Section 3
reviews the QC relaxation of the OPF problem. Sections 4 and 5 formulate our proposed
improvements. Section 6 evaluates the proposed improvements on various test cases.
Section 8 concludes the paper.
2. OVERVIEW OF OPTIMAL POWER FLOW PROBLEM
This section overviews the AC OPF problem. Consider an n-bus system, where
N “ t1, . . . , nu, G, and L are the sets of buses, generators, and lines. Let Pdi ` jQdi and
Pgi ` jQgi represent the active and reactive load demand and generation, respectively, at
bus i P N , where j “ ?´1. Let gsh,i ` jbsh,i denote the shunt admittance at bus i. Let Vi
and θi represent the voltage magnitude and angle at bus i P N . For each generator i P G,
define a quadratic generation cost function with coefficients c2,i ě 0, c1,i, and c0,i. Denote
θlm “ θl ´ θm. Specified upper and lower limits are denoted by p ¨ q and p ¨ q, respectively.
Buses i P NzG have generation limits set to zero.
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Each line pl,mq P L is modeled as aΠ circuit with mutual admittance glm` jblm and
shunt admittance jbsh,lm. (Our approach is applicable to more general line models, such the
Matpower [19] model that allows for off-nominal tap ratios and non-zero phase shifts.) Let
Plm,Qlm, and Slm represent the active and reactive power flows and the maximum apparent
power flow limit on the line that connects buses l and m.







˘2 ` c1i Pgi ` c0i (1a)
subject to p@i P N, @ pl,mq P Lq


















θre f “ 0, (1d)





ď Qgi ď Q
g
i , (1f)
V i ď Vi ď V i, (1g)
θlm ď θlm ď θlm, (1h)
Plm “ glmV2l ´ glmVlVm cos pθlmq ´ blmVlVm sin pθlmq , (1i)
Qlm “ ´pblm ` bsh,lm{2qV2l ` blmVlVm cos pθlmq ´ glmVlVm sin pθlmq , (1j)










The objective function (1a) minimizes the active power generation cost. Constraints (1b)
and (1c) enforce power balance at each bus. Constraint (1d) sets the angle reference.
Constraints (1e)–(1f) limit the active and reactive power generation, voltage magnitudes,
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and angle differences between connected buses. Constraints (1i)–(1i) relate the voltage
phasors and power flows on each line, and (1i)–(1l) limit the apparent power flows into both
terminals of each line.
3. REVIEW OF THE QC RELAXATION
3.1. FORMULATION OF THE QC RELAXATION
The QC relaxation is formed by defining new variables wii, wlm, clm, and slm for the
products of voltage magnitudes and the trilinear monomials representing the products of
voltage magnitudes and trignometric functions for connected buses:
wii “ V2i , @i P N, (2a)
wlm “ VlVm, @ pl,mq P L, (2b)
clm “ wlm cos pθlmq , @ pl,mq P L, (2c)
slm “ wlm sin pθlmq , @ pl,mq P L. (2d)
For each line pl,mq P L, these definitions imply the following relationships between
the variables wll , clm, and slm:
c2lm ` s2lm “ wllwmm, (3a)
clm “ cml, (3b)
slm “ ´sml (3c)
The QC relaxation is formulated by enclosing the squared and bilinear product terms in











|xy ě xy ` yx ´ xy,
|xy ě xy ` yx ´ xy,
|xy ď xy ` yx ´ xy,
|xy ď xy ` yx ´ xy.
(4b)
where qx and |xy are “dummy” variables representing the corresponding set. The envelope
xx2yT is the convex hull of the square function. The so-called “McCormick envelope” xxyyM
is the convex hull of a bilinear product [16]. The QC relaxation also formulates





qS ď cos ` xm2 ˘ `x ´ xm2 ˘` sin ` xm2 ˘ ,
qS ě cos ` xm2 ˘ `x ` xm2 ˘´ sin ` xm2 ˘ ,
qS ě sinpxq´sinpxqx´x px ´ xq ` sin pxq if x ě 0,




qC ď 1´ 1´cospxmqpxmq2 x2,qC ě cospxq´cospxqx´x px ´ xq ` cos pxq .
where xm “ maxp|x| , |x|q. The dummyvariables Sˇ and Cˇ again represent the corresponding
set. For ´90˝ ă x ă x ă 90˝, bounds on the sine and cosine functions are
s “ sin pxq ď sinpxq ď s “ sin pxq , (6a)
c “ min pcospxq, cospxqq ď cospxq ď c“
$’’&’’%
max pcospxq, cospxqq , if sign pxq“sign pxq ,
1, otherwise.
(6b)
Slightly abusing notation, the QC relaxation is formed by replacing the square,









˘2 ` c1i Pgi ` c0i (7a)
subject to p@i P N, @ pl,mq P Lq


















pV iq2 ď wii ď pV iq2, (7d)
Plm “ glmwll ´ glmclm ´ blmslm, (7e)

















c2lm ` s2lm ď wll wmm, (7k)
Equations (1d)–(1f), (1i)–(1l), (3b), (3c). (7l)
Note that the non-convex constraint (3a) is relaxed to (7k) using a less-stringent rotated
second-order cone constraint [20]. Also note that the trilinear terms in (1i) and (1i)
are addressed in (7h)–(7k) by recursively applying McCormick envelopes (5) (i.e., first
applying (5) to the product of voltage magnitudes to obtain wlm and then to the product of
wlm and xcos pθlmqyC or xsin pθlmqyS). The optimization problem (7) is a second-order cone
program (SOCP), which is convex and can be solved efficiently using commercial tools
(e.g., CPLEX, Gurobi, and Mosek).
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3.2. BOUND TIGHTENING AND OTHER IMPROVEMENTS
The tightness of the QC relaxation strongly depends on the accuracy of the bounds
on voltage magnitudes, V i, V i, and angle differences, θlm, θlm. The values specified in
the dataset for these bounds may be significantly larger than the values that are actually
achievable due to the restrictions imposed by other constraints. In other words, certain
bounds may never be binding. Exploiting this observation, bound tightening algorithms
yield tighter bounds that improve the QC relaxation [9–12].
We apply the optimization-based bound tightening algorithm in [9], which iteratively
minimizes and maximizes each voltage magnitude and angle difference variable subject to
the QC relaxation’s constraints. For instance, consider the upper bound on the voltage
magnitude at bus 1:
w˚11 “ max w11 subject to (7b)–(7n). (8)
The value w˚11 upper bounds the maximum achievable value of pV1q2 within the




, then (8) provides a smaller value of
a
w˚11 for the upper
bound on V1, which tightens the QC relaxation. Since tightening the bound on any variable
may improve the achievable bounds on other variables, the bound tightening algorithm
proceeds iteratively until no further bounds can be tightened. Optimization-based bound
tightening algorithms, e.g., [9, 11, 12], are typically slower than analytical methods [10]
but provide tighter bounds.
Previous literature proposes a variety of other improvements to the QC relaxation.
To form a benchmark for comparing our improvements, we augment (7) with quadratic
envelopes for the trigonometric terms [14], arctangent envelopes [12], and lifted nonlinear
cuts (LNC) [9, 13].
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4. VOLTAGE MAGNITUDE DIFFERENCE CONSTRAINTS
As discussed in Section 3.2, the QC relaxation’s tightness strongly depends on hav-
ing accurate bounds on voltage magnitudes and angle differences. While bound tightening
techniques are often successful in reducing the range of the phase angle differences, tight-
ening the voltage magnitudes can be more challenging since OPF feasible spaces typically
contain points for which the voltage magnitudes are both near the top and near the bottom
of their allowed ranges. The bound tightening algorithms are therefore often unable to
significantly improve the voltage magnitude bounds.
However, there is usually an exploitable correlation between the voltage magnitudes
at neighboring buses. While the voltage magnitudes at a pair of neighboring buses may
be near their upper limits or near their lower limits, typical problems with limited reactive
power injection capabilities require that these voltage magnitudes must be close to each
other. This suggests that “box constraints” on the voltage magnitudes (1g) are not a good
match to the voltage magnitude variation exhibited in typical OPF feasible spaces.
As an illustrative example, Figure 1 shows a projection of the feasible space, gener-
ated using the approach in [21], for the six-bus system “case6_c” [22] in terms of certain
voltage magnitudes. The ranges of the voltage magnitude variations after implementing
a bound tightening approach are shown by the dashed lines. The best achievable voltage
magnitude bounds are only 17.0% tighter than the originally specified bounds for this case.
In contrast, as shown in Figure 1, the difference in voltage magnitudes between neighboring
buses can be significantly tighter (e.g., 80.5% tighter for the example in Figure 1). To
exploit this observation, we derive new constraints by representing the decision variables in
an alternate coordinate system. Let Ainc P R|L|ˆ|N | denote the network incidence matrix,
which has rows corresponding to the lines pl,mq P L with `1 in the ith entry and -1 in the
k th entry. Define V∆ P R|L| as the vector of voltage differences between neighboring buses,
V∆ “ AincV (i.e., V∆lm “ Vl ´ Vm).
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= 0.084 per unit
min(V1−V4)
=0.006 per unit
Figure 1. A projection of the feasible space for the “case6_c” [22] test system.
Rewriting the voltage magnitude products VlVm using V∆ yields
Vl Vm “
´
V2l ` V2m ´
`
V∆lm
˘2¯ { 2. (9)
Applying the envelopes in (2) for each term in (9) gives
wlm “
`
wll ` wmm ´W∆lm






A valid inequality is also formed by expanding pVl ´ Vmq2:
`
V∆lm
˘2 ď V2l ´ 2Vl Vm ` V2m. (11)
Relaxing (11) using (4) yields`
V∆lm
˘2 ď wll ´ 2wlm ` wmm. (12)
Note that it is not necessary to use a convex envelope on the term V∆lm since (12) is
already an SOCP constraint. Finally, we leverage the relaxation proposed in [23], which
is derived by taking linear combinations of the non-linear expressions for the active and
reactive line flow expressions. Specifically, the following constraint from [23] couples the
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voltage magnitude differences and the power flows:
V2l ´ V2m “
˜
glm pPlm ´ Pmlq ´ blm pQlm ´Qmlq
g2lm ` b2lm ` blm bsh,lm2
¸
. (13)
Factoring the left hand side of (13) yieldsV2l ´V2m “ V∆lm pVl ` Vmq. Relaxing this expression
yields
wll ´ wmm “ Wˆlm,l ` Wˆlm,m
“
˜
glm pPlm ´ Pmlq ´ blm pQlm ´Qmlq













Observe that (14a) describes two constraints.
Our proposed improvement based on voltage magnitude differences augments the
QC relaxation (7) with constraints (10), (12), and (14). The main advantage of these
constraints is the quality of the achievable bounds on the voltage magnitude differences
V∆lm. These bounds are computed by extending the bound tightening techniques described in
Section 3.2 to directly consider to the variables V∆lm. This requires initially specified bounds
on V∆lm, which are derived from the bounds on the voltage magnitudes, V l , V l , Vm, and Vm:
V l ´ Vm ď V∆lm ď V l ´ Vm. (15)
After applying bound tightening to the voltage magnitudes, voltage angle differences, and
voltage magnitude differences, bounds on the remaining variables (Wlm, Wˆlm,l , and Wˆlm,m)




Previous formulations of the QC relaxation recursively apply McCormick en-
velopes (5) to represent the trilinear products formed by the voltage magnitudes and
trigonometric terms. However, this approach rarely results in the convex hull of the trilinear
products [17]. The Meyer and Floudas envelopes [17, 18] form the convex hulls of trilinear
products whose variables range in a box. These envelopes thus provide a mechanism for
strengthening the QC relaxation.
Due to the signs of the variables (i.e., positive voltage magnitudes and cosine terms,
sign-indefinite sine terms), only certain facets of these envelopes are applicable to the QC
relaxation.
Here we show the facets of the Meyer and Floudas envelopes that are applicable to
the QC relaxation (7). In the following seven boxes, the upper portion gives conditions for
which the constraints in the lower portion apply.
We define qS P xsin pθlmqyS, where this trigonometric envelope is given in (5b), and
Vi as the voltage magnitude at bus i as in (7). Let xx y zyMF denote the convex hull defined
by the Meyer and Floudas envelopes for the trilinear product of three generic variables, x, y,
and z. The variable qslm P AVl Vm qSEMF replaces slm in (7). Note that multiple cases apply
simultaneously (e.g., Case IV implies Case I) such that there are six upper bounds and six
lower bounds for each monomial. The same procedure is applied using qC P xcos pθlmqyC ,
with the variable qclm P AVl Vm qCEMF replacing clm in (7). Since the cosine function is
non-negative in the first and fourth quadrants, only Cases II and III are applicable for this
function.
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Case I: s ď 0.
qslm ě VmsVl ` V lsVm ` V lVmqS ´ V lVms ´ V lVms,qslm ě VmsVl ` V lsVm ` V lVmqS ´ V lVms ´ V lVms,qslm ě VmsVl ` V lsVm ` V lVmqS ´ V lVms ´ V lVms,qslm ě VmsVl ` V lsVm ` V lVmqS ´ V lVms ´ V lVms,qslm ě VmsVl ` V lsVm ` V lVmqS ´ V lVms ´ V lVms,qslm ě VmsVl ` V lsVm ` V lVmqS ´ V lVms ´ V lVms.
Case II: s ě 0.
qslm ď VmsVl ` V lsVm ` V lVmqS ´ V lVms ´ V lVms,qslm ď VmsVl ` V lsVm ` V lVmqS ´ V lVms ´ V lVms,qslm ď VmsVl ` V lsVm ` V lVmqS ´ V lVms ´ V lVms,qslm ď VmsVl ` V lsVm ` V lVmqS ´ V lVms ´ V lVms,qslm ď VmsVl ` V lsVm ` V lVmqS ´ V lVms ´ V lVms,qslm ď VmsVl ` V lsVm ` V lVmqS ´ V lVms ´ V lVms.
Case III: s ě 0. Map tVl,Vm, su to tx, y, zu such that
xyz ` xyz ď xyz ` xyz and xyz ` xyz ď xyz ` xyz.
qslm ě yzx ` xzy ` xyz ´ 2xyz,qslm ě yzx ` xzy ` xyz ´ 2xyz,qslm ě yzx ` xzy ` xyz ´ xyz ´ xyz,qslm ě yzx ` xzy ` xyz ´ xyz ´ xyz,
qslm ě Λ3
x ´ x x ` xzy ` xyz ´
Λ3x
x ´ x ´ xyz ´ xyz ` xyz,
where Λ3 “ xyz ´ xyz ´ xyz ` xyz,
qslm ě Γ3
x ´ x x ` xzy ` xyz ´
Γ3x
x ´ x ´ xyz ´ xyz ` xyz,
where Γ3 “ xyz ´ xyz ´ xyz ` xyz.
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Case IV: s ď 0,
V lVms ` V lVms ě V lVms ` V lVms,
V lVms ` V lVms ě V lVms ` V lVms.
qslm ď VmsVl ` V lsVm ` V lVmqS ´ 2V lVms,qslm ď VmsVl ` V lsVm ` V lVmqS ´ 2V lVms,qslm ď VmsVl ` V lsVm ` V lVmqS ´ V lVms ´ V lVms,qslm ď VmsVl ` V lsVm ` V lVmqS ´ V lVms ´ V lVms,qslm ď VmsVl ` V lsVm ` Λ4s ´ s qS ´ Λ4ss ´ s ´ V lVms
´ V lVms ` V lVms,
where Λ4 “ V lVms ´ V lVms ´ V lVms ` V lVms,qslm ď VmsVl ` V lsVm ´ Γ4s ´ s qS ´ Γ4ss ´ s ´ V lVms
´ V lVms ` V lVms,
where Γ4 “ V lVms ´ V lVms ´ V lVms ` V lVms.
Case V: s ď 0,
V lVms ` V lVms ě V lVms ` V lVms,
V lVms ` V lVms ă V lVms ` V lVms,
V lVms ` V lVms ă V lVms ` V lVms.
qslm ď VmsVl ` V lsVm ` V lVmqS ´ 2V lVms,qslm ď VmsVl ` V lsVm ` V lVmqS ´ 2V lVms,qslm ď VmsVl ` V lsVm ` V lVmqS ´ V lVms ´ V lVms,qslm ď VmsVl ` V lsVm ` V lVmqS ´ V lVms ´ V lVms,
qslm ď VmsVl ` Λ5Vm ´ VmVm ` V lVmqS ´
Λ5Vm
Vm ´ Vm
´ V lVms ´ V lVms ` V lVms,
where Λ5 “ V lVms ´ V lVms ´ V lVms ` V lVms,qslm ď VmsVl ` Γ5
Vm ´ Vm
Vm ` V lVmqS ´ Γ5VmVm ´ Vm
´ V lVms ´ V lVms ` V lVms,
where Γ5 “ V lVms ´ V lVms ´ V lVms ` V lVms.
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Case VI: s ď 0, s ě 0.
qslm ě VmsVl ` V lsVm ` V lVmqS ´ 2V lVms,qslm ě VmsVl ` V lsVm ` V lVmqS ´ V lVms ´ V lVms,qslm ě VmsVl ` V lsVm ` V lVmqS ´ V lVms ´ V lVms,qslm ě VmsVl ` V lsVm ` V lVmqS ´ V lVms ´ V lVms,qslm ě VmsVl ` V lsVm ` V lVmqS ´ V lVms ´ V lVms,qslm ě VmsVl ` V lsVm ` Λ6s ´ s qS ´ Λ6ss ´ s ´ V lVms
´ V lVms ` V lVms,
where Λ6 “ V lVms ´ V lVms ´ V lVms ` V lVms.
Case VII: s ď 0, s ě 0.
qslm ď VmsVl ` V lsVm ` V lVmqS ´ 2V lVms,qslm ď VmsVl ` V lsVm ` V lVmqS ´ V lVms ´ V lVms,qslm ď VmsVl ` V lsVm ` V lVmqS ´ V lVms ´ V lVms,qslm ď VmsVl ` V lsVm ` V lVmqS ´ V lVms ´ V lVms,qslm ď VmsVl ` V lsVm ` V lVmqS ´ V lVms ´ V lVms,qslm ď VmsVl ` V lsVm ` Λ7s ´ s qS ´ Λ7ss ´ s ´ V lVms
´ V lVms ` V lVms,
where Λ7 “ V lVms ´ V lVms ´ V lVms ` V lVms.
6. NUMERICAL RESULTS
This section demonstrates the proposed improvements using test cases from the
NESTA0.7.0 archive [22] and four cases “nmwc14”, “nmwc24,” “nmwc57,” and “nmwc118”
from [24]. With large optimality gaps between the objective values from the best known
local optima and the lower bounds from various relaxations, these test cases challenge a
variety of solution algorithms and are therefore suitable for our purposes. The implemen-
tation uses MATLAB 2013a, YALMIP 2016.09.30 [25], Mosek 8.0.0.42, and a laptop
computer with an i5 3.20 GHz processor and 8 GB of RAM. Table 1 details the results for
selected test cases. The first column indicates the test case. The second column provides the
objective value from Matpower [19]. The next group of columns presents the optimality
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gaps corresponding to the solution of a QC relaxation variant relative to the local solution
from Matpower. The optimality gap is
Optimality gap “
ˆ




For many applications, such as branching algorithms that compute global optima [11–13],
mixed-integer problems [14, 26], and certain bi-level problems [27], the optimality gap is
of primary importance. We therefore use the optimality gap to measure the relaxations’
tightness.1 The final group of columns in Table 1 provides the solution times, listing both
the bound tightening time and theQC relaxation’s execution time. Note that the boundswere
tightened using the corresponding variant of the QC relaxation in the computations. For
typographical purposes, Table 1 uses several abbreviations: “All Constraints” (All Cons.),
“without” (w/o), “Meyer and Floudas Envelopes” (MF), “Voltage Magnitude Difference
constraints” (∆), and “Bound Tightening” (BT).
The results indicate that bound tightening has a substantial impact on the opti-
mality gaps for all variants of the QC relaxation. For instance, comparing the third and
seventh columns in Table 1 reveals that applying bound tightening reduces the gaps for
“nesta_case30_fsr__api” and “nesta_case118_ieee__api” cases by 77.91% and 58.43%, re-
spectively. The reinforces the fact that the accuracy of the QC relaxation strongly depends
on the tightness of the bounds.
Comparing the fourth and seventh columns with the third column demonstrates
the impact of the Meyer and Floudas envelopes and voltage difference constraints, both
individually and jointly. For instance, the optimality gap for “nesta_case118_ieee__api”
without applying these constraints was 22.07% while applying the Meyer and Floudas
envelopes and the voltage difference constraints reduces the gap to 19.08% and 21.29%,
1Note that the optimality gap depends on both the lower bound from the relaxation and the upper bound
from a local solution. Thus, non-zero gaps may be partially due to a suboptimal local solution. However, the
same local optima are used to compute the optimality gap for each relaxation, and the gaps can therefore be
consistently compared among various relaxations for each test case.
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respectively. Applying both at the same time reduces the gap to 18.34%, revealing that
the Meyer and Floudas envelopes are the larger contributor to the improvement for this
test case. Similar results are obtained for “nesta_case30_fsr__api”. Without the Meyer
and Floudas envelopes and the voltage difference constraints, the gap is 5.73%. Applying
these improvements reduces the gap by 1.0% and 0.25%, respectively. For most of the
case studies in Table 1, the Meyer and Floudas envelopes are responsible for more of the
improvement than the voltage difference constraints. However, there are cases where the
opposite is true, such as “nmwc118”, “nmwc57”, and “nmwc14”. For these cases, the
voltage difference constraints outperformed the Meyer and Floudas envelopes in reducing
the optimality gap, by up to 5.88% in the case of “nmwc118”.
The results suggest that the Meyer and Floudas envelopes and the voltage dif-
ference constraints are most effective when applied in combination with a bound tight-
ening algorithm. However, there are cases, such as “nesta_case73_ieee_rts__api” and
“nesta_case29_edin__sad” where the proposed improvements have significant impact even
without bound tightening (4.7% and 8.27% reductions, respectively). Note that the Meyer
and Floudas envelopes play a more important role in both cases. For instance, they reduce
the optimality gap for “nesta_case29_edin__sad” by almost 8.25%, whereas the voltage
difference constraints only reduce the gap by 0.01%. This matches the intuition that the
voltage magnitude difference constraints strongly depend on tight bounds on V∆lm.
Several comparisons underscore the contributions of different improvements to a ba-
sic QC relaxation (with no previous or proposed improvements, i.e., without applying bound
tightening, the approaches proposed in this paper, or those in [9, 11–14]). Separately adding
different improvements to the basic QC relaxation reveals the individual contributions. The
optimality gap of the basic QC relaxation for “nesta_case73_ieee_rts__api” is 16.52%.
Separately adding the LNC constraints in [9, 13] and the arctangent envelopes in [12] does
not reduce the gap while separately adding the voltage difference constraints and the Meyer
and Floudas envelopes reduces the gap by 0.02%, and 4.68%, respectively. Note that using
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bound tightening with the basic QC relaxation reduces the gap by 6.43%. Similarly, the op-
timality gap resulting from applying the basic QC relaxation to “nesta_case29_edin__sad”
is 34.53%. Separately enforcing the LNC constraints and the voltage magnitude difference
constraints does not reduce the gap while the arctangent envelopes and the Meyer and
Floudas envelopes reduce the gap by 6.59% and 14.85%, respectively. For this case, it is
interesting to note that the bound tightening approach alone only reduces the gap by 0.62%.
The impact of the voltage magnitude difference constraints strongly depends the
quality of the bounds on V∆lm. Thus, applying these constraints without using bound tight-
ening has a limited effect, as discussed above. In contrast, the voltage magnitude difference
constraints contribute to reducing the optimality gap when combined with a bound tight-
ening approach. For instance, these constraints reduce the optimality gap for “nmwc118”
by 6.08%, whereas the Meyer and Floudas envelopes only reduce the gap by 0.20%. Thus,
the contributions of each improvement to reducing the optimality gap depend on the test
case. Our future work includes identifying which system characteristics are most relevant
for various types of improvements.
Our proposed improvements substantially reduce the optimality gaps for many chal-
lenging test cases. As shown in Table 1, this improved tightness comes at the cost of
slower (but still tractable) computational times for some test cases. Comparing the last two
columns in Table 1 reveals that enforcing the Meyer and Floudas envelopes and the voltage
difference constraints results in less than a 41.9% increase in the time required to solve
the QC relaxation (without bound tightening) on average across the test cases. Comparing
the execution times in the ninth and twelfth columns of Table 1 shows that adding the
Meyer and Floudas envelopes and the voltage difference constraints has a disparate impact
on the total execution time (bound tightening plus QC execution). There are cases such
as “nesta_case29_edin__sad” where enforcing the Meyer and Floudas envelopes reduces
the execution time by 10.8%. For these cases, the bound tightening algorithm converges






































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































due to the addition of new variables and constraints. Since the bound tightening times
dominate the execution time for the QC relaxation, the overall time decreases for some
cases. Conversely, other test cases require more time, resulting in an average increase of
5.2% over all the test cases and up to an 31.9% increase for some cases.
7. CONCLUSION
This paper proposes and empirically tests two improvements for the QC relaxation
of the OPF problem: a set of constraints based on voltage magnitude differences and
the Meyer and Floudas envelopes for trilinear monomials. The former relies on the ob-
servation that bound tightening algorithms can effectively tighten the voltage magnitude
differences between connected buses. The latter yields the convex hull of the trilinear
monomials in contrast to the potentially weaker nested McCormick formulation used in
previous work. Comparison to a state-of-the-art QC implementation demonstrates the
value of these improvements via reduced optimality gaps on challenging test cases while
maintaining computational tractability. Our ongoing work aims to improve computational
speed by targeting the application of the bound tightening techniques to the most relevant
variables. Other ongoing work is developing further improvements to convex relaxations
based on physically intuitive coordinate transformations.
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CONVEX RELAXATIONS OF OPTIMAL POWER FLOW PROBLEMS
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Department of Electrical and Computer Engineering




Solutions to optimal power flow (OPF) problems provide operating points for
electric power systems that minimize operational costs while satisfying both engineering
limits and the power flow equations. OPF problems are non-convex and may have multiple
local optima. To search for global optima, recent research has developed a variety of convex
relaxations to bound the optimal objective values of OPF problems. Certain relaxations,
such as the quadratic convex (QC) relaxation, are derived from OPF representations that
contain trilinear monomials. Previous work has considered three techniques for relaxing
these trilinear monomials: recursive McCormick (RMC) envelopes, Meyer and Floudas
(MF) envelopes, and extreme-point (EP) envelopes. This paper compares the tightness
and computational speed of relaxations that employ each of these techniques. Forming the
convex hull of a single trilinear monomial, MF and EP envelopes are equivalently tight.
Empirical results show that QC formulations usingMF andEP envelopes give tighter bounds
than those using RMC envelopes. Empirical results also indicate that the EP envelopes have
advantages over MF envelopes with respect to computational speed and numerical stability
when used with state-of-the-art second-order cone programming solvers.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Optimal power flow (OPF) is a fundamental problem in power system operation and
control. OPF problems seek operating points that optimize a specified objective function
(often generation costminimization) subject to engineering limits and power flowconstraints
that model the network physics [1]. OPF problems are non-convex, may have multiple local
solutions [2], and are generally NP-hard [3, 4]. Since being introduced by Carpentier in
1962 [5], many solution techniques have been developed for OPF problems [6, 7].
Recently, a plethora of convex relaxation techniques have been applied to OPF prob-
lems in order to compute bounds on the objective values and, in some cases, obtain the
globally optimal decision variables. Convex relaxations can also certify the infeasibility of
OPF problems and provide initializations for local solution algorithms [8]. Convex relax-
ations have been formulated as semidefinite programs [9–11], second-order cone programs
(SOCP) [12–18], and linear programs [19–21]. A detailed survey is provided in [22].
Some relaxations, such as the quadratic convex (QC) relaxation, are derived using
polar representations of the complex voltage phasors. Polar representations result in trilinear
products consisting of the voltage magnitudes and trigonometric functions of voltage angle
differences for each pair of connected buses. The corresponding non-convex trilinear
monomials are relaxed using convex envelope enclosures. The tightness of these envelopes
and their particular mathematical formulations significantly impact a relaxation’s solution
quality and computational tractability.
Three formulations for these envelopes have been proposed in previous OPF relax-
ation literature: recursively applied McCormick (RMC) envelopes [15], Meyer and Floudas
(MF) envelopes [23], and extreme-point (EP) envelopes [24]. RMC envelopes first form
lifted variables representing voltage magnitude products using the McCormick envelope for
bilinear monomials [25], and then use another McCormick envelope to represent the prod-
ucts of these lifted variables with variables corresponding to the trigonometic functions.
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Even though the McCormick envelopes yield the convex hulls of bilinear monomials, recur-
sive application of these envelopes does not necessarily yield the convex hulls of trilinear
monomials.
Meyer andFloudas derived envelopes constructed via sets of hyperplaneswhich form
the convex hulls of trilinear monomials [26, 27]. The convex hulls of trilinear envelopes can
also be formulated via an EP characterization [28–30]. MF and EP envelopes are applied
to the QC relaxation in [23] and [24], respectively. Both the MF and the EP envelopes
form the convex hulls of the trilinear monomials and therefore result in equivalently tight
relaxations. However, their mathematical representations are quite different, which can
result in differing numerical performance.
To characterize the performance of various envelopes, this paper compares the solu-
tion quality and computational tractability resulting from each of these three approaches for
handling trilinear monomials in QC relaxations of OPF problems. Applying each approach
to a wide variety of test cases using various solvers indicates that QC relaxations with
MF and EP envelopes provide tighter objective value bounds compared to RMC envelopes.
Application of multiple solvers indicates that EP and RMC envelopes are numerically stable
on all the test cases with comparable computational speeds. MF envelopes yield numerical
issues for some solvers.
This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 overviews the OPF problem. Section 3
reviews theQC relaxation of theOPF problem and presents different approaches for handling
trilinear monomials. Section 7 empirically compares each approach for various test cases.
Section 8 concludes the paper.
2. OPTIMAL POWER FLOW OVERVIEW
This section reviews an OPF formulation using a polar representation of the volt-
age phasors. The power system network is modeled by a graph pN , Lq with N and L
representing the sets of buses and branches, respectively. Let “re f ” denote the reference
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bus. Let Pdi ` jQdi and Pgi ` jQgi represent the complex power demand and generation at
bus i P N , where j “ ?´1. Let gsh,i` jbsh,i denote the shunt admittance at bus i P N . Let
Vi and θi represent the voltage magnitude and angle at bus i P N . For each generator i P N ,
define a quadratic generation cost function with coefficients c2,i ě 0, c1,i, and c0,i. Denote
θlm “ θl ´ θm. Specified upper and lower limits are denoted by p ¨ q and p ¨ q, respectively.
Buses without generators have generation limits set to zero.
Each line pl,mq P L is modeled as a Π circuit with mutual admittance glm ` jblm
and shunt susceptance jbc,lm. Denote the complex power flow on the line pl,mq P L as







˘2 ` c1,i Pgi ` c0,i (1a)
subject to p@i P N, @ pl,mq P Lq


















θre f “ 0, (1d)





ď Qgi ď Q
g
i , (1e)
V i ď Vi ď V i, θlm ď θlm ď θlm, (1f)
Plm “ glmV2l ´ glmVlVm cos pθlmq ´ blmVlVm sin pθlmq , (1g)
Qlm “ ´pblm ` bc,lm{2qV2l ` blmVlVm cos pθlmq










The quadratic objective (1a) minimizes the total generation cost. Constraints (1b)
and (1c) enforce power balance at each bus. Constraint (1d) sets the angle reference.
Constraints (1e)–(1f) limit the active and reactive power generation, voltage magnitudes,
and angle differences between connected buses. Constraints (1i)–(1i) model the power
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flows on each line, and (1i) limits the apparent power flows into each line terminal. Note
that (1) can be extended to more detailed transformer models, such as off-nominal tap ratios
and non-zero phase shifts, which are used in computing our numerical results.
3. THE QC RELAXATION
The relevant nonlinear expressions in (1) are V2i , @i P N , Vl Vm cospθlmq, and
Vl Vm sinpθlmq, @pl,mq P L.2 The QC relaxation encloses these expressions in convex
envelopes.
3.1. SQUARED VOLTAGEMAGNITUDE AND TRIGONOMETRIC ENVELOPES
The envelope xx2yT is the convex hull of the squared function:
xx2yT “
"qx : "qx ě x2, qx ď px ` xq x ´ xx. * , (2)
where qx is a “lifted” variable representing the set. Squared voltage magnitudes are
relaxed as wii P xV2i yT .









qC ď 1´ 1´cospxmqpxmq2 x2,qC ě cospxq´cospxqx´x px ´ xq ` cos pxq .
,//.//- , (3b)
2The objective (1d) and constraint (1i) are representable as SOCPs.
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where xm “ maxp|x| , |x|q and the lifted variables Sˇ and Cˇ represent the corresponding set.
For each line pl,mq P L, the QC relaxation is strengthened via constraints proposed in [31]
that relate the squared magnitudes of current flows, `lm, the squared voltage magnitudes,
and the power flows on the lines:






























P2lm `Q2lm ď V2l `lm. (4c)
Relaxing sinpθlmq and cospθlmq via slm P xsinpθlmqyS and clm P xcospθlmqyC yields the
trilinear monomials Vl Vm slm and Vl Vm clm, @pl,mq P L. This section next presents various
relaxations of these monomials.
3.2. RECURSIVE MCCORMICK ENVELOPES FOR TRILINEARMONOMIALS
The McCormick envelope xx yyM forms the convex hull of the bilinear monomial




|xy ě xy ` yx ´ xy, |xy ě xy ` yx ´ xy,
|xy ď xy ` yx ´ xy, |xy ď xy ` yx ´ xy.
,/./- , (5)
where |xy is a lifted variable. To address trilinear monomials, the QC relaxation in [15]
recursively applies McCormick envelopes by first constructing a lifted variable wlm that
relaxes the product of the voltage magnitudes, Vl Vm, i.e., wlm P xVl VmyM for all pl,mq P L.
McCormick envelopes are then again applied to represent the trilinear monomials Vl Vm slm
and Vl Vm clm as ws,lm P xwlm slmyM and wc,lm P xwlm clmyM , respectively, for all pl,mq P L.
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Recursive McCormick envelopes do not generally yield the convex hull of a given
trilinear monomial [30, 32]. The following sections describe two alternative envelopes that
yield the convex hull of a trilinear monomial.
3.3. MEYER AND FLOUDAS ENVELOPES FOR TRILINEAR MONOMIALS
MFenvelopes [26, 27] are hyperplane representations of the convex hull of a trilinear
monomial. MF envelopes are formed using linear inequalities that are applied based on the
signs of the bounds on the variables that make up the trilinear monomial. We denote the
envelopes for Vl Vm slm and Vl Vm clm as ws,lm P xVl Vm slmyMF and wc,lm P xVl Vm clmyMF ,
respectively, @pl,mq P L.
The cases that are relevant to the monomials Vl Vm slm, @pl,mq P L, are presented
in the boxes denoted “Cases I–VII”, where the subscripts on the slm variable bounds are
dropped for notational brevity. The upper portion of each box gives the conditions which
must all be satisfied for the constraints in the lower portion to apply. Note that multiple
cases apply simultaneously (e.g., Case IV implies Case I).
The same procedure is applied for the monomials Vl Vm clm, @pl,mq P L, with clm
replacing slm. Since the cosine function is non-negative in the first and fourth quadrants,
only Cases II and III are applicable for these monomials.
3.4. EXTREME POINT ENVELOPES FOR TRILINEAR MONOMIAS
EP envelopes capture the convex hull of a trilinear monomial, or a multilinear
monomial in general, in a vertex representation [28]. Given a set X , a point p P X is
extreme if it cannot be expressed as a convex combination of two distinct points from X ,
i.e., there do not exist two other distinct points p1, p2 P X and a non-negative multiplier
λ P p0, 1q such that p “ λp1 ` p1´ λqp2. Based on this definition of an extreme point, we
now describe the convex envelope.
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Case I: s ď 0.
qslm ě VmsVl `V l sVm `V lVm qS ´V lVms ´V lVms,qslm ě VmsVl `V l sVm `V lVm qS ´V lVms ´V lVms,qslm ě VmsVl `V l sVm `V lVm qS ´V lVms ´V lVms,qslm ě VmsVl `V l sVm `V lVm qS ´V lVms ´V lVms,qslm ě VmsVl `V l sVm `V lVm qS ´V lVms ´V lVms,qslm ě VmsVl `V l sVm `V lVm qS ´V lVms ´V lVms.
Case II: s ě 0.
qslm ď VmsVl `V l sVm `V lVm qS ´V lVms ´V lVms,qslm ď VmsVl `V l sVm `V lVm qS ´V lVms ´V lVms,qslm ď VmsVl `V l sVm `V lVm qS ´V lVms ´V lVms,qslm ď VmsVl `V l sVm `V lVm qS ´V lVms ´V lVms,qslm ď VmsVl `V l sVm `V lVm qS ´V lVms ´V lVms,qslm ď VmsVl `V l sVm `V lVm qS ´V lVms ´V lVms.
Case III: s ě 0. Map tVl,Vm, su to tx, y, zu such that
xyz ` xyz ď xyz ` xyz and xyz ` xyz ď xyz ` xyz.
qslm ě yzx ` xzy ` xyz ´ 2xyz,qslm ě yzx ` xzy ` xyz ´ 2xyz,qslm ě yzx ` xzy ` xyz ´ xyz ´ xyz,qslm ě yzx ` xzy ` xyz ´ xyz ´ xyz,
qslm ě Λ3
x ´ x x ` xzy ` xyz ´
Λ3x
x ´ x ´ xyz ´ xyz ` xyz,
where Λ3 “ xyz ´ xyz ´ xyz ` xyz,
qslm ě Γ3
x ´ x x ` xzy ` xyz ´
Γ3x
x ´ x ´ xyz ´ xyz ` xyz,
where Γ3 “ xyz ´ xyz ´ xyz ` xyz.
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Case IV: s ď 0,
V lVms `V lVms ě V lVms `V lVms,
V lVms `V lVms ě V lVms `V lVms.
qslm ď VmsVl `V l sVm `V lVm qS ´ 2V lVms,qslm ď VmsVl `V l sVm `V lVm qS ´ 2V lVms,qslm ď VmsVl `V l sVm `V lVm qS ´V lVms ´V lVms,qslm ď VmsVl `V l sVm `V lVm qS ´V lVms ´V lVms,
qslm ď VmsVl `V l sVm ` Λ4s ´ s qS ´ Λ4ss ´ s ´V lVms
´V lVms `V lVms,
where Λ4 “ V lVms ´V lVms ´V lVms `V lVms,
qslm ď VmsVl `V l sVm ´ Γ4
s ´ s qS ´ Γ4ss ´ s ´V lVms
´V lVms `V lVms,
where Γ4 “ V lVms ´V lVms ´V lVms `V lVms.
Let φpx, y, zq “ xyz be any trilinear term with respective variable bounds rx, xs,
ry, ys, rz, zs. The extreme points of φp¨q are given by the Cartesian product px, xqˆ py, yqˆ
pz, zq “ xξ1, ξ2, . . . , ξ8y [28, 32]. We use ξik to denote the coordinate of xi in ξk . The convex
hull of the extreme points of φp¨q is
qx “ ÿ
k“1,...,8








λk “ 1, λk > 0, k “ 1, . . . , 8. (6b)
Given a lifted variable qx, the notation qx P xxyzyEP represents the λ-based convex hull
envelope of a trilinear term as in (6).
3.5. FORMULATION OF THE QC RELAXATION
Using the envelopes described above, the QC relaxation replaces the relevant non-
linearities in the OPF problem (1) to construct an SOCP:
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Case V: s ď 0,
V lVms `V lVms ě V lVms `V lVms,
V lVms `V lVms ă V lVms `V lVms,
V lVms `V lVms ă V lVms `V lVms.
qslm ď VmsVl `V l sVm `V lVm qS ´ 2V lVms,qslm ď VmsVl `V l sVm `V lVm qS ´ 2V lVms,qslm ď VmsVl `V l sVm `V lVm qS ´V lVms ´V lVms,qslm ď VmsVl `V l sVm `V lVm qS ´V lVms ´V lVms,
qslm ď VmsVl ` Λ5
Vm ´Vm
Vm `V lVm qS ´ Λ5Vm
Vm ´Vm
´V lVms ´V lVms `V lVms,
where Λ5 “ V lVms ´V lVms ´V lVms `V lVms,
qslm ď VmsVl ` Γ5
Vm ´Vm
Vm `V lVm qS ´ Γ5Vm
Vm ´Vm
´V lVms ´V lVms `V lVms,
where Γ5 “ V lVms ´V lVms ´V lVms `V lVms.
Case VI: s ď 0, s ě 0.
qslm ě VmsVl `V l sVm `V lVm qS ´ 2V lVms,qslm ě VmsVl `V l sVm `V lVm qS ´V lVms ´V lVms,qslm ě VmsVl `V l sVm `V lVm qS ´V lVms ´V lVms,qslm ě VmsVl `V l sVm `V lVm qS ´V lVms ´V lVms,qslm ě VmsVl `V l sVm `V lVm qS ´V lVms ´V lVms,
qslm ě VmsVl `V l sVm ` Λ6s ´ s qS ´ Λ6ss ´ s ´V lVms
´V lVms `V lVms,
where Λ6 “ V lVms ´V lVms ´V lVms `V lVms.
Case VII: s ď 0, s ě 0.
qslm ď VmsVl `V l sVm `V lVm qS ´ 2V lVms,qslm ď VmsVl `V l sVm `V lVm qS ´V lVms ´V lVms,qslm ď VmsVl `V l sVm `V lVm qS ´V lVms ´V lVms,qslm ď VmsVl `V l sVm `V lVm qS ´V lVms ´V lVms,qslm ď VmsVl `V l sVm `V lVm qS ´V lVms ´V lVms,
qslm ď VmsVl `V l sVm ` Λ7s ´ s qS ´ Λ7ss ´ s ´V lVms
´V lVms `V lVms,








˘2 ` c1i Pgi ` c0i (7a)
subject to p@i P N, @ pl,mq P Lq
Equations (1b), (1c), (1i), (1i), (4) with substitutions V2i Ñ wii,
Vl Vm sinpθlmq Ñ ws,lm,Vl Vm cospθlmq Ñ wc,lm, (7b)
Equations (1d)–(1f), (1i) (7c)
wlm P xVl VmyM, ws,lm P xwlm slmyM,wc,lm P xwlm clmyM, or
ws,lm P xVl Vm slmyMF_EP, wc,lm P xVl Vm clmyMF_EP . (7d)
4. COMPARISON OF THE TRILINEAR ENVELOPES
There are trade-offs inherent to the choices of trilinear envelopes in the QC relax-
ation (7d). The MF and EP envelopes both yield the convex hull of an individual trilinear
monomial and therefore are equivalently tight. When applied to the summation of trilin-
ears in constraints (1i)–(1i), these envelopes do not explicitly enforce consistency among
the shared voltage products Vl Vm in the summation, which is enforced in the recursive
McCormick formulation via the common lifted variable wlm. However, for the test cases
considered in this paper, we numerically observe that QC formulations usingMF and EP en-
velopes give tighter objective value bounds compared to those using recursive McCormick
envelopes.
The number of variables and constraints necessary to describe the trilinear envelopes
for a given trilinear monomial is tabulated in Table 1, where p¨qď and p¨q“ represent the
number of inequality and equality constraints, respectively.
Using the algebraic modeling language JuMP [33] in Julia, we formulate each
version of the QC relaxation (7) by modifying the relaxation implementations in Power-
Models.jl [34]. For each version of the QC relaxation, we apply the solvers CPLEX 12.8,
GUROBI 8.0, and IPOPT 3.12.9 (with “ma27” HSL solver [35]) to each OPF problem in the
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Table 1. Variables and constraints per trilinear monomial envelope.
Convex envelope No. of Variables No. of Constraints
RMC 3 (original) + 2 (lifted) 8ď
EP 3 (original) + 9 (lifted) 5“
MF 3 (original) + 1 (lifted) 12ď
NESTA v0.7 archive [36]. Optimality gaps for the QC relaxation are given by UB´LBUB ¨ 100,
where UB is the local feasible solution obtained from solving (1) with IPOPT and LB is
the lower bound obtained by applying the QC relaxation.
The results in Table 2 for a selected set of instances show that replacing RMC
envelopes with MF or EP envelopes tighten the QC relaxation and can reduce the optimality
gaps substantially. For instance, the optimality gap for case24_ieee_rts__api is reduced
by 3.10%. We expect further gap reductions when the convex hull envelopes are used in
combination with bound tightening procedures [16–18, 37].
The box-and-whisker plot shown in Figure 1 compares the run times of various
SOCP solvers. The lower and upper ends of the boxes in Figure 1 reflect the first and third
quartiles, the lines inside the boxes denote the median, and the plus marks are outliers.
“Medium” and “Large” categories correspond to instances including “TYP”, “API”, and
“SAD” with numbers of buses 1354 ď |N | ď 3375 and |N | ě 6468, respectively.
For each solver, the RMC envelopes yield the fastest or nearly the fastest results,
but have larger optimality gaps than the MF and EP envelopes, particularly for the small
problems in Table 2. GUROBI and CPLEX are faster than IPOPT for the RMC and EP
envelopes. While slightly faster than the EP envelopeswhen using IPOPT, theMF envelopes
are substantially slower than the RMC and EP envelopes when usingGUROBI and CPLEX.
Moreover, the solvers CPLEX and GUROBI encounter numerical issues for approximately
19.5% of the instances when using the MF envelopes and hence do not converge to optimal
values. We speculate that the MF envelopes yield dense columns, which is a known issue
for the convergence of barrier-based algorithms for solving SOCPs. In summary, IPOPT
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Table 2. QC relaxation gaps using recursive McCormick (RMC) vs. convex-hull
envelopes (MF, EP).
Instances RMC (%) MF, EP (%) Improvement (%)
case3_lmbd 1.21 0.96 0.25
case30_ieee 15.64 15.20 0.44
case2224_edin 6.03 6.01 0.02
case3_lmbd__api 1.79 1.59 0.20
case24_ieee_rts__api 11.88 8.78 3.10
case73_ieee_rts__api 10.97 9.64 1.33
case3_lmbd__sad 1.42 1.37 0.05
case4_gs__sad 1.53 0.96 0.57
case5_pjm__sad 0.99 0.77 0.22
case24_ieee_rts__sad 2.93 2.77 0.16
case73_ieee_rts__sad 2.53 2.38 0.15
case118_ieee__sad 4.61 4.14 0.47
is numerically stable on all the formulations and instances but is slower than GUROBI and
CPLEX. Though equivalently tight, the EP envelopes are significantly faster than the MF
envelopes when using CPLEX and GUROBI.
Figure 1. Run time comparisons of various formulations using three solvers.
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5. CONCLUSIONS
Convex relaxations of OPF problems derived using polar voltage coordinates give
rise to trilinear monomials. Using extensive empirical tests, this paper has compared
three previously proposed techniques for addressing the trilinear monomials: recursive
McCormick envelopes, Meyer and Floudas envelopes, and extreme point envelopes. The
latter two envelopes yield the convex hull of a single trilinear monomial. Empirical results
show that MF and EP envelopes improve the QC relaxation gaps, particularly on instances
with less than 300 buses. Despite being equivalently tight, the differing mathematical
formulations of the MF and EP envelopes yield differing computational performance with
various solvers. Given its advantages in ease of implementation and numerical stability
with state-of-the-art solvers like CPLEX and GUROBI, we recommend using EP envelopes
for OPF relaxations.
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Optimal power flow (OPF) is a key problem in power system operations. OPF
problems that use the nonlinear AC power flow equations to accurately model the network
physics have inherent challenges associated with non-convexity. To address these chal-
lenges, recent research has applied various convex relaxation approaches to OPF problems.
The QC relaxation is a promising approach that convexifies the trigonometric and product
terms in the OPF problem by enclosing these terms in convex envelopes. The accuracy
of the QC relaxation strongly depends on the tightness of these envelopes. This paper
presents two improvements to these envelopes. The first improvement leverages a polar
representation of the branch admittances in addition to the rectangular representation used
previously. The second improvement is based on a coordinate transformation via a complex
per unit base power normalization that rotates the power flow equations. The trigonometric
envelopes resulting from this rotation can be tighter than the corresponding envelopes in
previous QC relaxation formulations. Using an empirical analysis with a variety of test
cases, this paper suggests an appropriate value for the angle of the complex base power.




Power flow (OPF) problems are central to many tasks in power system operations.
OPF problems optimize an objective function, such as generation cost, subject to both the
network physics and engineering limits. The nonlinear AC power flow equations needed to
accurately model the network physics introduce non-convexities in OPF problems. Due to
these non-convexities, OPF problems may have multiple local optima [1] and are generally
NP-Hard [2].
Many research efforts have focused on algorithms for obtaining locally optimal or
approximate OPF solutions [3]. Recent research has also developed convex relaxations
of OPF problems [4]. Convex relaxations bound the optimal objective values, can cer-
tify infeasibility, and, in some cases, provably provide globally optimal solutions to OPF
problems.
The capabilities of convex relaxations are, in many ways, complementary to those
of local solution algorithms. For instance, relaxations’ objective value bounds can certify
how close a local solution is to being globally optimal. Accordingly, local algorithms
and relaxations are used together in spatial branch-and-bound methods [5]. Solutions
from relaxations are also useful for initializing some local solvers [6]. Relaxations are also
needed for certain solution algorithms for robust OPF problems [7]. Moreover, the objective
value bounds provided by relaxations are directly useful in other contexts, e.g., [8, 9].
The tractability and accuracy of these and other algorithms are largely determined by the
employed relaxation’s tightness. Tightening relaxations is thus an active research topic [4].
The quadratic convex (QC) relaxation is a promising approach that encloses the
trigonometric and product terms in the polar representation of power flow equations within
convex envelopes [10]. These envelopes are formed with linear and second-order cone
programming (SOCP) constraints, resulting in a convex formulation. The QC relaxation’s
tightness strongly depends on the quality of these convex envelopes. This paper focuses on
improving these envelopes.
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Previouswork has proposed a variety of approaches for tightening theQC relaxation.
These include valid inequalities, such as “Lifted Nonlinear Cuts” [11, 12] and constraints
that exploit bounds on the differences in the voltage magnitudes [13]. Additionally, since
the accuracies of the trigonometric and product envelopes in the QC relaxation rely on the
voltage magnitude and angle difference bounds, bound tightening approaches can signifi-
cantly strengthen the QC relaxation [11, 12, 14, 15]. When bound tightening approaches
provide sign-definite angle difference bounds (i.e., the upper and lower bounds on the angle
differences have the same sign), tighter trigonometric envelopes can be applied [11].
This paper proposes two improvements to further tighten QC relaxations of OPF
problems. The first improvement leverages a polar representation of the branch admittances
in addition to the rectangular representation used in previous QC formulations. Within
certain ranges, portions of the trigonometric envelopes resulting from the polar admittance
representation are at least as tight (and generally tighter) than the corresponding portions
of the envelopes from the rectangular admittance representation. In other ranges, the
trigonometric envelopes from the polar admittance representation neither contain nor are
contained within the envelopes from the rectangular admittance representation. Thus,
combining these envelopes tightens the QC relaxation, with empirical results showing
limited impacts on solution times.
The polar admittance representation also enables our second improvement. We
exploit a degree of freedom in the OPF formulation related to the per unit base power
normalization. Selecting a complex base power (Sbase “ |Sbase| e jψ) results in a coordinate
transformation that rotates the power flow equations relative to the typical choice of a real-
valued base power. We leverage the associated rotational degree of freedom ψ to obtain
tighter envelopes for the trigonometric functions. While previously proposed power flow
algorithms [17] and state estimation algorithms [18] use similar formulations, this paper is,
to the best of our knowledge, the first to exploit this rotational degree of freedom to improve
convex relaxations.
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This paper is organized as follows. Sections 2 and 3 review the OPF formulation
and the previously proposed QC relaxation, respectively. Section 4 describes the coordinate
changes underlying our improved QC relaxation. Section 5 then presents these improve-
ments. Section 7 empirically evaluates our approach. Section 8 concludes the paper.
2. OVERVIEW OF THE OPTIMAL POWER FLOW PROBLEM
This section formulates theOPFproblemusing a polar voltage phasor representation.
The sets of buses, generators, and lines areN , G, and L, respectively. Let Sdi “ Pdi ` jQdi
and Sgi “ Pgi ` jQgi represent the complex load demand and generation, respectively, at
bus i P N , where j “ ?´1. Let Vi and θi represent the voltage magnitude and angle at
bus i P N . Let gsh,i ` jbsh,i denote the shunt admittance at bus i P N . For each generator,
define a quadratic cost function with coefficients c2,i ě 0, c1,i, and c0,i. For simplicity, we
consider a single generator at each bus by setting the generation limits at buses without
generators to zero. Upper and lower bounds for all variables are indicated by p ¨ q and p ¨ q,
respectively.
For ease of exposition, each line pl,mq P L is modeled as a Π circuit with mutual
admittance glm` jblm and shunt admittance jbc,lm. Extensions to more general line models
that allow for off-nominal tap ratios and non-zero phase shifts are straightforward and
available in Section 5.5. Define θlm “ θl ´ θm for pl,mq P L. The complex power flow into
each line terminal pl,mq P L is denoted by Plm ` jQlm, and the apparent power flow limit







˘2 ` c1,i Pgi ` c0,i (1a)
subject to p@i P N, @ pl,mq P Lq
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θre f “ 0, (1d)





ď Qgi ď Q
g
i , (1e)
V i ď Vi ď V i, (1f)
θlm ď θlm ď θlm, (1g)
Plm“glmV2l ´glmVlVm cos pθlmq´blmVlVm sin pθlmq , (1h)
Qlm “ ´pblm ` bc,lm{2qV2l ` blmVlVm cos pθlmq
´ glmVlVm sin pθlmq , (1i)
Pml“glmV2m´glmVlVm cos pθlmq`blmVlVm sin pθlmq , (1j)
Qml “ ´pblm ` bc,lm{2qV2m ` blmVlVm cos pθlmq
` glmVlVm sin pθlmq , (1k)









The objective (1a) minimizes the generation cost. Constraints (1b) and (1c) enforce power
balance at each bus. Constraint (1d) sets the reference bus angle, θre f . The constraints
in (1e) bound the active and reactive power generation at each bus. Constraints (1g)–(1h),
respectively, bound the voltage magnitudes and voltage angle differences. Constraints (1i)–
(1i) relate the active and reactive power flows with the voltage phasors at the terminal buses.
The constraints in (1k) limit the apparent power flows into both terminals of each line.
3. THE QC RELAXATION OF THE OPF PROBLEM
The QC relaxation convexifies the OPF problem (1) by enclosing the nonconvex
terms in convex envelopes [10]. The relevant nonconvex terms are the square V2i , @i P N ,
and the productsVlVm cospθlmq andVlVm sinpθlmq, @pl,mq P L. The envelope for the generic
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qx ď px ` xq x ´ xx. (2)
where qx is a lifted variable representing the envelope. Envelopes for the generic trigono-





qSďcos ` xm2 ˘` x´ xm2 ˘` sin ` xm2 ˘ if xď 0ď x,
qSěcos ` xm2 ˘` x` xm2 ˘´ sin ` xm2 ˘ if xď 0ď x,
qS ě sinpxq´sinpxqx´x px ´ xq ` sin pxq if x ě 0,





qC ď 1´ 1´cospxmqpxmq2 x2,qC ě cospxq´cospxqx´x px ´ xq ` cos pxq , (4)
where xm “ maxp|x| , |x|q. The variables qS and qC are associated with the envelopes for the







˘2 ` c1,i Pgi ` c0,i (5a)
subject to p@i P N, @ pl,mq P Lq























Plm “ glmwll ´ glmclm ´ blmslm, (5e)
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Qlm “ ´pblm ` bc,lm{2qwll ` blmclm ´ glmslm, (5f)
Pml “ glmwmm ´ glmclm ` blmslm, (5g)


























































γk “ 1, γk > 0, k “ 1, . . . , 8. (5j)







V2l ` Y2lmV2m ´ 2Y2lmclm ´ bc,lmQlm, (5l)
Equations (1d)–(1h), (1k), [19, Eq. (9)], (5m)
where the lifted variable `lm represents the squared magnitude of the current flow into
terminal l of line pl,mq P L. The relationship between `lm and the power flows Plm and
Qlm in (7l) tightens the QC relaxation [10, 20]. Section 5.5 gives an expression for `lm
that considers lines with off-nominal tap ratios and non-zero phase shifts. Also, as shown
in (7d), wii is associated with the squared voltage magnitude at bus i.
The lifted variables clm and slm represent relaxations of the trilinear termsVlVm cospθlmq
and VlVm sinpθlmq, respectively, with (7j) and (7k) formulating an “extreme point” repre-
sentation of the convex hulls for the trilinear terms VlVm qClm and VlVmqSlm [5]. The auxiliary
variables λk, γk P r0, 1s, k “ 1, . . . , 8, are used in the formulations of these convex hulls.
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The extreme points of VlVm qClm are ρpkq P rVl,Vls ˆ rVm,Vms ˆ r qClm, qClms, k “ 1, . . . , 8 and
the extreme points of VlVmqSlm are ζ pkq P rVl,Vlsˆ rVm,Vmsˆ rqSlm, qSlms, k “ 1, . . . , 8. Since
sine and cosine are odd and even functions, respectively, clm “ cml and slm “ ´sml .
A “linking constraint” from [19, Eq. (9)] is also enforced. This linking constraint is
associated with the bilinear terms VlVm that are shared in VlVm cospθlmq and VlVm sinpθlmq.
4. COORDINATE TRANSFORMATIONS
The improvements to the QC relaxation’s envelopes that are our main contributions
are based on certain coordinate transformations. This section describes these transforma-
tions. We first form the power flow equations using polar representations of the lines’
mutual admittances. We then introduce a complex base power in the per unit normalization
that provides a rotational degree of freedom in the power flow equations.
While this section uses a Π circuit line model for the sake of simplicity, exten-
sions to more general line models are straightforward. These extensions are presented in
Section 5.5.
4.1. POWER FLOW EQUATIONS WITH ADMITTANCE IN POLAR FORM
Equations (1i) and (1i) model the power flows through a line pl,mq P L via a
rectangular representation of the line’s mutual admittance, glm` jblm. In (7f)–(7g), the QC
relaxation from [10] uses this rectangular admittance representation.
The line flows can be equivalently modeled using a polar representation of the
mutual admittance, Ylme jδlm , where Ylm “
b
g2lm ` b2lm and δlm “ arctan pblm{glmq are the
magnitude and angle of the mutual admittance for line pl,mq P L, respectively. Using polar
admittance coordinates, the complex power flows Slm and Sml into each line terminal are:
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Slm “ Vle jθl
ˆˆ
Ylme jδlm ` j bc,lm2
˙
Vle jθl ´ Ylme jδlmVme jθm
˙˚
, (6a)









where p¨q˚ is the complex conjugate. Taking the real and imaginary parts of (8) yields the
active and reactive line flows:
Plm “ RepSlmq “ Ylm cospδlmqV2l ´ YlmVlVm cospθlm ´ δlmq, (7a)
Qlm “ ImpSlmq “ ´ pYlm sinpδlmq ` bc,lm{2qV2l ´ YlmVlVm sinpθlm ´ δlmq, (7b)
Pml “ RepSmlq “ Ylm cospδlmqV2m ´ YlmVlVm cospθlm ` δlmq, (7c)
Qml “ ImpSmlq “ ´ pYlm sinpδlmq ` bc,lm{2qV2m ` YlmVlVm sinpθlm ` δlmq. (7d)
With the rectangular admittance representation, the active and reactive power flow
equations (1i)–(1i) each have two trigonometric terms (i.e., cospθlmq and sinpθlmq). Con-
versely, there is only one trigonometric term in each of the power flow equations that use
the polar admittance representation (9) (e.g., cospθlm ´ δlmq for Plm and sinpθlm ´ δlmq for
Qlm). While these formulations are equivalent, the differing representations of the trigono-
metric terms suggest the possibility of using different trigonometric envelopes. The QC
formulation we will propose in Section 5.3 exploits these differences.
4.2. ROTATED POWER FLOW FORMULATION
The base power used in the per unit normalization is traditionally chosen to be
a real-valued quantity. More generally, complex-valued choices for the base power are
also acceptable and can provide benefits for some algorithms. For instance, certain power
flow [17] and state estimation algorithms [18, 21] leverage formulations with a complex-
valued base power. To improve the QC relaxation’s trigonometric envelopes, this section





the original and the new base power, respectively, where Sorigbase, S
new
base, and ψ are real-valued.




with magnitude Snewbase and angle ψ. Quantities associated with the new base power will be
accented with a tilde, p ˜¨ q. Complex power flows in the original base and the new base are
related as:
S˜lm “ Slm ¨
Sorigbase
Snewbasee




Since changing the magnitude of the base power does not affect the arguments of the
trigonometric functions in the power flow equations, we choose Snewbase “ Soldbase. With
this choice,
S˜lm “ Slm{e jψ, S˜ml “ Sml{e jψ .
The angle of the base power, ψ, affects the arguments of the trigonometric functions, as
shown in the following derivation:
S˜lm “ Slm{e jψ “
´
Ylme´ jpδlm`ψq ` pbc,lm{2qe´ jp pi2`ψq
¯
V2l ´ YlmVlVme jp´δlm`θlm´ψq,
(8a)
S˜ml “ Sml{e jψ “
´
Ylme´ jpδlm`ψq ` pbc,lm{2qe´ jp pi2`ψq
¯
V2m ´ YlmVmVle´ jpδlm`θlm`ψq.
(8b)
Taking the real and imaginary parts of (8) yields:
P˜lm“RepS˜lmq“pYlm cospδlm ` ψq ´ pbc,lm{2q sinpψqqV2l ´ YlmVlVm cospθlm ´ δlm ´ ψq,
(9a)
Q˜lm“ ImpS˜lmq“´ pYlm sinpδlm ` ψq`pbc,lm{2q cospψqqV2l ´ YlmVlVm sinpθlm ´ δlm ´ ψq,
(9b)
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P˜ml“RepS˜mlq“pYlm cospδlm ` ψq´pbc,lm{2q sinpψqqV2m ´ YlmVmVl cospθlm ` δlm ` ψq,
(9c)
Q˜ml“ ImpS˜mlq“´ pYlm sinpδlm ` ψq`pbc,lm{2q cospψqqV2m ` YlmVmVl sinpθlm ` δlm ` ψq.
(9d)
The arguments of the trigonometric functions cospθlm ´ δlm ´ ψq, sinpθlm ´ δlm ´ ψq,
cospθlm ` δlm ` ψq, and sinpθlm ` δlm ` ψq in (9) are linear in ψ. For a given ψ, all other
trigonometric terms in (9) are constants that do not require special handling.
4.3. ROTATED OPF PROBLEM
We next represent the complex power generation and load demands using the new
base power:











Define S˜gi “ P˜gi ` jQ˜gi , @i P N . Taking the real and imaginary parts of S˜gi yields the










The inverse relationship is well defined for any choice of ψ since the matrix in (10) is
invertible.
















P˜gi cospψq ´ Q˜gi sinpψq
˘2 ` c1,i `P˜gi cospψq ´ Q˜gi sinpψq˘` c0,i (12a)
subject to p@i P N, @ pl,mq P Lq


















θre f “ 0, (12d)





ď Q˜gi cospψq ` P˜gi sinpψq ď Q
g
i , (12f)
V i ď Vi ď V i, θlm ď θlm ď θlm, (12g)
pP˜lmq2 ` pQ˜lmq2 ď pSlmq2, pP˜mlq2 ` pQ˜mlq2 ď pSlmq2, (12h)
Eq. (9). (12i)
The rotated OPF problem (15) is equivalent to (1) in that any solution to (15)
(i.e. tV˚, θ˚, P˜g‹, Q˜g‹u) can be mapped to a solution tV˚, θ˚, Pg‹,Qg‹u to (1) using (10).
Solutions to both formulations have the same voltage magnitudes and angles, V˚ and θ˚.
Thus, (15) can be interpreted as revealing a degree of freedom associated with choosing the
base power’s phase angle ψ. The next section exploits this degree of freedom to tighten the
QC relaxation’s trigonometric envelopes.
5. ROTATED QC RELAXATION
This section leverages the coordinate transformations presented in Section 4 to
tighten the QC relaxation. We first propose and analyze new envelopes for the trigonometric
functions and trilinear terms. We then describe an empirical analysis that informs the choice
of the base power angle ψ in order to tighten the relaxation for typical OPF problems.
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5.1. CONVEX ENVELOPES FOR THE TRIGONOMETRIC TERMS
A key determinant of the QC relaxation’s tightness is the quality of the convex
envelopes for the trigonometric terms in the power flow equations. The rotated OPF
formulation (15) has four relevant trigonometric terms for each line: cospθlm ´ δlm ´ ψq,
sinpθlm´ δlm´ψq, cospθlm` δlm`ψq, and sinpθlm` δlm`ψq, @pl,mq P L. This contrasts
with the two unique trigonometric terms (cospθlmq and sinpθlmq) per pair of connected buses
in the OPF formulation (1).
While this would seem to suggest that at least twice as many convex envelopes would
be required for the rotated OPF formulation (15), the arguments of the trigonometric terms
in this formulation are not independent. For notational convenience, define δˆlm “ δlm ` ψ.

























where, for notational convenience, αlm and βlm are defined as pcospδˆlmqq2´psinpδˆlmqq2 and
βlm “ 2 cospδˆlmq sinpδˆlmq, respectively. The key implication of the linear relationship (17)
is that only two (rather than four) convex envelopes need to be defined per line (one for each
of the trigonometric terms sinpθlm´ δˆlmq and cospθlm´ δˆlmq). The remaining trigonometric
functions, sinpθlm ` δˆlmq and cospθlm ` δˆlmq, are representable in terms of sinpθlm ´ δˆlmq
and cospθlm ´ δˆlmq via the linear relationship (17). Since the matrix in (17) is invertible for
all δˆlm, the transformation in (17) is always well-defined.
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Related special consideration is needed for parallel lines. In the original QC relax-
ation (7), the power flow equations for parallel lines between buses l and m shared the same
envelopes, xcospθlmqyC and xsinpθlmqyS. In the RQC relaxation (21), the arguments of the
trigonometric terms for parallel lines can differ due to the inclusion of the δlm terms. Rather
than defining separate envelopes, we derive a linear relationship between the trigonometric
terms for parallel lines. Let δlm1 , δlm2 and θ
shi f t
lm1
, θshi f tlm2 be the admittance angles and phase
























»—– cospσlm1 ´ σlm2q sinpσlm1 ´ σlm2q





Since the matrix in (19) is invertible, this relationship is always well defined.
The rest of this section considers systems without parallel lines for simplicity. Using
the linear relationships in (17) (and in (19) for systems with parallel lines), all relevant
trigonometric terms in (15) can be represented as linear combinations of sinpθlm ´ δlm ´
ψq and cospθlm ´ δlm ´ ψq for each unique pair of connected buses pl,mq P L. The
corresponding envelopes are xsin pθlm ´ δlm ´ ψqyS and xcos pθlm ´ δlm ´ ψqyC . The QC
relaxations of (1) and (15) hence have the same number of envelopes.
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There are two characteristics that distinguish the relaxations of the trigonometric
expressions in (1) and (15): First, the relaxations of the power flow equations (1i)–(1k)
each use the weighted sums of two trigonometric envelopes, while the relaxations of (9a)–
(9d) each use a single trigonometric envelope. Second, the base power angle ψ used to
formulate (15) provides a degree of freedom that shifts the arguments of the trigonometric
envelopes. We next discuss how both of these characteristics can be exploited to tighten the
QC relaxation.
Regarding the first distinguishing characteristic, factoring out´VlVm to focus on the
trigonometric functions shows that the relaxation of (1i) depends on the quality of aweighted
sum of trigonometric envelopes: glm xcos pθlmqyC` blm xsin pθlmqyS. The relaxation of (9a)
depends on the quality of the envelopeYlm xcos pθlm ´ δlm ´ ψqyC . (The relaxations of (1i)–
(1k) and (9a)–(9d) are analogous.) To focus on the first characteristic, consider the latter
envelope with ψ “ 0.
Figure. 1 illustrates examples of these envelopes for a line with the same mutual
admittance (glm ` jblm “ 0.6 ´ j0.8) for different intervals of angle differences (θlm ď
θlm ď θlm).
To compare these envelopes, we consider their lower and upper boundaries. The
lower boundary of the envelope for Ylm xcos pθlm ´ δlmqyC is at least as tight as the lower
boundary of the envelope for glm xcos pθlmqyC ` blm xsin pθlmqyS when Maxp´90˝,´90˝`
δlmq ď θlm ď θlm ď Minp90˝, 90˝ ` δlmq and is tighter for some line admittances and
phase angle difference limits. For other intervals, the lower boundary of the envelope
for Ylm xcos pθlm ´ δlmqyC neither dominates nor is dominated by the lower boundary of
the envelope for glm xcos pθlmqyC ` blm xsin pθlmqyS. Following is the proof for the above
statement.
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To assist the derivations here, we define a function Fpθlmq which represents the
difference between the trigonometric function cospθlm ´ δlmq itself and the line which
connects the endpoints of cospθlm ´ δlmq at θminlm and θmaxlm :
Fpθlmq “ cospθlm ´ δlmq ´ cospθmaxlm ´ δlmq
´ cospθ
max






Figure. 1 shows illustrative examples of the function Ylm cospθlm ´ δlmq (black curve) and
the line connecting the endpoints of this function at θminlm and θ
max
lm (dashed red line) on the
left, with corresponding visualizations of the function Fpθlmq itself on the right.
The derivative of Fpθlmq is
dFpθlmq
dθlm
“ ´ sinpθlm ´ δlmq
´ cospθ
max
lm ´ δlmq ´ cospθminlm ´ δlmq
θmaxlm ´ θminlm
. (18)
A key quantity in the following proposition is the set of zeros of the derivative of
Fpθlmq, i.e., the set of solutions to dFpθlmqdθlm “ 0. This set, which we denote byZθminlm ,θmaxlm ,δlm
where the subscripts indicate that the set is parameterized by θminlm , θ
max









cospθminlm ´ δlmq ´ cospθmaxlm ´ δlmq`
θmaxlm ´ θminlm
˘ ¸` piκ,
κ “ . . . ,´3,´2,´1, 0, 1, 2, 3, . . .
)
.
Finally, we let | ¨ | denote the cardinality of a set.
Using these definitions, we next state and prove the following proposition. The
lower boundary of the envelope Ylm xcospθlm ´ δlmqyC is at least as tight as the lower
boundary of the envelope glm xcospθlmqyC ` blm xsinpθlmqyS if θminlm , θmaxlm , and δlm satisfy
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cospθlm ´ δlmq Fpθlmq













(a) 165˝ ď θlm ´ δlm ď 15˝
cospθlm ´ δlmq Fpθlmq












(b) 165˝ ď θlm ´ δlm ď 15˝
Figure 1. The left figures show visualizations of the function cospθlm ´ δlmq (black curve)
and the line connecting the endpoints of this function at θminlm and θ
max
lm (dashed red line) for
different values of δlm, θminlm , and θ
max
lm . The right figures show the corresponding function
Fpθlmq.








θminlm ă θlm ă θmaxlm




˘ {2˘ ą 0. (19b)
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(a) ´90˝ ď θlm ď 90˝ (b) ´60˝ ď θlm ď 0˝
(c) ´30˝ ď θlm ď 30˝ (d) ´30˝ ď θlm ď 0˝
Figure 2. Comparison of envelopes for the trigonometric terms in (1) and (15). The yellow
and magenta regions (with dotted and dashed borders, respectively) in (a)–(d) show the
envelopes glm xcos pθlmqyC ` blm xsin pθlmqyS and Ylm xcos pθlm ´ δlmqyC , respectively. The
black solid lines correspond to the function
glm cos pθlmq ` blm sin pθlmq “ Ylm cos pθlm ´ δlmq.
Moreover, the upper boundary of the envelope Ylm xcospθlm ´ δlmqyC is at least as tight as
the upper boundary of the envelope glm xcospθlmqyC ` blm xsinpθlmqyS if θminlm , θmaxlm , and δlm




˘ {2˘ ă 0. (20)
The proof is based on the following observation: if the line connecting the points
pθminlm , cospθminlm ´ δlmqq and pθmaxlm , cospθmaxlm ´ δlmqq (i.e., the dashed red line in Figure. 1)
does not intersect the function cospθlm ´ δlmq itself within the range θminlm ă θlm ă θmaxlm ,
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then this line is either the lower boundary or upper boundary of the tighest convex envelope
for the function cospθlm ´ δlmq within this range. (For instance, the dashed red line in
Figure. 1b is the lower boundary of the tighest envelope for cospθlm´ δlmq within the range
´165˝ ď θlm ď 15˝.) In this case, the line is the tightest lower (upper) boundary if the
function cospθlm ´ δlmq is above (below) the line for any point between θminlm and θmaxlm (e.g.,
the midpoint pθminlm ` θmaxlm q{2, which is used in (19b) and (20)).
Observe that the line connecting the points pθminlm , cospθminlm ´δlmqq and pθmaxlm , cospθmaxlm ´
δlmqq does not intersect the function cospθlm ´ δlmq between θminlm and θmaxlm if and only if
Fpθlmq is non-zero for all θminlm ă θlm ă θmaxlm . We next argue that this is implied by (19a).
The condition (19a) is equivalent to the existence of one critical point θ˚lm of the
function Fpθlmq. (i.e., the derivative of Fpθq has a single zero, θ˚lm, in the range θminlm ă
θlm ă θmaxlm . Since Fpθlmq is continuous and Fpθminlm q “ Fpθmaxlm q “ 0, the critical point θ˚lm
must either correspond to a minimum or maximum of Fpθlmq. Since the function Fpθlmq
is zero at the endpoints θminlm and θ
max
lm , having a single minimum or maximum in the range
θminlm ă θlm ă θmaxlm implies that Fpθlmq ‰ 0 within this range.
To complete the conditions in the proposition, (19b) and (20) determine whether the
line connecting the points pθminlm , cospθminlm ´ δlmqq and pθmaxlm , cospθmaxlm ´ δlmqq is above or
below the function cospθlm ´ δlmq by evaluating the function Fpθlmq at an arbitrary point
between θminlm and θ
max




Since multiplication by Ylm only rescales (but does not otherwise change) the en-
velope xcospθlm ´ δlmqyC , the arguments above trivially extend to Ylm xcospθlm ´ δlmqyC .
Moreover, sinceYlm cospθlm´δlmq “ glm cospθlmq`blm sinpθlmq, the envelope glm xcospθlmqyC`
blm xsinpθlmqyS cannot be tighter than the tightest possible envelope for Ylm cospθlm ´ δlmq.
Since the boundaries of Ylm xcospθlm ´ δlmqyC considered in the proof form portions of
the tightest possible convex envelope for Ylm cospθlm ´ δlmq, they are at least as tight as
the corresponding boundaries of the envelope glm xcospθlmqyC ` blm xsinpθlmqyS. Fur-
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thermore, the example envelopes in Figure. 2 show that the corresponding boundaries of
Ylm xcospθlm ´ δlmqyC are strictly tighter than those of glm xcospθlmqyC` blm xsinpθlmqyS for
some values of δlm, θminlm , and θ
max
lm .
We finally note that values of θminlm , θ
max
lm , and δlm such thatmaxp´90˝,´90˝`δlmq ď
θminlm ă θmaxlm ď minp90˝, 90˝ ` δlmq satisfy (19). Thus, the trigonometric envelopes
corresponding to the polar admittance representation have lower boundaries that are at least
as tight as those in the original QC relaxation for many typical values of θminlm , θ
max
lm , and δlm.
In general, the upper boundary of Ylm xcos pθlm ´ δlmqyC neither dominates nor is
dominated by the upper boundary of glm xcos pθlmqyC ` blm xsin pθlmqyS. Thus, a QC relax-
ation that enforces the intersection of these envelopes is generally tighter than relaxations
constructed using either of these envelopes individually. Section 5.4 further discusses this
topic.
The second characteristic distinguishing between the envelopes for (1) and (15) is
the ability to choose ψ in the latter envelopes. As shown in Figure. 2, changing ψ rotates
the arguments of these envelopes. Analytically comparing the impacts of different values
for ψ is not straightforward. Accordingly, this section will later describe an empirical study
that suggests a good choice for ψ for typical OPF problems.
5.2. ENVELOPES FOR TRILINEAR TERMS
The rotatedOPF formulation (15) has four trilinear terms for each line: VlVm cospθlm´
δlm ´ ψq, VlVm sinpθlm ´ δlm ´ ψq, VlVm cospθlm ` δlm ` ψq, and VlVm sinpθlm ` δlm ` ψq,
@pl,mq P L. This contrasts with the two unique trilinear terms (VlVm cospθlmq and
VlVm sinpθlmq) per pair of connected buses in the OPF formulation (1). This would seem to
suggest that at least twice as many envelopes would be required to relax the trilinear terms
in the rotated OPF formulation (15). However, the four trilinear terms in (15) are related.
We next describe how to exploit these relationships to only enforce two envelopes for the
trilinear terms associated with each line.
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(a) xcos pθlm ´ δlm ´ ψqyC (b) xsin pθlm ´ δlm ´ ψqyS
Figure 3. Comparison of envelopes for the sine and cosine functions for different values of
ψ. The yellow and red regions (with dashed and dotted borders, respectively) in (a) and (b)
show the envelopes xcos pθlm ´ δlm ´ ψqyC and xsin pθlm ´ δlm ´ ψqyS, for ψ1 “ ´15˝
and ψ2 “ 45˝, respectively. The angle difference θlm varies within 0˝ ď θlm ď 72˝, and
δlm “ ´53˝.
Similar to (7k)–(7j), we relax the trilinear products by constructing linear envelopes
using the upper and lower bounds on Vl , Vm, cospθlm ´ δlm ´ ψq, sinpθlm ´ δlm ´ ψq,
cospθlm` δlm`ψq, and sinpθlm` δlm`ψq. We use the linear relationship (17) to represent
the upper and lower bounds on the receiving end quantities cospθlm`δlm`ψq (denoted C˜prqlm ,
C˜prqlm ) and sinpθlm ` δlm ` ψq (denoted S˜prqlm , S˜prqlm ) in terms of the bounds on the sending end
quantities cospθlm´δlm´ψq (denoted C˜psqlm , C˜psqlm ) and sinpθlm´δlm´ψq (denoted S˜psqlm , S˜psqlm ).
We then enforce constraints on the sending end quantities derived from the intersection of
the transformed bounds associated with the receiving end quantities along with the bounds
on the sending end quantities. Intersecting these bounds forms a polytope in terms of the
sending end quantities C˜psqlm P xcospθlm ´ δlm ´ ψqyC and S˜psqlm P xsinpθlm ´ δlm ´ ψqyS,
expressible as a convex combination of its extreme points.
Figure. 3 shows the bounds on both the sending and receiving end quantities in terms
of the sending end quantities. The yellow region shows the polytope formed by the bounds
on cospθlm´δlm´ψq and sinpθlm´δlm´ψq. The red region represents the polytope formed
by using (17) to represent the bounds on the receiving end quantities cospθlm ` δlm ` ψq
and sinpθlm ` δlm ` ψq in terms of the sending end quantities cospθlm ´ δlm ´ ψq and
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;
Figure 4. A projection of the four-dimensional polytope associated with the trilinear
products between voltage magnitudes and trigonometric functions, in terms of the sending
end variables S˜psqlm and C˜
psq
lm representing cospθlm ´ δlm ´ ψq and sinpθlm ´ δlm ´ ψq. The
polytope formed by intersecting the sending end polytope (yellow) and receiving end
polytope (red) is outlined with the dashed black lines and has vertices shown by the black
dots.
sinpθlm ´ δlm ´ ψq. The black dots are the vertices of the polytope shown by the dashed
black lines formed from the intersection of the yellow and red polytopes. Here we present
expressions for the vertices of the polytope consisting of the black dashed lines in Figure. 3.
To compute the coordinates of these vertices (black dots in Figure. 5), we intersect the
edges of the receiving end polytope, which is formed by the upper and lower bounds on






lm , respectively, with the edges of the
sending end polytope, which is formed by the upper and lower bounds on the sending end







When written in terms of the sending end quantities S˜psqlm and C˜
psq
lm , the coordinates
for the upper and lower bounds on the receiving end quantities are functions of ψ. To
write the coordinates of the vertices as functions of ψ, consider the line segments labeled in
Figure. 5. The yellow and purple polytopes in this figure represent the bounds on the sending
and receiving end quantities, respectively. Table 1 describes the relevant intersections of
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Table 1. Line segment intersections corresponding to Figure 5
ψ (degrees) A1B1 B1C1 C1D1 A1D1
´45 ď ψ ď 0 AB & BC BC & CD CD & AD AB & AD
´90 ď ψ ď ´45 BC & CD CD & AD AB & AD AB & BC
´135 ď ψ ď ´90 CD & AD AB & AD AB & BC BC & CD
´180 ď ψ ď ´135 AB & AD AB & BC BC & CD CD & AD
0 ď ψ ď 45 AD & AB AB & BC BC & CD CD & AD
45 ď ψ ď 90 CD & AD AD & AB AB & BC BC & CD
90 ď ψ ď 135 BC & CD CD & AD AD & AB AB & BC
135 ď ψ ď 180 AB & BC BC & CD CD & AD AD & AB
;
Figure 5. A projection of the four-dimensional polytope associated with the trilinear
products between the voltage magnitudes and the trigonometric functions, expressed in
terms of the sending end variables S˜psqlm and C˜
psq
lm representing cospθlm ´ δlm ´ ψq and
sinpθlm ´ δlm ´ ψq. The polytope formed by intersecting the sending end polytope
(ABCD) and receiving end polytope (A1B1C1D1) is outlined with the dashed black lines
and has vertices shown by the black dots.
the line segments that form these polytopes. For the ranges of ψ in the first column of
Table 1, the remaining columns indicate the line segments whose intersections form the
corresponding vertices. The coordinates of these intersections are given in Table 2. As
an example for ´45˝ ď ψ ď 0˝, the A1D1 line segment in Figure. 5 should intersect line
segments AB and AD. The coordinates of these intersections are given in rows 13 and 16
of Table 2.
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Table 2. Coordinates of the line segment intersections in Table 1.








































































































































































































































































Enforcing the constraints associated with both the yellow and red polytopes adds
an unnecessary computational burden. We instead restrict the sending end quantities
cospθlm ´ δlm ´ ψq and sinpθlm ´ δlm ´ ψq to lie within the polytope shown by the black
dashed line in Figure. 3. This implicitly ensures satisfaction of the bounds on the receiving
end quantities.
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To relax the product terms VlVm cospθlm ´ δlm ´ ψq and VlVm sinpθlm ´ δlm ´ ψq,
we first represent the quantities cospθlm ´ δlm ´ ψq and sinpθlm ´ δlm ´ ψq using lifted
variables C˜psqlm and S˜
psq
lm , respectively. We then extend the polytope shown by the black
dashed lines in Figure. 3 using the upper and lower bounds on Vl and Vm. The resulting





which we represent using an extreme point formulation similar to (7k)–(7j). Let Tlm “
tpC˜int,1lm , S˜int,1lm q, pC˜int,2lm , S˜int,2lm q, . . . , pC˜int,N˜lm , S˜int,N˜lm qu denote the coordinates of the intersection
points (black dots) in Figure. 3, where N˜ is the number of intersection points which ranges





denoted as ηpkq P rVl,VlsˆrVm,VmsˆTlm, k “ 1, . . . , 4N˜ . The auxiliary variables λk P r0, 1s,
k “ 1, . . . , 4N˜ , are used to form the convex hull of the quadrilinear term VlVmC˜psqlm S˜psqlm .














































λk “ 1, λk > 0, k “ 1, . . . , 4N˜,
C˜psqlm P xcospθlm ´ δlm ´ ψqyC , S˜psqlm P xsinpθlm ´ δlm ´ ψqyS . (21)
Note that (20) precludes the need for the linking constraint in [19, Eq. (9)] that
relates the common term VlVm in the products VlVm sinpθlmq and VlVm cospθlmq.
5.3. QC RELAXATION OF THE ROTATED OPF PROBLEM
Replacing the squared and trilinear terms with the corresponding lifted variables in
the rotated OPF formulation (15) results in the “Rotated QC” (RQC) relaxation:
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min (15a) (22a)
subject to p@i P N, @ pl,mq P Lq


















P˜lm “ pYlm cospδlm ` ψq ´ bc,lm{2 sinpψqqwll ´ Ylmc˜lm, (22d)
Q˜lm “ ´pYlm sinpδlm ` ψq ` bc,lm{2 cospψqqwll ´ Ylm s˜lm, (22e)
P˜ml “ ´Ylmc˜lm ` pYlm cospδlm ` ψq ´ bc,lm{2 sinpψqqwmm, (22f)
Q˜ml “ Ylm s˜lm ´ pYlm sinpδlm ` ψq ` bc,lm{2 cospψqqwmm, (22g)




` Y2lm ´ Ylmbc,lm cospδlm ` ψq sinpψq
` Ylmbc,lm sinpδlm ` ψq cospψq
˙
V2l ` Y2lmV2m
` `´2Y2lm cospδlm ` ψq ` Ylmbc,lm sinpψq˘ c˜lm
` `2Y2lm sinpδlm ` ψq ` Ylmbc,lm cospψq˘ s˜lm, (22i)
Equations (7d), (15l)–(15q), (20). (22j)
Note that trilinear terms in (21) are relaxed via the extreme point approach in (20)
that yields the convex hulls for these terms. The lifted variables c˜lm and s˜lm represent
relaxations of the trilinear terms VlVm cospθlm ´ δlm ´ ψq and VlVm sinpθlm ´ δlm ´ ψq,
respectively. Section 5.5 gives an expression for ˜`lm that considers off-nominal tap ratios
and non-zero phase shifts.
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5.4. TIGHTENED QC RELAXATION OF THE ROTATED OPF PROBLEM
Applying the angle sum and difference identities in combination with (17) reveals
a linear relationship between the trigonometric functions used in the original QC relax-
ation (7), cospθlmq and sinpθlmq, and those in the RQC relaxation (21), cospθlm ´ δlm ´ ψq




»—–sinpθlm ´ δlm ´ ψq
cospθlm ´ δlm ´ ψq
fiffifl , (23)




»—–sinpδlm ` ψq cospδlm ` ψq






»—–´ sinpδlm ` ψq cospδlm ` ψq
cospδlm ` ψq sinpδlm ` ψq
fiffifl‹˛‚
with αlm and βlm defined as in (17). As mentioned in Section 5.1, the RQC relax-
ation (21) can be further tightened by additionally enforcing the envelopes xcos pθlmqyC
and xsin pθlmqyS used in the original QC relaxation (7). This results in the “Tightened
Rotated QC” (TRQC) relaxation:
min (15a) (24a)









Equations (7d), (15l)–(15q), (20), (21b)–(21m). (24c)
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5.5. AN EMPIRICAL ANALYSIS FOR DETERMINING THE ROTATION ψ
The key parameter in our proposed QC formulation is the rotation ψ. We next
describe an empirical analysis for choosing a value for ψ that works well for a range of test
cases.
Figure. 6 shows the optimality gaps for the PGLib-OPF test cases as a function of
ψ, each normalized by the maximum gap for that case over all values for ψ. The results in
the figure were generated by sweeping ψ from ´90˝ to 90˝ in steps of 0.5˝. (The figure is
exactly symmetric for values of ψ from 90˝ to -90˝.) The shaded bands around the median
line (in black) show every fifth percentile of the results. The best value of ψ for each case
is denoted as ψ˚.
The results in Figure. 6 indicate that good values of ψ are consistent across the test
systems. Thus, we suggest using ψ “ 80˝, which is where the median of the optimality
gaps over all the test cases was smallest. Moreover, the symmetry in Figure. 6 implies that
selecting ψ within the intervals [´90˝,´80˝], [´15˝,´5˝], and [80˝, 90˝] results in nearly
the smallest optimality gaps for almost all of the test cases compared to the optimality gaps
from the RQC relaxation using ψ˚.
Figure 6. Normalized optimality gap as a function of ψ for PGLib-OPF cases.
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6. MORE GENERAL LINE MODELS
This section extends the paper’s results to a line model that considers transformers
with a non-zero phase shift θshi f tlm and/or an off-nominal voltage ratio τlm. With this model,
the complex power flows into both terminals of line pl,mq P L are:
Slm “ Vle jθl
«ˆ












Sml “ Vme jθm
«ˆ









We follow the procedure in Section 4.2 by applying a complex base power normalization:

















S˜ml “ Smle jψ “
ˆ




jp´θlm´δlm`θshi f tlm ´ψq.
(26b)































Ylm cospδlm ` ψq´ bc,lm2 sinpψq
˙







´Ylm sinpδlm ` ψq´ bc,lm2 cospψq
˙






The arguments of the trigonometric terms in (26) are not independent since cospθlm`
δlm ´ θshi f tlm ` ψq and sinpθlm ` δlm ´ θshi f tlm ` ψq are linearly related with cospθlm ´ δlm ´
θ
shi f t
lm ´ ψq and sinpθlm ´ δlm ´ θshi f tlm ´ ψq via the general form of (17). Extending (17) to
consider off-nominal voltage ratios and non-zero phase shifts in accomplished by replacing
θlm in (17) with θlm ´ θshi f tlm .
Extensions of the expressions for the squared magnitudes of the current flows in
the original QC relaxation (7) and the RQC relaxation (21), `lm and ˜`lm, respectively, are
































bc,lm cospδlm ` ψq sinpψq
` Ylm
τ4lm


























Extending the TRQC relaxation (23) to the more general line model is derived by
changing the matrix Mlm in (22).»—–cospθlmq
sinpθlmq
fiffifl “ M 1lm
»—–sinpθlm ´ δlm ´ ψ ´ θshi f tlm q
cospθlm ´ δlm ´ ψ ´ θshi f tlm q
fiffifl . (30)
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»—–´ sinpδˆlm ` θshi f tlm q cospδˆlm ` θshi f tlm q
cospδˆlm ` θshi f tlm q sinpδˆlm ` θshi f tlm q
fiffifl
`
»—–sinpδˆlm ´ θshi f tlm q cospδˆlm ´ θshi f tlm q





where for notational convenience, define δˆlm “ δlm ` ψ.
7. NUMERICAL RESULTS
This section demonstrates the effectiveness of the proposed approach using selected
test cases from the PGLib-OPF v18.08 benchmark library [22]. These test cases were
selected since existing relaxations fail to provide tight bounds on the best known objective
values. Our implementations use Julia 0.6.4, JuMP v0.18 [23], PowerModels.jl [25], and
Gurobi 8.0 as modeling tools and the solver. The results are computed using a laptop with
an i7 1.80 GHz processor and 16 GB of RAM.
Table 3 summarizes the results from applying theQC (7), RQC (21), and TRQC (23)
relaxations to selected test cases. The first column lists the test cases. The next group of
columns represents optimality gaps, defined as
Optimality Gap “
ˆ




The optimality gaps are defined using the local solutions to the non-convex problem (1)
from PowerModels.jl. The final group of columns show the solver times.
Comparing the second and third columns in Table 3 reveals that using admittances in
polar form without rotation (i.e., the RQC relaxation (21) with ψ “ 0) can improve the op-
timality gaps of some test cases (e.g., improvements of 3.76% and 3.19% for “case30_ieee”
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Table 3. Results from applying the QC and RQC relaxations with various options to





















˚ Gap (%) ψ˚
case3_lmbd 0.97 0.97 0.89 0.79 ´81˝ 0.84 0.63 11˝ 0.34 0.01 0.01
case30_ieee 18.67 14.91 13.14 12.11 65˝ 13.14 11.82 ´25˝ 0.33 0.03 0.03
case118_ieee 0.77 0.90 0.65 0.64 70˝ 0.64 0.62 70˝ 0.55 0.19 0.23
case300_ieee 2.56 2.58 2.43 2.26 ´13˝ 2.32 2.24 ´13˝ 1.54 1.50 3.15
case9241_pegase 1.71 1.70 1.70 1.69 ´10˝ 1.70 1.69 ´10˝ 265.39 190.80 297.56
case3_lmbd__api 4.57 4.31 4.42 4.28 2˝ 4.17 3.93 ´71˝ 0.51 0.01 0.01
case24_ieee_rts__api 11.02 7.83 7.51 7.24 79˝ 7.31 6.98 ´11˝ 0.71 0.03 0.04
case39_epri__api 1.71 1.38 1.33 1.33 ´11˝ 1.32 1.32 79˝ 0.39 0.05 0.05
case73_ieee_rts__api 9.54 8.12 7.36 7.36 ´10˝ 7.24 7.24 ´10˝ 1.00 0.29 0.37
case118_ieee__api 28.67 28.03 26.82 26.52 ´8˝ 27.11 26.38 ´8˝ 0.53 0.20 0.97
case179_goc__api 5.86 6.01 5.57 4.90 ´81˝ 4.90 4.06 ´78˝ 0.82 0.61 0.64
case14_ieee__sad 19.16 21.45 17.89 16.30 77˝ 15.82 15.39 ´12˝ 0.35 0.03 0.03
case24_ieee_rts__sad 2.74 2.55 2.31 2.19 78˝ 2.26 2.12 ´12˝ 0.40 0.05 0.06
case30_ieee__sad 5.66 5.95 4.81 4.59 ´13˝ 4.56 4.45 66˝ 0.32 0.05 0.06
case73_ieee_rts__sad 2.37 2.24 1.98 1.90 79˝ 1.84 1.82 78˝ 0.41 0.28 0.41
case118_ieee__sad 6.67 8.10 5.45 5.39 81˝ 5.45 5.07 69˝ 0.58 0.25 0.39
case162_ieee_dtc__sad 6.22 6.30 5.65 5.59 ´14˝ 5.65 5.54 76˝ 0.86 0.55 0.84
case300_ieee__sad 2.34 2.59 1.80 1.61 83˝ 1.78 1.59 83˝ 1.94 1.29 2.06
AC: AC local solution from (1), QC Gap: Optimality gap for the QC relaxation from (7), RQC Gap: Optimality gap for the Rotated QC relaxation from (21),
TRQC Gap: Optimality gap for the Tightened Rotated QC Relaxation from (23), ψ˚: Use of the best ψ for this case.
and “case24_ieee_rts__api”, respectively, relative to the original QC relaxation (7)) . How-
ever, the RQC relaxation with ψ “ 0 has worse performance in other cases, such as
“case300_ieee” and “case14_ieee__sad”, which have 0.02% and 2.29% larger optimality
gaps, respectively.
Using a non-zero value for ψ can improve the optimality gaps. Solving the RQC
relaxation (21) with the suggested ψ “ 80˝ obtained from the empirical analysis in Sec-
tion 5.5 results in 1.08% better optimality gaps, on average, compared to the original QC
relaxation. The RQC relaxation (21) with ψ˚ (the best value of ψ for each case) provides
optimality gaps that are not worse than those obtained by the original QC relaxation (7)
for all test cases, yielding an improvement of 1.36% on average compared to the origi-
nal QC relaxation. As one specific example, the gap from the original QC relaxation for
“case162_ieee_dtc__sad” is 6.22% compared to 6.30% for the RQC relaxation (21) with
ψ “ 0 relaxation (21). Use of the suggested ψ “ 80˝ reduces the gap to 5.65%, which
is superior to the gap obtained from the QC relaxation (7). Using ψ˚ further reduces the
















RQC with best 
TRQC with suggested 
TRQC with best 
Figure 7. Comparison of optimality gap differences with respect to the original QC
relaxation (7) for different QC relaxation variants.
Enforcing the envelopes from both the original QC relaxation and the RQC relax-
ation, i.e., the TRQC relaxation (23), further improves the optimality gaps. Solving the
TRQC relaxation (23) with the suggested ψ “ 80˝ results in 1.29% better gaps, on average,
compared to the original QC relaxation. The TRQC relaxation with ψ˚ yields optimality
gaps that are 1.57% and 0.21% better, on average, compared to the original QC relaxation
and the RQC relaxation with ψ˚. The additional envelopes xsin pθlmqyS and xcos pθlmqyC in
the TRQC relaxation increase the average solver time by 22%.
Figure. 7 visualizes the optimality gaps for variants of the QC relaxation over a
range of test cases. Positive values indicate an improvement in the optimality gap of the
associated variant relative to the original QC relaxation (7). The test cases are sorted in
order of increasing optimality gaps obtained from the original QC relaxation. The TRQC
relaxation with ψ˚ achieves the smallest optimality gaps. While the RQC relaxation with
ψ “ 0 obtains a worse optimality gap for some test cases compared to the original QC
relaxation, both the RQC and the TRQC relaxations with ψ˚ outperform the QC relaxation
for all test cases. As expected from the analysis in Section 5.5, applying the suggested
ψ “ 80˝ results in good performance across a variety of test cases.
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8. CONCLUSION
This paper proposes and empirically tests two improvements for strengthening QC
relaxations of OPF problems by tightening the envelopes used for the trigonometric terms.
The first improvement represents the line admittances in polar form. The second im-
provement applies a complex base power normalization with angle ψ in order to rotate the
arguments of the trigonometric terms. An empirical analysis is used to suggest a good
value for ψ. Comparison to the state-of-the-art QC relaxation reveals the effectiveness of
the proposed improvements. Our ongoing work is extending the RQC relaxation to allow
for distinct values of ψ for each line.
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V. TIGHTENING QC RELAXATIONS OF OPF PROBLEMS BY
INDEPENDENTLY ROTATING THE TRIGONOMETRIC TERMS
Mohammad Rasoul Narimani, Daniel K. Molzahn, and Mariesa L. Crow
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Optimal power flow (OPF) is a fundamental problem in power system operations.
Recently developed convex relaxation techniques have provided new insights regarding the
global optimality of AC OPF solutions. The QC relaxation is a promising approach that
convexifies the trigonometric and product terms in the OPF problem by enclosing these
terms in convex envelopes. The accuracy of the QC relaxation strongly depends on the
tightness of these envelopes. This paper strengthens the QC relaxation of OPF problem
by proposing a modified formulation of the power flow equations. The proposed modified
formulation facilitates tightening the envelopes on the trigonometric functions in the power
flow equations by controlling the parameterized variables that appear in the trigonometric
functions’ arguments and shift them independently. This paper describes an empirical
analysis used to determine the proper variables for shifting the sine and cosine functions in
each branch. Comparing the results of the proposed approach with a state-of-the-art QC
implementation illustrates the obtained improvements.
Keywords: Optimal power flow, QC relaxation, Coordinate transformation
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1. INTRODUCTION
The optimal power flow (OPF) problem seeks a minimum cost operating point for
an electric power system, subject to both the power flow equations modeling the network
physics and engineering limits [1]. The nonlinear power flow equations which form the
basis of the AC OPF problem, along with a variety of engineering limits, make the OPF
problem a nonconvex optimization problem that, in general, is NP-hard [2] and might have
multiple local optima [3].
A wide variety of algorithms have been applied to finding locally optimal solu-
tions [4]. Recent research has developed convex relaxations of OPF problems to obtain
bounds on the optimal objective values, certify infeasibility, and in some cases, achieve
globally optimal solutions. Solutions from a relaxation are also useful for initializing cer-
tain local solution techniques [5]. Improving convex relaxation methods, from tightness
and tractability perspectives, is an ongoing avenue of research [6].
The quadratic convex (QC) relaxation [7] is one promising approach that uses
convex envelopes around the trigonometric functions, squared terms, and bilinear products
in the polar form of the power flow equations. The tightness of the QC relaxation strongly
depends on the quality of these convex envelopes. The proposed approach in this paper
aims at strengthening the QC relaxation by improving these envelopes.
Several improvements have been proposed to strengthen the QC relaxation of the
OPF problem. The quality of these convex envelopes strongly depends on the size of the
bounds on voltage magnitude and angle difference. Therefore, analytical and optimization
based bound tightening techniques can improve the QC relaxation’s tightness [8–12]. The
tightness of the convex envelopes plays a crucial role in improving QC relaxation accuracy.
Tighter envelopes for trigonometric functions that leverage sign-definite angle difference
bounds have been presented to tighten the QC relaxation of the OPF problem [8, 13].
Multiple proposed enhancements to tighten the QC relaxation of the OPF problem include
Lifted Nonlinear Cuts (LNC) that exploit voltage magnitude and angle difference bounds [8,
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14]; a variety of valid inequalities, cutting planes, and convex envelopes [10, 11]; redundant
constraints based on voltage magnitude differences [15], and tighter envelopes for trilinear
terms in the polar form of the OPF problem [15–17].
A polar representation of the branch admittances, in addition to the rectangular
representation used previously in the QC relaxation, is proposed in [18] to tighten the QC
relaxation of the OPF problem. A coordinate transformation via a complex per-unit base
power normalization that rotates the power flow equations is proposed in [18] to apply
tighter envelopes on trigonometric functions that can be tighter than the corresponding
envelopes in previous QC relaxation formulations.
This paper proposes an additional improvement to [18] for tightening the QC relax-
ation of the OPF problem. Leveraging the polar representation of the branch admittance,
this paper presents an approach that exploits multiple degrees of freedom in the OPF for-
mulation. By reformulating the power flow equations such that linearly shifted variables
appear in the trigonometric functions’ argument in each branch (i.e., ψp1qlm and ψ
p2q
lm ) results
in shifting the arguments of the trigonometric terms in the power flow equations. The
associated degrees of freedom for shifting the arguments of the trigonometric terms in each
branch, ψp1qlm and ψ
p2q
lm , facilitate the application of tighter envelopes on trigonometric func-
tions in each branch, which can strengthen the QC relaxation of OPF problems. The shifting
variables for shifting the arguments of trigonometric functions in the proposed power flow
equations play an important role in applying tighter envelopes on trigonometric functions.
An empirical analysis based on the smaller area between upper and lower portion envelopes
is proposed to determine the proper values for ψp1qlm and ψ
p2q
lm .
This paper is organized as follows: Sections 2 and 3 review the OPF formulation and
the previously proposed QC relaxation, respectively. Section 4 describes the new definition
of the power flow equations underlying the proposed improved QC relaxation. Section 5
then presents these improvements.
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2. OVERVIEW OF OPTIMAL POWER FLOW PROBLEM
This section overviews the AC OPF problem using a polar representation of voltage
phasors. The power system is modeled by a graph pN , Lq with N and L representing the
sets of buses and branches, respectively. Let G denote the set of generators. Let Pdi ` jQdi
and Pgi ` jQgi represent the active and reactive load demand and generation, respectively,
at bus i P N , where j “ ?´1. Let Vi and θi represent the voltage magnitude and angle at
bus i P N . Let gsh,i ` jbsh,i denote the shunt admittance at bus i. For each generator i P G,
define a quadratic generation cost function with coefficients c2,i ě 0, c1,i, and c0,i. Define
θlm “ θl ´ θm for pl,mq P L. Specified upper and lower limits are denoted by p ¨ q and p ¨ q,
respectively. Buses i P NzG have generation limits set to zero.
For ease of exposition, each line pl,mq P L is modeled as a Π circuit with mutual
admittance glm` jblm and shunt admittance jbc,lm. Extensions to more general line models
that allow for off-nominal tap ratios and non-zero phase shifts are straightforward and
available in Appendix 5.5. Let Plm,Qlm, and Slm represent the active and reactive power
flows and the maximum apparent power flow limit on the line that connects buses l and m.







˘2 ` c1,i Pgi ` c0,i (1a)
subject to p@i P N, @ pl,mq P Lq


















θre f “ 0, (1d)









V i ď Vi ď V i, (1g)
θlm ď θlm ď θlm, (1h)
Plm“glmV2l ´glmVlVm cos pθlmq´blmVlVm sin pθlmq , (1i)
Qlm “ ´pblm ` bc,lm{2qV2l ` blmVlVm cos pθlmq ´ glmVlVm sin pθlmq ,
Pml“glmV2m´glmVlVm cos pθlmq`blmVlVm sin pθlmq , (1j)
Qml “ ´pblm ` bc,lm{2qV2m ` blmVlVm cos pθlmq ` glmVlVm sin pθlmq ,










The objective (1a) minimizes the generation cost. Constraints (1b) and (1c) enforce the
power balance at each bus. Constraint (1d) sets the reference bus angle, θre f . The constraints
in (1e) bound the active and reactive power generation at each bus. Constraints (1g)–(1h),
respectively, bound the voltage magnitudes and voltage angle differences. Constraints (1i)–
(1i) relate the active and reactive power flows with the voltage phasors at the terminal buses.
The constraints in (1k) limit the apparent power flows into both terminals of each line.
3. OVERVIEW OF QC RELAXATION
The QC relaxation convexifies the OPF problem (1) by enclosing nonconvex terms
in convex envelopes. To formulate the QC relaxation of the OPF problem, multiple lifted
variables including wii, wlm, clm, and slm are defined for the product of voltage magnitude
and trilinear terms.
wii “ V2i , @i P N, (2a)
wlm “ VlVm, @ pl,mq P L, (2b)
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clm “ wlm cos pθlmq , @ pl,mq P L, (2c)
slm “ wlm sin pθlmq , @ pl,mq P L. (2d)
These definitions inherently imply the following relationship between the variables
wll , clm, and slm for pl,mq P L:
c2lm ` s2lm “ wllwmm, (3a)
clm “ cml, (3b)
slm “ ´sml (3c)
The core concept of QC relaxation is enclosing the squared and bilinear terms in convex





qx ď px ` xq x ´ xx. (4)
where qx is a “lifted” variable representing the set of square term and the envelope xx2yT is
the convex hull of square function.
The convex hull for the trigonometric terms xsin pxqyS and xcos pxqyC in the QC





qC ď 1´ 1´cospxmqpxmq2 x2,qC ě cospxq´cospxqx´x px ´ xq ` cos pxq ,
qC ď αcp
ik
p pi2 ´ xq2 ` βcpik p pi2 ´ xq ` γcpik , if x ě 0qC ď αcn
ik







qS ď cos ` xm2 ˘ `x ´ xm2 ˘` sin ` xm2 ˘ if xď 0ď x,
qS ě cos ` xm2 ˘ `x ` xm2 ˘´ sin ` xm2 ˘ if xď 0ď x,
qS ě sinpxq´sinpxqx´x px ´ xq ` sin pxq if x ě 0,














, if x ď 0.
(5b)
where Sˇ and Cˇ represent lifted variables for corresponding sets. xm “ maxp|x| , |x|q.
Tighter envelopes for trigonometric terms that leverage sign-definite variable bounds [8]
(0˝ ď x ď x ď 90˝ or´90˝ ď x ď x ď 0˝) can be represented by the last two equations in
(5b)-(5a). For each line pl,mq P L that has a sign-definite angle difference, define scalars
αlm, βlm, and γlm that are function of three parameters denoted as a, b, and c:
αlmpa, b, cq “ psinpa ` cq ´ sinpaqqpa ´ bq ´ cpsinpaq ´ sinpbqqcpa ´ bqpa ´ b` cq (6a)
βlmpa, b, cq “ sinpaq ´ sinpbqa ´ b ´ αlmpa, b, cqpa ` bq (6b)
γlmpa, b, cq “ αlmpa, b, cqab` sinpaq ´ apsinpaq ´ sinpbqqa ´ b (6c)
Let 0 ă  ă 90˝ ´ x be a small positive constant. Using (6), define: αpspqlm , βpspqlm , and
γ
pspq
lm as αlm, βlm, and γlm evaluated as pa, b, cq “ px, x, q; αpsnqlm , βpsnqlm , and γpsnqlm as αlm,
βlm, and γlm evaluated as pa, b, cq “ px, x,´q; αpcpqlm , βpcpqlm , and γpcpqlm as αlm, βlm, and
γlm evaluated as pa, b, cq “ p pi2 ´ x, pi2 ´ x, q; αpcnqlm , βpcnqlm , and γpcnqlm as αlm, βlm, and γlm
evaluated as pa, b, cq “ p pi2 ` x, pi2 ` x, q. Note that the convex quadratic expressions for
the last two equations in (5b)-(5a) can be formulated as second-order conic programming
(SOCP) constraints. The QC relaxation of the OPF problem in (1) can be formulated by
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˘2 ` c1,i Pgi ` c0,i (7a)
subject to p@i P N, @ pl,mq P Lq
























Plm “ glmwll ´ glmclm ´ blmslm, (7f)
Qlm “ ´pblm ` bc,lm{2qwll ` blmclm ´ glmslm, (7g)
Pml “ glmwmm ´ glmclm ` blmslm, (7h)


























































γk “ 1, γk > 0, k “ 1, . . . , 8. (7k)
P2lm `Q2lm ď V2l `lm, (7l)
`lm “ Y2lmpV2l ` V2mq ´ 2Y2lmclm ´
b2c,lm
4
V2l ´ bc,lmQlm, (7m)
Equations (1d)–(1h), (1k), [17, Eq. (9)], (7n)
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where the lifted variable `lm represents the squared magnitude of the current flow into
terminal l of line pl,mq P L. The relationship between `lm and the power flows Plm andQlm
in (7l) tightens the QC relaxation [7, 19]. An expression for `lm that considers more general
line models that allow for off-nominal tap ratios and non-zero phase shifts is available in
Appendix 5.5. Also, as shown in (7d), wii is associated with the squared voltage magnitude
at bus i.
The lifted variables clm and slm represent relaxations of the trilinear termsVlVm cospθlmq
and VlVm sinpθlmq, respectively, with (7j) and (7k) formulating an “extreme point” repre-
sentation of the convex hulls for the trilinear products VlVm qClm and VlVmqSlm [20]. The λ
and γ are non-negative auxiliary variables P r0, 1s that are used to form the convex hull
of the VlVm cospθlmq and VlVm sinpθlmq trilinear terms, respectively. The extreme points of
VlVm qClm are ρpkq P rVl,Vls ˆ rVm,Vms ˆ r qClm, qClms, k “ 1, . . . , 8 and the extreme points of
VlVmqSlm are ζ pkq P rVl,Vls ˆ rVm,Vms ˆ rqSlm, qSlms, k “ 1, . . . , 8. Since sine and cosine are
odd and even functions, respectively, clm “ cml and slm “ ´sml .
A “linking constraint” from [17, Eq. (9)] is also enforced. This linking constraint is
associated with the bilinear terms VlVm that are shared in VlVm cospθlmq and VlVm sinpθlmq.
4. MODIFIED POWER FLOW EQUATIONS
The improvements to the QC relaxation’s envelopes that are the main contributions
of this work are based on the modified representation of the power flow equations. The
modified representation of the power flow equations is based on shifting the arguments of the
trigonometric terms in the power flow equations in each branch. This section describes this
argument shifting in the power flow equations. We first form the power flow equations using
a polar representations of the lines’ mutual admittances. We then introduce two complex
base powers in the per-unit normalization for each branch that provide independent shifting
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degrees of freedom for the trigonometric terms in the power flow equations in each branch.
While this section uses a Π circuit line model for the sake of simplicity, extensions to more
general line models are straightforward.
4.1. POWER FLOW EQUATIONS WITH ADMITTANCE IN POLAR FORM
Equations (1i) and (1i) model the power flows through a line pl,mq P L via a
rectangular representation of the line’s mutual admittance, glm` jblm. In (7f)–(7g), the QC
relaxation from [7] uses this rectangular admittance representation.
The line flows can be equivalently modeled using a polar representation of the
mutual admittance, Ylme jδlm , where Ylm “
b
g2lm ` b2lm and δlm “ arctan pblm{glmq are the
magnitude and angle of the mutual admittance for line pl,mq P L, respectively. Using polar
admittance coordinates, the complex power flows Slm and Sml into each line terminal are:
Slm “ Vle jθl
ˆˆ
Ylme jδlm ` j bc,lm2
˙
Vle jθl ´ Ylme jδlmVme jθm
˙˚
, (8a)









where p ¨ q˚ denotes the complex conjugate. Taking the real and imaginary parts of (8)
yields the active and reactive power flows into each line terminal:
Plm “ RepSlmq “ Ylm cospδlmqV2l ´ YlmVlVm cospθlm ´ δlmq, (9a)
Qlm “ ImpSlmq “ ´ pYlm sinpδlmq ` bc,lm{2qV2l ´ YlmVlVm sinpθlm ´ δlmq, (9b)
Pml “ RepSmlq “ Ylm cospδlmqV2m ´ YlmVlVm cospθlm ` δlmq, (9c)
Qml “ ImpSmlq “ ´ pYlm sinpδlmq ` bc,lm{2qV2m ` YlmVlVm sinpθlm ` δlmq. (9d)
With the rectangular admittance representation, the active and reactive power flow
equations (1i)–(1i) each have two trigonometric terms (i.e., cospθlmq and sinpθlmq). Con-
versely, there is only one trigonometric term in each of the power flow equations that use
the polar admittance representation (9) (e.g., cospθlm ´ δlmq for Plm and sinpθlm ´ δlmq for
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Qlm). While these formulations are equivalent, the differing representations of the trigono-
metric terms suggest the possibility of using different trigonometric envelopes. The QC
formulation we propose in Section 5.3 exploits these differences.
4.2. DIFFERENT REPRESENTATION OF POWER FLOW EQUATIONS
To improve the QC relaxation’s trigonometric envelopes, this section reformulates
the power flow equations with an independent shifting variable that linearly enters the
trigonometric arguments’ terms in the power flow equation in each line. Multiplying the
power flow equations in e´ jψ
p1q
lm and e´ jψ
p2q
lm as shifting angles, two per line, can reshape the
power flow in the lines as follows:
Slme´ jψ
p1q
lm “ pPlm ` jQlmqpcospψp1qlm q ´ j sinpψp1qlm qq, (10a)
Slme´ jψ
p2q
lm “ pPlm ` jQlmqpcospψp2qlm q ´ j sinpψp2qlm qq. (10b)
Define P˜lm “ RepSlme jψ
p1q
lm q and Q˜lm “ ImpSlme jψ
p2q





»—– cospψp1qlm q sinpψp1qlm q





Choosing ψp1qlm and ψ
p2q
lm such that cospψp1qlm ´ ψp2qlm q ‰ 0, then we can invert (11) to obtain:»—–Plm
Qlm
fiffifl “ 1
cospψp1qlm ´ ψp2qlm q
»—–cospψp2qlm q ´ sinpψp1qlm q





Now consider P˜lm and Q˜lm in terms of the voltage magnitudes and angles (for a
Π-model circuit). The angle of the base power, ψp1qlm , and ψ
p2q
lm , affect the arguments of the


















´ VlVmYlm sinpθlm ´ ψp2qlm ´ δlmq.
(13b)
The Pml and Qml can be obtained similarly as follows:
P˜ml “ ´YlmVmVl cospθlm ` δlm ` ψp1qlm q `
´




Q˜ml “ YlmVmVl sinpθlm ` δlm ` ψp2qlm q ´
´




The arguments of the trigonometric functions cospθlm´δlm´ψp1qlm q, sinpθlm´δlm´
ψ
p2q
lm q, cospθlm` δlm`ψp1qlm q, and sinpθlm` δlm`ψp2qlm q in (13) and (14) are linear in ψp1qlm and
ψ
p2q




lm , all other trigonometric terms in (13) and (14) are constants
that do not require special handling.
4.3. THE OPF PROBLEMWITH MODIFIED POWER FLOW EQUATIONS
Applying (13) and (14) to (1) yields an OPF problem with a modified representation






2 ` c1,iPgi ` c0,i (15a)
subject to p@i P N, @ pl,mq P Lq




























´ VlVmYlm cospθlm ´ ψp1qlm ´ δlmq, (15d)
Q˜lm “ V2l
ˆ







´ VlVmYlm sinpθlm ´ ψp2qlm ´ δlmq, (15e)
P˜ml “ ´YlmVmVl cospθlm ` δlm ` ψlm,1q ` pYlm cospδlm ` ψlm,1q ´ pbc,lm{2q sinpψlm,1qqV2m,
(15f)














































































θre f “ 0, (15l)





ď Qgi ď Q
g
i , (15n)
V i ď Vi ď V i, (15o)
θlm ď θlm ď θlm, (15p)
pP˜lmq2 ` pQ˜lmq2 ď pSlmq2, (15q)
pP˜mlq2 ` pQ˜mlq2 ď pSlmq2. (15r)
The rotated OPF problem (15) is equivalent to (1) in that any solution tV˚, θ˚, Pg˚,Qg˚u
to (15) is equal to a solution tV˚, θ˚, Pg˚,Qg˚u to (1). Solutions to both formulations have
the same voltage magnitudes, voltage angles, V˚ and θ˚ as well as active and reactive power
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generation, Pg˚ andQg˚. Therefore, (15) can be interpreted as revealing a degree of freedom
associated with choosing shifting variables phase angle ψp1qlm and ψ
p2q
lm . The next section
exploits these degrees of freedom to tighten the QC relaxation’s trigonometric envelopes.
5. QC RELAXATION OF THE PROPOSED OPF PROBLEM
This section leverages the modified representation of the power flow equations
presented in Section 4 to tighten the QC relaxation of the OPF problem. We first propose
and analyze new envelopes for the trigonometric functions and trilinear terms. We then
describe an empirical analysis that informs the choice of the base power angles ψp1qlm and ψ
p2q
lm
for each branch in order to tighten the relaxation for typical OPF problems.
5.1. CONVEX ENVELOPES FOR THE TRIGONOMETRIC TERMS
Tightened convex envelopes for trigonometric terms in the power flow equations play
a crucial role in strengthening the QC relaxation of the OPF problem. The differing OPF
formulation (15) has four relevant trigonometric terms for each line: cospθlm´ δlm´ψp1qq,
sinpθlm ´ δlm ´ ψp2qq, cospθlm ` δlm ` ψp1qq, and sinpθlm ` δlm ` ψp2qq, @pl,mq P L.
This contrasts with the two unique trigonometric terms (cospθlmq and sinpθlmq) per pair of
connected buses in the OPF formulation (1).
While this would seem to suggest that at least twice as many convex envelopes would
be required for the rotatedOPF formulation (15), the arguments of the trigonometric terms in
this formulation are not independent. For notational convenience, define δˆp1qlm “ δlm ` ψp1qlm




sinpθˆlm ` δˆp2qlm q
cospθˆlm ` δˆp1qlm q
sinpθˆlm ´ δˆp2qlm q



























Rearranging these relationships yields:
»—–cospθlm ` δˆp1qlm q






»—–cospθlm ´ δˆp1qlm q
sinpθlm ´ δˆp2qlm q
fiffifl . (17)
where, for notational convenience, αlm “ pcospδˆp1qlm q ´ sinpδˆp2qlm qq, βlm “ pcospδˆp1qlm q `
sinpδˆp2qlm qq, σlm “ ´2 cospδˆp1qlm q sinpδˆp1qlm ), and µlm “ 2 cospδˆp2qlm q sinpδˆp2qlm ). The linear rela-
tionship (17) prevents defining the convex envelopes for redundant trigonometric terms. In
otherwords, the relation (17) indicates that two (rather than four) convex envelopes need to be
defined per line (one for each of the trigonometric terms sinpθlm´ δˆp2qlm q and cospθlm´ δˆp1qlm q).
The remaining trigonometric functions, sinpθlm`δˆp2qlm,q and cospθlm`δˆp2qlm q, are representable
in terms of sinpθlm ´ δˆp2qlm q and cospθlm ´ δˆp1qlm q via the linear relationship (17). The matrix







their determinant are equal to cospδˆlm1 ´ δˆlm2q. The matrix in (17) is invertable for all
values of δˆlm1 and δˆlm2 except δˆlm1-δˆlm2 “ K pi2 , where K P R. Thus, the relationship in (17)
is well-defined for δˆlm1-δˆlm2 ‰ K pi2 .
A related special consideration is needed for parallel lines. While the rest of this
section considers systems without parallel lines for simplicity, following ?? discusses this
issue in detail.
In the original QC relaxation (7), the power flow equations for parallel lines between
buses l and m shared the same envelopes, xcospθlmqyC and xsinpθlmqyS. In the proposed QC
relaxation (21), the arguments of the trigonometric terms for parallel lines can differ due to
the inclusion of the δlm terms. Rather than defining separate envelopes, we derive a linear
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be the admittance angles and phase shifts, respectively, for two parallel lines between
















where, for notational convenience, σlm1,1 “ δlm1`θshi f tlm1 `ψ
p1q
lm , σlm1,2 “ δlm2`θshi f tlm2 `ψ
p1q
lm ,
σlm2,1 “ δlm1 ` θshi f tlm1 ` ψ
p2q
lm , σlm2,2 “ δlm2 ` θshi f tlm2 ` ψ
p2q
lm . Rearranging (18) to eliminate




»—– cospσlm1 ´ σlm2q sinpσlm1 ´ σlm2q





Since the matrix in (19) is invertible, this relationship is always well defined.
Using the linear relationships in (17) and in (19) ?? for systems with parallel
lines, all relevant trigonometric terms in (15) can be represented as linear combinations of











θlm ´ δlm ´ ψp1qlm
¯EC
.
The QC relaxations of (1) and (15) therefore have the same number of envelopes.
Two contributions of this paper distinguish the relaxations of the trigonometric
expressions in (1) and (15). First, the relaxations of the power flow equations (1i)–(1k)
each use the weighted sums of two trigonometric envelopes, while the relaxations of (15d)–
(15g) each use a single trigonometric envelope. Second, the shifting angle variables ψp1qlm
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and ψp2qlm used to formulate (15) provide degree of freedom that shift the arguments of the
trigonometric envelopes. We next discuss how both of these characteristics can be exploited
to strengthen of the QC relaxation of the OPF problem.
Focusing on the first distinguishing characteristic, factoring out ´VlVm shows that
the relaxation of (1i) depends on the quality of a weighted sum of trigonometric envelopes:





θlm ´ δlm ´ ψp1qlm
¯EC
. (The relaxations of (1i)–(1k) and (15d)–(15g)




As an illustration, Fig. 1 shows examples of these envelopes for a line with the same
mutual admittance (glm ` jblm “ 0.6 ´ j0.8) for different intervals of angle differences
(θlm ď θlm ď θlm).
For comparing the tightness of these envelopes, we compare their lower and upper
boundaries. As proven in [18], the lower boundary of the envelope forYlm xcos pθlm ´ δlmqyC
is at least as tight as the lower boundary of the envelope for glm xcos pθlmqyC`blm xsin pθlmqyS
when ´90˝ ď θlm ď θlm ď 90˝ and is tighter for some line admittances and phase
angle difference limits. For other intervals, the lower boundary of the envelope for
Ylm xcos pθlm ´ δlmqyC neither dominates, nor is dominated by, the lower boundary of the
envelope for glm xcos pθlmqyC ` blm xsin pθlmqyS.
The upper portion envelope ofYlm xcos pθlm ´ δlmqyC neither dominates, nor is dom-
inated by, the upper bound of glm xcos pθlmqyC ` blm xsin pθlmqyS. Therefore, in general a
QC relaxation that enforces the intersection of these envelopes is tighter than the relax-
ations constructed using either of these envelopes individually. Section 5.5 presents linear
relationships obtained from angle sum and difference identities which facilitate the joint










θlm ´ δlm ´ ψp2qlm
¯ES
along with xcos pθlmqyC and xsin pθlmqyS using a single set of lifted variables. While en-
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(a) ´90˝ ď θlm ď 90˝ (b) ´60˝ ď θlm ď 0˝
(c) ´30˝ ď θlm ď 30˝ (d) ´30˝ ď θlm ď 0˝
Figure 1. Comparison of envelopes for the trigonometric terms in (1) and (15). The yellow
and magenta regions (with dotted and dashed borders, respectively) in (a)–(d) show the
envelopes glm xcos pθlmqyC ` blm xsin pθlmqyS and Ylm xcos pθlm ´ δlmqyC , respectively. The
black solid lines correspond to the function
glm cos pθlmq ` blm sin pθlmq “ Ylm cos pθlm ´ δlmq.
forcing the intersection of these envelopes introduces additional constraints into the QC
relaxation of (15), numerical experiments suggest that typical impacts on solution times are
minimal.
The second contribution distinguishing between the envelopes for (1) and (15) is
the ability to use two degrees of freedom, ψp1qlm and ψ
p2q
lm , in the latter envelopes. As shown
in Fig. 2, changing ψp1qlm and ψ
p2q
lm shift the arguments of these envelopes. One degree of
freedom, ψ, has been defined in [18] to rotate the argument of the trigonometric terms in
the power flow equations in all branches. Using one degree of freedom for shifting the
arguments in both sine and cosine function compromises choosing the best shifting value
for these functions. Fig. 2 clearly shows that a shifting variable that can provide tighter
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(a) (b)





lm . The green and red regions (with dotted and dashed borders, respectively) in










θlm ´ δlm ´ ψp2qlm
¯EC
, for
ψ1 “ 27˝ and ψ2 “ ´56˝, respectively. The green and red regions (with dotted and dashed









θlm ´ δlm ´ ψp2qlm
¯ES
, for ψ1 “ 27˝ and ψ2 “ ´56˝, respectively. The angle
difference θlm varies within ´25˝ ď θlm ď 25˝, and δlm “ ´53˝.
envelopes for the sine function cannot necessarily provide a tighter envelope for the cosine
function. This issue is resolved in this paper by defining independent shifting variables for
the sine and cosine terms in the power flow equations.
Each line in a power system has its own voltage angle difference limits, (θminlm and
θmaxlm ), andmutual admittance angle, δlm, inwhich one shifting variable,ψ, cannot effectively
shift the arguments of the trigonometric terms for all branches. This paper resolves this issue
by defining separate shifting variables for each line. Analytically comparing the impacts
of different values for ψp1qlm and ψ
p2q
lm is not straightforward. Accordingly, this section will
later describe a empirical study that suggests good choices for ψp1qlm and ψ
p2q
lm for typical OPF
problems.
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5.2. ENVELOPES FOR TRILINEAR TERMS
The OPF problem with the modified definition of the power flow equations in (15)
has four trilinear terms for each line: VlVm cospθlm´δlm´ψp1qlm q, VlVm sinpθlm´δlm´ψp2qlm q,
VlVm cospθlm` δlm`ψp1qlm q, andVlVm sinpθlm` δlm`ψp2qlm q, @pl,mq P L. This contrasts with
the two unique trilinear terms (VlVm cospθlmq andVlVm sinpθlmq) per pair of connected buses
in the OPF formulation (1). This would seem to suggest that at least twice asmany envelopes
would be required to relax the trilinear terms in the OPF formulation (15). However, the
four trilinear terms in (15) are related. We next describe how to exploit these relationships
to only enforce two envelopes for the trilinear terms associated with each line.
Similar to (7k)–(7j), we relax the trilinear products by constructing linear envelopes
using the upper and lower bounds on Vl , Vm, cospθlm ´ δlm ´ ψp1qlm q, sinpθlm ´ δlm ´ ψp2qlm q,
cospθlm ` δlm ` ψp1qlm q, and sinpθlm ` δlm ` ψp2qlm q. We use the linear relationship (17) to
represent the upper and lower bounds on the receiving end quantities cospθlm` δlm`ψp1qlm q
(denoted C˜prqlm , C˜
prq
lm ) and sinpθlm` δlm`ψp2qlm q (denoted S˜prqlm , S˜prqlm ) in terms of the bounds on
the sending end quantities cospθlm´δlm´ψp1qlm q (denoted C˜psqlm , C˜psqlm ) and sinpθlm´δlm´ψp2qlm q
(denoted S˜psqlm , S˜
psq
lm ). We then enforce the constraints on the sending end quantities derived
from the intersection of the transformed bounds associated with the receiving end quantities
along with the bounds on the sending end quantities. Intersecting these bounds forms a
polytope in terms of the sending end quantities C˜psqlm P
A





sinpθlm ´ δlm ´ ψp2qlm q
ES
, expressible as a convex combination of its extreme points.
Fig. 3 shows the bounds on both the sending and receiving end quantities in terms of
the sending end quantities. The yellow region shows the polytope formed by the bounds on
cospθlm´δlm´ψp1qlm q and sinpθlm´δlm´ψp2qlm q. The red region represents the polytope formed
by using (17) to represent the bounds on the receiving end quantities cospθlm ` δlm ` ψp1qlm q
and sinpθlm ` δlm ` ψp2qlm q in terms of the sending end quantities cospθlm ´ δlm ´ ψp1qlm q and
sinpθlm ´ δlm ´ ψp2qlm q. The black dots are the vertices of polytope shown by the dashed
black lines that is formed from the intersection of the yellow and red polytopes.
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Figure 3. A projection of the four-dimensional polytope associated with the trilinear
products between voltage magnitudes and trigonometric functions, in terms of the sending
end variables S˜psqlm and C˜
psq
lm representing cospθlm ´ δlm ´ ψp1qlm q and sinpθlm ´ δlm ´ ψp2qlm q.
The polytope formed by intersecting the sending end polytope (yellow) and receiving end
polytope (red) is outlined with the dashed black lines and has vertices shown by the black
dots.
Enforcing the constraints associated with both the yellow and red polytopes adds
an unnecessary computational burden. We instead restrict the sending end quantities
cospθlm ´ δlm ´ ψp1qlm q and sinpθlm ´ δlm ´ ψp2qlm q to lie within the polytope shown by
the black dashed line in Fig. 3. This implicitly ensures satisfaction of the bounds on
the receiving end quantities. To relax the product terms VlVm cospθlm ´ δlm ´ ψp1qlm q and
VlVm sinpθlm´δlm´ψp2qlm q, we first represent the quantities cospθlm´δlm´ψp1qlm q and sinpθlm´
δlm ´ ψp2qlm q using lifted variables C˜psqlm and S˜psqlm , respectively. We then extend the polytope
shown by the black dashed lines in Fig. 3 using the upper and lower bounds on Vl and Vm.





lm , which we represent using an extreme point formulation similar to (7k)–(7j).
Let Tlm “ tpC˜int,1lm , S˜int,1lm q, pC˜int,2lm , S˜int,2lm q, . . . , pC˜int,N˜lm , S˜int,N˜lm qu denote the coordinates of the
intersection points (black dots) in Fig. 3, where N˜ is the number of intersection points
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are then denoted as ηpkq P rVl,Vls ˆ rVm,Vms ˆ Tlm, k “ 1, . . . , 4N˜ . The λ is non-negative
auxiliary variable P r0, 1s that is used to form the convex hull of the VlVm cospθlmq sinpθlmq














































λk “ 1, λk > 0, k “ 1, . . . , 4N˜ . (20)
Note that (20) precludes the need for the linking constraint in [17, Eq. (9)] that
relates the common term VlVm in the products VlVm sinpθlmq and VlVm cospθlmq.
5.3. QCRELAXATIONOFTHEOPFPROBLEMWIHTMODIFIEDDEFINITION
OF THE POWER FLOW EQUATIONS
Replacing the squared and trilinear terms with the corresponding lifted variables in
the OPF formulation (15) results in the proposed QC “PQC” relaxation of the OPF problem:
min (15a) (21a)
subject to p@i P N, @ pl,mq P Lq




















Ylm cospδlm ` ψlm,1q ´ bc,lm2 sinpψlm,1q˙ wll ´ Ylmc˜lm, (21d)
Q˜lm“ ´
ˆ
Ylm sinpδlm`ψlm,2q` bc,lm2 cospψlm,2q˙ wll´Ylm s˜lm, (21e)
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P˜ml“´Ylmc˜lm` Yˆlm cospδlm`ψlm,1q´ bc,lm2 sinpψlm,1q˙ wmm, (21f)













































































P˜2lm ` Q˜2lm ď wll ˜`lm, (21l)
˜`







2Y2lmVlVm cospθlm ´ θshi f tlm q `
YlmVlVm
τlm
sinpθlm ´ δlmq, (21m)
Equations (15l)–(15q), (20). (21n)
Note that trilinear terms in (21) are relaxed via the extreme point approach in (20)
that yields the convex hulls for these terms. The lifted variables c˜lm and s˜lm represent
relaxations of the trilinear terms VlVm cospθlm´ δlm´ψp1qlm q and VlVm sinpθlm´ δlm´ψp2qq,
respectively. Section 5.5 gives an expression for ˜`lm that considers off-nominal tap ratios
and non-zero phase shifts.
5.4. TIGHTENED QC RELAXATION OF THE ROTATED OPF PROBLEM
Applying the angle sum and difference identities in combination with (17) re-
veals a linear relationship between the trigonometric functions used in the original QC
relaxation (7), cospθlmq and sinpθlmq, and those in the proposed QC relaxation (21),
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cospθlm ´ δlm ´ ψp1qlm q and sinpθlm ´ δlm ´ ψp2qlm q:»—–cospθlmq
sinpθlmq
fiffifl “ Mlm
»—–sinpθlm ´ δlm ´ ψp2qlm q







»—–sinpδlm ` ψp2qlm q cospδlm ` ψp1qlm q
cospδlm ` ψp1qlm q sinpδlm ` ψp2qlm q
fiffifl
`
»—–cospδlm ` ψp2qlm q sinpδlm ` ψp1qlm q






with αlm, βlm, and µlm defined as in (17) and ∆lm equals to sinp2pδlm`ψp2qlm qq` sinp2pδlm`
ψ
p1q
lm qq. As discussed in Section 5.1, the proposedQC relaxation (21) can be further tightened
by additionally enforcing the envelopes xcos pθlmqyC and xsin pθlmqyS used in the original
QC relaxation (7). This results in the “Tightened Proposed QC” (TPQC) relaxation:
min (15a) (23a)









Equations (15l)–(15q), (20), (21b)–(21m). (23c)
5.5. AN APPROACH FOR DETERMINING THE SHIFTING VARIABLES ψp1qlm
AND ψp2qlm
The key parameters in our proposed QC formulation are the shifting variables ψp1qlm




lm that works well
for a range of test cases. A key determinant of the QC relaxation’s tightness is the quality of
the convex envelopes for the trigonometric terms in the power flow equations. One effective
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Figure 4. Thea area between upper and lower portion envelopes of the sine function for
´30˝ ď θlm ď 30˝, δlm “ ´53˝ and ψlm,2 “ 24˝ (purple) and ψlm,2 “ ´37˝ (green).
approach for determining the proper shifting variables (ψp1qlm and ψ
p2q
lm ) is minimization of
the area encompassed by the upper and lower portion envelope corresponding to a shifting
variable. Typically a smaller area implies tighter upper and lower portion envelopes for the
trigonometric functions.
Fig. 4 illustrates the upper and lower portion envelope of the sine function for the
voltage angle difference limits, θminlm “ ´30˝ and θmaxlm “ 30˝, and mutual admittance
angle, δlm “ ´53˝ and different values of the shifting variable,ψp2qlm “ 24˝ (purple region)
and ψp2qlm “ ´37˝ (green region). Fig. 4 illustrates that the smaller area (purple region)
encompassed by the upper and lower portion envelopes of the sine function compared to
the larger area (green region), provides a tighter envelope for the sine function.
More General LineModels This appendix extends the paper’s results to a line model
that considers transformers with a non-zero phase shift θshi f tlm and/or an off-nominal voltage
ratio τlm. With this model, the complex power flow into both terminals of line pl,mq P L
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are:
Slm “ Vle jθl
«ˆ












Sml “ Vme jθm
«ˆ









We follow the procedure in Section 4 by applying different shifting variables to indepen-















































































































































VlVm sinpθlm ´ δlm ´ θshi f tlm ´ ψp2qlm q, (26b)
P˜ml“RepS˜mlq“
ˆ










VmVl cospθlm ` δlm ´ θshi f tlm ` ψp1qlm q, (26c)
Q˜ml“ ImpS˜mlq“
ˆ










VmVl sinpθlm ` δlm ´ θshi f tlm ` ψp2qlm q. (26d)
The arguments of the trigonometric terms in (26) are not independent since cospθlm`
δlm ´ θshi f tlm ` ψp1qlm q and sinpθlm ` δlm ´ θshi f tlm ` ψp2qlm q are linearly related with cospθlm ´
δlm´ θshi f tlm ´ψp1qlm q and sinpθlm´ δlm´ θshi f tlm ´ψp2qlm q via the general form of equation (17).
Generalizing (17) to consider off-nominal voltage ratios and non-zero phase shifts in ac-
complished by replacing θlm in (17) with θlm ´ θshi f tlm .
Extensions of the expressions for the squared magnitudes of the current flows in the









































sinpθlm ´ δlm ´ θshi f tlm q ` Y2lmV2m. (28)
Note that the argument of the trigonometric functions in equation (28) are different than those
in equation (21). However, there are linear relations that relate arguments in equation (28)
to those in equation (21). Those relations, i.e., equations (30) and (29), are utilized to
prevent defining new envelopes and strengthen the RQC relaxation of OPF problem.
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»—–sinpθlm ´ δˆlm,2 ´ θshi f tlm q




cospθlm ´ θshi f tlm q “
1
2 cospδlm ` ψp1qlm q
„
1 1
»—–cospθlm ` δˆlm,1 ´ θshi f tlm q
cospθlm ´ δˆlm,1 ´ θshi f tlm q
fiffifl . (30)
Extending the TRQC relaxation (23) to the more general line model is derived bychanging the matrix Mlm in (22).»—–cospθlmq
sinpθlmq
fiffifl “ M 1lm
»—–sinpθlm ´ δlm ´ ψp2qlm ´ θshi f tlm q
cospθlm ´ δlm ´ ψp1qlm ´ θshi f tlm q
fiffifl . (31)




¨˝»–sinpδlm ` ψp2qlm ´ θshi f tlm qq cospδlm ` ψp1qlm ´ θshi f tlm qq
cospδlm ` ψp1qlm ´ θshi f tlm qq sinpδlm ` ψp2qlm ´ θshi f tlm qq
fifl
`
»–cospδˆlm ` ψp2qlm q sinpδˆlm ` ψp1qlm q






as in (17) and ∆lm equals to sinp2pδlm ` ψplm2qqq ` sinp2pδlm ` ψplm1qqq.
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